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ABSTRACT

A study of the requirements for and the design of an advanced head up
display was conducted. The requirements were based on the weapons and
sensors aboard an advanced close air support all weather fighter aircraft.
This analysis was supported by interviews with pilot users of head-up displays
In the field. From this information, the following design goals were estab-
lished:

Field of view 60 x 45
Resolution I nmrad
Brightness/Contrast 1.8 against 10K fL background
TV raster capatible

Existing conventional head up display techniques were evaluated with respect
to meeting these requirements. It was concluded that such techniques
(cathode ray tubes, conventional optics) could not be practically used to meet
the field of view and brightness requirements. Accordingly, an advanced
design utilizing holographic optics and liquid crystal display techniques was
conceived and evaluated. This concept utilizes a holographic lens to provide
the combiner and collimator functions. The liquid crystal matrix display
provides modulation of the light from a collimated arc light source to provide
either sensor or symbol video. Several alternate configurations using these
components, capable of neeting the requirements, were derived. The A-10
aircraft was selected as a candidate for the installation due to its large
canopy and over the nose visibility, One alternate configuration utilizes the
curved canopy itself as the substrate for the holographic lens/combiner. As
part of the study program, a demonstrator was developed to indicate how the
hotiographic lens/combiner and reflective liquid crystal can be used together
as a see through display. Also a half size mockup of the baseline cockpit
configuration was fabricated. It is recommended that a feasibility model
development program be undertaken to evaluate the performance of the
advanced HUD concept.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1. 1 Background

Advanced attack aircraft are planned for future USAF operations

which will provide increased capability for close-air-support. New methods

of computer guidance for low altitude, high-speed bomb delivery and the

advent of trainable guns, utilizing computer aided pointing and tracking, are

examples of the mission capability that is desired. Extending this operation

to night attack, or to missions occurring under adverse weather is achieved

with improved forward Looking sensors such as low light level television or

scanning IR sensors.

To achieve the necessary degree of safety and to insure survivability

against hostile forces, the pilot must remain head-up for long periods

throughout these missions, thus posing a critical requirement for head-u1'

display (HUD) of weapon delivery information and cautionary status infor-

mation concerning the condition of the aircraft. Furthermore, it is desirable

for the pilot to receive electronic sensor information on possible ground

threats such as radar homing and other active surveillance.

E Existing head-up displays provide the pilot with essential flight control

ard weapon delivery information over a very limited visual angle 'and do so at

a considLerable weight penalty. Also, their brightness is less than adequate

for the display ot pictorial sensor information under the hazy bright condi-

tions found in daylight operations during adverse weather such as ground fog

or low cloud cover.

What im needed in a brtght, wide field-of-view head-up display that

will provide these functions at lowt weight and with reliability that is com-

mensurate with advanced weapon system requirements.
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1.2 Study Program

The HUD study program had three major objectives: (1) define the

functional requi rements of an advanced head-up display for use on attack

aircraft in the 1980 time period, (2) determine the capabilities and lirnita-

tions of existing technology in meeting these requirements and (3) define

a baseline design approach for an advanced HUD technology to meet the

requirements. The requirements for an advanced head-up display are

analyzed in Section 2. 0. Section 3. 0 contains tradeoff of existing HUD tech-

nology and presents an advanced HUD concept which can be developed to

meet the design requirements. The basic concept of the advanced I-UD

involves the use of holographic optics which provide both the collimation and

the image combining function within a single thin-film element. Coupled

with this Is a new image source: the liquid crystal matrix display, which

provides a reflective pictorial display uniquely suited to the holographic lens

and one that is superior to the CRT for daylight operations. Sections 4.0,

5.0, and 6.0 describe the mechanization of these major components including

illumination considerations for daylight and night operations. In Section 7. 0,

a baseline design configuration is presented in detail. Section B. 0 of this

report outlines the future effort necessary to develop such a IUD.

1. 3 Recommended Design

As a result of this study' effort, a baseline design configuration was

conceived which has evolved into a recommended advanced HUD configura-

tion suitable for meeting the requirements of future USAF attack aircraft.

The baseline design is shown in Figure 1-1, which illustrates how the

advanced head-up display can be Integrated into an aircraft cockpit. A fiat

holographic lens combiner is supported in the pilot's forward field of view

by the canopy structure. The symbology (or sensor video) to be dirplayed is

projected upon the combiner by means of a relay lens which could be con-

structed from simple spherical optic elements initially. This function could

ultimately be accomplished by a simple transmission hologram elemnent. The

image source consists of collimated light modulated by a reflective liquid

crystal flat matrix display. The light source is an efficient Thallium arc

1-2
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• COLLIMATING |LENS

-LIGHT SOURCE

Figure 1-1. Advanced HUD baseline configuration.

source which emits a narrow band of light at the wavelength required by the

holographic lens. The liquid crystal display is addressed in a TV raster

scan format and thus is compatible with nmost sensor and symbol display

requirements.

This design provides several important advantages over head-up

displays that use conventional optics and Image sources; they are:

0 Higher brightness than with CRTs

* The holographic combiner provides wider field of view than can
be obtained with conventional optics.

* Narrow spectral response, intrinsic to hologram optics, results
in an image combiner that is free from coloration; thus, the
outside view appears as it normally would through conventional
windscreens without tinting.

* High diffraction efficiency of the hologram phase recording
preserves high brightness while reducing the power required for
internal illumination.

The performance parameters of the baseline system are shown in detail In

Table I-I. These were derived during a design study aimed at meeting the

following goals:

a Field-of-view 60 degrees Horizontal x 45 degrees
Vertical

0. Resolution and accuracy I nmrad over full instantaneous
fteld -of-view
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TABLE 1-1. ADVANCED HEAD-UP DISPLAY SPECIFICATION

Field of view 60 degrees horizontal by 45 degrees vertical

Brightness Provides 1.8 contrast ratio with 10K fL

background (8K fL)

Transmission 90 percent (no tinting of outside scene)

Color Narrow band centered at approximately
5350 A

Accuracy 25 mrad over entire FOV (presently, will
improve with further development of
continuous lens

" Resolution Total 768 x 1024 elements (approximately
"1 mrad)

Size Combiner 21 x 28 inches outside dimen-
sions (1/4 inch thick)
Projection Source: 15" x 8'ix 10"

Weight (total) Z5 pounds

Power 200w

MTBF ZOO0 hours (Recommend lamp replacement
at 1000 hours)

Functional capabili~ties Daytime Sensor Display with gray shade
rendition

Growth potential to provide color. TV
compatible display format

* Brightness/Contrast Adequate for good visibility of sym-
bology against a 10K fL background
brightness

* Functional capability Symbo logy

Pictorial sensor information

Growth to color

Physical characteristics Minimum weight, power, volume,
and impact on forward vision

I-d



It is noted that the only parameters presently not meeting these goals are

resolution and accuracy. The 25 mrad accuracy resulted from a limited

computer analysis of a specific holographic ler's matrix. It is known that

the accuracy can be significantly improved by a mnore extensive design effort

which would have been beyond the scope of this program. In this regard,

recent developments at the Hughes Malibu Research Laboratories on a

company-sponsored IR&D program have revealed that hologram lens per-

formance can be considerably improved by generating a "continuous lens"

which approximates the performance of a lens array containing an infinite

number of array elements.

To fully carry out a design of this type requires the use of existing

large scale computer programs which, after modification, would be able to

perform off-axis ray traces and an assessment of image quality throughout

the entire visual angle. The modification of these programs and the systems

design of hologram and projection lens components would be the next logical

step in the continuing development of the advanced I-IUD.

The fabrication techniques for the continuoub hologram lens are

known and sample lenses of high quality have been constructed by processes

which could be used for the baseline design.

In the course of the study, several alternate configurations were

investigated. These designs are more applicable for long range develop-

ment. One such alternate is to provide the holographic lens/combiner fune..

tion integral with the canopy. This Is very desirable since it essentially

provides the full forward field of view. It does, however, require a inore

i, complex curved lens array. Also, the projection requirements are more dif-

ficult. Another alternate is to use a transmissive liquid crystal matrix
display illuminated by a diffuse, panel light source. The major advantage

for this method is simple overall optical design that results. These alter-

nates are, however, further downstream in terms of development time. The

baseline as shown could conceivable be dnveloped to provide a flight test sys-

tem in 1976.
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1. 4 Design Feasibility

In comparing the estimated performance with the design requirements,

the only parameter which does not appear to be realizable at this time Is the

accuracy of 1 mrad over the entire 45 x 60 degree field of view. Improve-

ment in holographic optics design techniques presently underway at Hughes

Malibu Research Laboratories and inclusion of electronic compensation should

ultimately provide this accuracy.

To refine the design goals and to obtain further insight into the actual

use of HUDS, a user survey was conducted. Experienced A-7D pilots were

interviewed and their remarks with regard to an improved head-up display
were tabulated. The results of the interview are presented in Appendix B.

In addition to the study effort itself, two deliverable demonstration

items were developed. The first utilizes a simple single element holographic

lens in conjunction with a reflective display and light projector to indicate

the operation of the holographic optical element as a combiner and lens.

Also, a half-scale mockup of a typical cockpit installation was built. These

devices are discussed in Appendix A.

In conclusion, it can be stated that the development of an advanced

head-up display employing a holographic lens/combiner and liquid crystal

display source is feasible. It appears that such a display will provide a

marked improvement in the performance (FOV, brightness) over existing

head-up displays. This improvement it accomplished while maintaining

small size, light weight, low power, and high reliability due to the solid

state nature of the display and reduction of optical complexity.
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Z.0 REQUIREMENTS ANALYSES

The head-up display (HUD) provides the pilot a partially transparent

collimated image of various symbols and sensor video. Thus there ir "see-

through and everything is at infinity. The symbols and videu are selectively

displayed and are used for flight control, weapon delivery, and navigation.

The desired performance characteristics of a HUD may be derived from an

analysis of the information required for each mode of operation, from the

visual demands of the pilot, and from the tactics, weapons, and fLight

envelope of the aircraft. From these factors the actual design parameters

of brightness, resolution and field of view can be derived. It is these

parameters (or design goals) that are the baais upon which the actual design

is conducted.

The starting point for the requirements analysis was the assumption

of boundary conditions. These included the aircraft type, the weapon com-

plement, the sensor complement, and a sample of representative missions.

These working assumptions are listed in Table I1-1.

Z. 1 Information Requirements

The information requirements were derived by developing -detailed

operational sequence diagrams for the critical modes of air-to-ground

weapon delivery, air-to-air attack, and approach and landing. A sumnmary

of the results is shown in Table ll-Z. To visualize the appearance of the

display and assess the amount of symbol clutter, representative symbols to

provide the required information were taken from MIL-D-81641 (General
HUD Specification) for what was considered a worst case situation, These

are shown in Figures Z-I through 2-3. Visual clutter can be alleviated by
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TABLE 11-2. HUD INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS BY MISSION PHASE

Air-to-Ground Air-to-Air
.Weapon Delivery Missile Oun

Pitch and roll I 2 2 1
Cad pitch

Airspeed 2 1

Altitude 2 1

Cmd altitude -

Gas

Angle of attack (option)

Localizer 1

Glide slope I

Flight path marker I 1

Runway symbol 2

Standby reticle 1

Mode discrete* z 2

Steerhig i I

Deskgnation cUirsor I

CCIP I (option)

Bomb fall line I

Solution cues I

Pull up cue

Breakaway

IN range

R ange 2 2 1 1

Time to go

Heading 1

Cmd Hdg 2

Lock on signal

Firing envelope

Maximum range 1

Minimum range

Hot line

Radar line of sight 1

Vertical speed 1

Television 2 2

Forward looking infrared 2 2

Radio frequency 1 1

I Recommended

2 Desireable
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Figure 2-3. Landing mode.

increasing the display size (field of view), and these samples illustrate the

clutter possible on a HUD as well as examples of the complexity and size of

the symbols required.

2. 2 Sensor Display Requirements

In the A-7, current plans call for HIUD display of FUIR sensor video.

The FIAR is used for finding targets, and the sensor is slewable with a vari-
able field of view. The widest sensor field of view Is on the order of

5 x 7 degrees, while the HUD display has a field of view of approximately

15 degrees. This combination of characteristics means that the video will

never be in registry with the outside world. Nevertheless, pilots that have

flown test versions of the system found it usefu.l at dusk and at night.

To develop future requirements for HUD display of sensor video

based on formal analyses was beyond the scope of this program. However,

aosurnptions were made to develop a first cut at the requirements.

In an attack aircraft the sensor data will be used primarily for weapon

delivery. To increase recognition renge and designation accuracy, emphasis

is placed on system resolution rather than sensor field of view. At unit

magnification, the pilot's eye ts better in resolution than the sensor-display
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combination. Therefore to improve the ability of the pilot to resolve objects

on the ground, the sensor field of view is kept narrow but magnified on the

display- for example, 10 degrees of sensor data is spread over 30 degrees

of display. Until marked improvements in sensors take place, the field of

view of the display will be larger than the sensor field of view. Magnifica-

tion may vary from I:l to 10:1. It Is not likely, then, that registration of

sensor imagery with the outside world will take place in the near future.

This implies that the dynamics of the sensor imagery will be different than

* the dynamics of the directly seen visual world.

As sensor technology grows, both the resolution and field of view will

grow larger. It is "mportant that displays be developed to accommodate

these future systems. Sensors with a capacity of 1000 picture elements per

axis are not out of the question. To reproduce a 1000 elements, a display

matched to the eye would require a field of view of about 17 degrees.

To provide a headup sensor display for flight control or terrain

following requires correct image dynamics and a wide field of view. Hence

the HtUD must provide unit magnification and wide field of view, Studies by

Bell Helicopter have shown that a horizontal field of view approaching

60 degrees is required to provide the flight control function.

Also it Is not considered desirable to limit the presentation of sensor

video on the HUD to strictly night time conditions (as with the A-7), The

ability to provide sensor video head uip during the day time is considered

necessary in an advanced HUD. Low Level. ground,fog penetrated by an

advanced E-O sensor is one example. In such a case a bright HUD is

required due to the bright background. As more advanced sensors become

available they will undoubtedly be used under most conditions both, day and

night. Samples of typical television and forward looking infrared video that

could be displayed on the HUD are shown in Figures 2-4 and 2-5.
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Figure 2-5. MUD FLIR format.

2.3 Brightness, Contrast, and Resolution

The symbols and sensor video displayed must be visible, legible,

flicker free, and stable. To meet these criteria, the lAUD must be designed

to match the visual demands of the pilot in the operational environni-ent.

Visibility is determined primaril.y by contrast and brightness; legibility by

Y symbol size, contrast, End system resoitition; flicker! by the refresh rate;

and stability by symbol jitter, The qualtiy of the video image will be -nainly

a function of the image dynamic range and systciu resolution.

The contrast betwecn the syiiibolts and the sky background imiust be

sufficient if the symbols are to be"iiiWlc. Contrast ratio is defined as

B1/B 2where B is the symbol image brightness and 132 is the sky brightness

as viewed through the HUD. As the symbois arc conmpri sed of lines whose

width is approximately 1 tnilliradian (per MI.L-.l)-81641), the required con-

trast ratio is about 1.8. An extreme sky brightness is 10,000 foot lamberts.
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Ignoring the light loss through the HUD combiner, the minimum required

brightness of the symbol images is approximately 18,000 foot lamberts, As

the sky accounts for 10,000 foot lamberts, the additive brightness is 8,000 foot

lamberts. The above criterion contrast ratio is conservative; that is, one is

assured that symbols that meet this criterion will be readily visible. This

contrast requirement coupled with the background brightness of 10,000 (L

imposes severe brightness requirements on the display device. A design

that meets these requirements will assure that the symbols can be seen in

all but the most severe arnbients.

The quality of the display of sensor video in the HUD is dependent

on the gray shade rendition. The number of gray levels may be estimated

if one assumes that a gray level constitutes a change in luminance by a

factor of Ni'. For example, a brightness dynamic range of 4 to I provides

4 shades of gray (Nr-2 4 = 4). Assuming a combiner with 80 percent trans-

mission, and a maximum brightness capability of 8000 fL., Table 11-3 shows

the number of shades of gray provided as a function of the ambient brightness

level.

TABLE 11-3. EFFECTIVE DYNAMIC RANGE, AND NUMBER OF GRAY
SHADES AS A FUNCTION OF AMBIENT ILLUMINATION

(For a HUD with 80 percent transmittance)

(assume <7 gray shade steps)

Ambient l~ilum inotlon Ima~ge Lutm1inatnc e; Additive 1 2 • l

AI zara ambin IIIt Imai it 1ns I4 Ihea I etnmNI
Is00.H X (outside, fL) r eni~ hte H. Gray Shades tuog,,.. itzero arublenhImag lirIgh(nue

yA . E)EuLvu dyi1ianic raln•e)

8,O000
(10,000) H,000 16,000 4.0

4,000
(5,000) 0,000 11,000 3. 0 >4

1, 600

(2,000) H, 000 9,600 6.0 > 6

800
(1,000) 8,000 8.800 11.0
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From examination of this table one can conclude that at extremely bright
ambients (10,000 FTL), which approximates snow or white clouds in sunlight,
it will be difficult to see anything but the symbols. At more moderate
ambients (Z000 FTL), which approximates average sky and earth brightness,
the display whose highlight luminance is 8000 fL will reproduce in excess of
six shades of gray. On dull days and at dusk, a high luminance display will
provide a full gray scale.

The visibility of 14UD symbols depends on brightness and contrast,
however the legibility of the alphanumeric characters depends on symbol
size, stroke width, and system resolution. Figure 2-6 illustrates the inter-
action between alphanumeric symbol size and resolution with a criterion
curve drawn at the loci where the alphanumerics will be correctly identified
95 percent of the time. This criterion curve was derived from laboratory
data for high contrast symbols. Alphanumeric legibility is also a function of
the ratio of stroke width to symbol height. Acceptable ratios are on the

10

S0e PERCENTS~CRITERIlA,
ALPHA-

NUMERICS

0412 1020

SYMBOL HEIGHT. MINUTES

Figure 2-6. Criteria for alphanumerics
and symbols.
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order of 1: 10. If the stroke width is 1 milliradlan, the required symbol

height Is 10 milliradians;, I. e. , 30 arc minutes, which easily meets the size

requirements for legibility. A stroke width of 1 inilliradian implies a sys-

temi resolution of 0.5 line pair per milliradian which would miean 5 lIne pairs

per symbol hetght, thus meeting the symbol resollution requirement. One

nililiradian Is also the resolution specified by MIL-D.-8 1641. This spec ific&-

tion is summnarized in Table III- 1 in the next ser~tion of this report.

The required field rate for a flicker free Image is derived solely

from the characteristics of the eye. Figure 2-7 shows a characteristic

curve of critical flicker frequency (CFF) for a range of brightnesses. These

data were gathered In the laboratory where the typical experimental condi- i
tions were whole field, square wave. brightness fluctuations. Examination

of this curve indicates that a 60 cycle field rate will provide a flicker free

*image.

N -. ~NIGHT DAYN ~

II
20

104 io0 - 10
2  10

0  102

FOOT LAMBERlTS

Figure Z-7. Critical flicker
freuency.



Z. 5 Field of View

Present optical designs limit the monocular instantaneous HUD field

of view to approximately 15 degrees. Consequently, too much symbolic

information can be presented in this small area, resulting in an objectionable

cluttered display. The next generation HUD designs should simultaneously

fulfill the needs for sensor displays, flight envelopes of the aircraft, weapon

delivery requirements, and symbol clutter alleviation. Ideally, the HUD

display should utilize the entire windscreen field of view.

Field of view requirements derived from television or FLIR sensors

are a function of the sensor field of view, the display magnification, the

sensor resolution, and the HUD resolution. Airborne video sensors charac-

teristically have multiple fields of view, but seldom does the maximum field

of view exceed 20 degrees at this tiLTri. If a 1i1 relationship with the outside

world is required, a HUD field of view of 20 degrees is needed. It is antici-
pated that sensor (e. g. , FLIR) fields of view will increase in the future and a

60 degree field of view is not at all unrealistic for the next decade.

One of the most useful pieces of information presented on a HUD is

the flight path angle of the aircraft. The symbol representing this informa-

tion shows the pilot where the aircraft is going in inertial space. Pilots who

have flown HUDs are universely enthusiastic about the presentation of this

quantity. This means that at a minimum, the field of view of the HUD should

be large enough to portray the flight path angle (FPA) in real space.

In the horizontal axis, the position of the YPA indicates crab angle.

The most severe and critical crab angles occur during approach and landing.

For conventional attack aircraft, landings may be executed with cross winds

up to 20 knots at airspeeds as low as 120 knots. This means a displacement

of the FPA of L10 degrees. Allowing for emergencies that may exceed these

limits and to insure that the FPA is not at the extreme limits of the display,

a horizontal field of view of ±15 degrees is recommended.

The vertical field of view, based on the operating envelope of the

aircraft, may be derived primarily from the angle of attack limitation of the

z2-12



aircraft, coupled with a headwind during approach and landing. In the

extreme case, the typical conventional attack aircraft can land with angles

of attack approaching -30 degrees. With a headwind, the FPA will exceed

-30 degrees. However, the over the nose vision rarely exceeds 22 degrees.

As the utility of the IIUD flight symbols is greatly reduced when. they cannot

be seen in the context of the outside world, the HUD field of view in the nega-

tive vertical dimension can be limited to the over the nose envelope.

Requirements for the positive vertical field of view, that is, above the fuselage

reference line, cannot rationally be derived from the flight envelope of the

aircraft. The most that can be said is that there may be a desire for a cer-
tain degree of symmetry and a need to have a field of view large enough to

accommodate symbology without clutter. Therefore +22 degrees should

suffice,

For an attack aircraft, the HJUD field of view dictated by weapon

delivery requirements i.s primarily dependent on the lead angle of fixed guns,

the trail of gravity bombs, and the off-axis requirements of trainable guns

should they be carried. In air combat with fixed guns, lead angles seldom

exceed -8 degrees in elevation, a few degrees in azimfuth, and occasionally

* +4 degrees in elevation. The trail of gravity bombs varies considerably;

for high drag bombs dropped in relatively shallow dives, the trail can exceed

-2Z degrees - the limit for over the nose vision. For trainable guns, Hughes

analysis have shown that at off-boresight angles greater than 30 degrees thle

it tracking equations become so complex as to preclude the possibility of

accurate aiming. A summary of the field of view requirements based on

these considerations is provided in Table 11-4. It can be concluded from

this table that a horizontal field of view of 130 degrees should be provided

in an advanced HUD. A vertical field of view of ±22 degrees was selected

to maintain a 3:4 aspect ratio and meet all requirements in the table.

Z. 6 Summary of Head-Up Display User Survey

During the contract period a Head-Up Display User Survey was

performed to obtain HUD design requirements data from the user's (pilot's)

standpoint and to take advantage of the operational experience gained by pilots
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TABLE 11-4, HUD FIELD OF VIEW REQUIREMENTS

Source of Azimuth Elevation
Requirement

Landing :-15 degrees +5 degrees,
-ZZ degrees
(over the nose)

• (A.-I10 aircraft)

Trainable guns *30 degrees

Fixed guns :5 degrees +4 degrees,
-8 degrees

Bombs :L10 degrees *ZZ degrees
(over the nose)

Sensor video 110 to 15 degrees present *10 degrees

*30 degrees future *15 degrees future

Flight control ±30 degrees

using a HUD. Since the A-7 was initially selected as the representative

aircraft system In which the Hughes HUD requirements were conceptually

examined, It was decided to concentrate the survey efforts on pilots experi-

enced in that aircraft. In all, 17 highly experienced pilots were adminis-

tered the survey. The estimated average total flying tinme of these pilots

was 2,216 hours (330 to 4100 hours). Their average total A-7 HUD time was

284 hours (75 to 800 hours). The questionnaire and summary of pilots

response is provided in Appendix B, Based on the user survey, the following

conclusions and observations can be made.

1. The A-7D HUD is a superior head-up pilot Instrument. It is
highly functional for most mission segments in which it is used.
It is universally accepted by the pilot s surveyed. it does have
some Limitations which should be avoided in future HUD designs.
Those limitations which may have the greatest impact on the
Hughes design concepts are identified below.

2. Brightness and contrast problems experienced during night
operations were identified by 10 out of 17 pilots. On subsequent
questioning, it was learned that brightness/contrast problems
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were experienced by all the pilots to some degree at night,
though some felt the problems to be insignificant. The greatest
problem was expressed in reduced target visibility when viewed
against a background of lights (city lights, flares, and stars),
or when the target was imbedded in the lights.

3. With respect to the above, the adequacy of automatic brightness
control of the HUD was expressed in the survey. Some pilots
felt that the control was fine as it is. Others said that it is good,
but that they would like to have manual override capability to
exceed both the upper and lower limits of the automatic bright-
ness control feature. They felt this would help mainly during
the target acquisition and attack sequence.

4. Several pilots Indicated the symboLogy was washed-out when
flying toward the sun. One can also expect such a problem to a

A Lesser degree from bright cloud reflections. The brightness/
contrast recommended should eliminate this problem.

It Is stressed however that, all the pilots agreed that the A-7D
HUD symbology Is readable during most night and day conditions.
These pilots were not questioned on the presentation of sensor
video on the I-UD since It is not operational as yet. The A-7
HUD is not sufficiently bright to display sensor video during the
day.

"5. Several pilots expressed concern about symbology drifting off
the display (i.e. , FLight Path Marker, steering dot, etc,).
They do not want the symbol to disappear but to perch at the
edge of the HUD. It was suggested, for exampLe, that the steer-
ing dot should not be permitted to drift off the display. Instead,
as tho horizontal HUD FOV lkmit Is reached the symbol should
freeze at that point In azimuth, but be permitted to move
upward and downward at the azimuth limit. With this informa-
tIon, the pilots believed, they could "on-tinue flying the symbol
of Interest for its predictive value and fly the steering dot back
into the HUD FOV. A larger field of view will alleviate this
problem.

6. Another problem was the effect of too much symbology during
critical operations, particularly during strafing. Symbology
tends to collect In a clump around the target, often hiding It
from the pilot's view. The consensus was that the HUD be
provided with an automatic feature to limit symbology to only
that which is required at any instant in time during periods of

critical, performance. A larger field of view KUD will allow
more spacing between symbols thereby reducing this clutter.

7. Pilots generally favored using the normal green symboLogy
during night operatlons when discriminating target or objects
of interest against a lighted background (city lights, stars,
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flares, etc.), rather than using other colored filters. They
reported that lights viewed through the HUD combining glass
appeared orangish. The use of green syrnbology seemed to
offer the best contrast technique for minimizing the effects of
symbology washout due to background lighting. A requirnment
for an advanced head up display is to provide green syrnboLogy.

8. There were only a few direct responses to the question con-
cerning FOV. Of those that did respond, all thought that a
wider horizontal FOV would be desirable. None thought that
a greater vertical FOV would add capability (it should be
noted that these pilots mainly fly air-to-ground missions and
seldom air-to-air combat).

When asked, "'What is your choice for a HUD vertical field of
view point of reference relative to the longitudinal axis of the
aircraft? ", the consensus strongly favored the velocity vector
(flight path marker on the A-7D HUD). The predominant
reason given was that they want to know where the aircraft is
going, not where it is pointed.

9. A response shared by several pilots (and generally concurred
with by the other pilots on direct questioning) was the desire
for display of the selected radio frequency and an alternate
radio frequency on the HUD. According to the pilots, unless
there is good radio contact between the element leader and
his wingmen, and between the element Leader and external corn-
mand and control (e. g. , FAC), there is little chance for con-
cluding a successful attack on a selected target. This is par-
ticularly the case in close air support missions, where positive
target identification and confirmation Is a must requirement
before the weapon can be committed. Experience indicates

that it Is not uncommon for the UHF channel to become unreli-
able at critical times. Pilots would like to be able to see what
the primary and alternate frequencies are so that they may
quickly make the new selection, Of course, to include more
information on the HUD does contradict the previously stated
cluttered display objection. With a larger field of view how-
ever, the information is less crowded.

2. 7 Conclusions

Based on the quantitative analyses and qualitative considerations in

this section, the requirements, or "Design Goals" of an advanced head up

display are summarized in Table 11-5.
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TABLE 11-5. ADVANCED HEAD-UP DISPLAY DESIGN GOALS_

"Field of View

Horizontal 1:30 degrees

Vertical ±2Z degrees

Brightness/Contrast Provide contrast ratio of 1.8 with
10K fl ambient

Transmission Maximize

Resolution/Accuracy Maintain I mrad over entire field
I of view

Refresh Rate 60 hz minitnruni

SColor Green

2-17
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3. 0 EXISTING TECHINOLOGY AMND AN
ADVANCED HUD CONCEPT

3. I Introduction

In this section, state of the art head-up displays are discussed, The
techniques employed in conventional designs are presented, and their lirnita-'

tions with regard to their ability to meet the advwnced IHUD design goals are

discussed. A tradeoff table of operational systems is also presented, The

basic types of existing HIUDs can be characterized as electromechanical or

CRT source systems with reflective or refractive opticLi. These types of

HUDs are discussed along with the concept of an advanced TIUD. The advanced

HUD concept consists of a holographic combiner and a liquid crystal rnodu-

lated light source to provide a bright, wide field of view system.

3. 2 Existing HUDs

3. 2. 1 Electromechanical Head-Up Display

Electromechanical head-up displays are mainl~y analog devices using

synchros and meter movements for symbol positioning. This approach has

had extensive operational use in lead-computing optical' sights. The symbols

are deflected throughout the field of view by means of servomechanisms

acLing on components in the optical path. A color display is achieved by

inserting a filter in the optical path, Figure 3-1 illustrates a typical elec-

tromechanical de sign.

The , 3ctromechanical head-up display exhibits disadvantages common

to electromechanical servo systems such as hysteresis and limited dynamic

response. In addition the electromechanical HUD has very little growth

potential. The head-up display interfaces with the central digital computer.
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F'igure 3 - 1, Electromechanical HUD.

Since the electromechanical head-up display is an analog device, complex

dig ital-to -analog converters are required for the initerface. Other disadvan-

tages are the excessive weight of the mechanical curmponentH anid the low

reliability of motors and solenoids. Thiis low reliability provides a symbol

positioning accuracies within :Ll milliradian are possible. The overall display

quality of an electromechanical1 head-up display, as demonstrated by one
vendor, is excellent. The symbology prosented is bright, sharp, noise-free,

#rid in vivid coloi.

3. 2. 2 Cathode-Ray 'rube H-ead-lip Difj~i~u

utilized for all symbol writing. The s-uinbols are projected on a combining

gaswith art optical systern. The symbols are positioned by deflecting the

CTelectron beam rather than using servomnechanisnak as in the came of the

oeie.troi-n;.hanical head-up display. This approach offerii instantaneous fsym-

bol. response, simultitneouN prerintation of a large nurnber of symb~ols, and
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growth potential. Removal of information Is accomplished by blanking thu

CIUi'. The display quality is linited by tih CRT rusolution and brightne ss.

As In any cathode-ray tube display, the method is susceptible to electromnag-

netic and electrical noise, and the systenm is sensitivo to its operational

,[ environment. The IIUI) nust be boresighted to the aircraft line of sight and

is therefore hard-mounted, which subjects it to a higher Level of shock arid

vibration. Therefore, the CRT must be extremely rugged to withstand this

environment. The imaging from the CI{ T Is collimated and displkiyed by

either a refractive or reflective optical system.

Refractive Optics

In refractive optics, a refracting lens is used for image colli.mation,

and a flat, partially reflecting, transparent mirror combines the images with

the real-world view as illustrated in Figure 3-Z.

COMH INI 14

I/ q L At)

WINO~IgC ll iN

tY L

1,1, 1 CAL

; IN" I-1 LAII

Figure 3-2. Refractive system.

The instantaneous monocular field of view is limited by thtu lens

diameter and the eye-to-lens distance expressed by the following equation:

lens diameter
a 2 arct 2 Ž1(eyeto-lens distance)'I

where

a total angle subtended by the pilot's eye.
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Blinocular field of view represents the suparposition of the

instantaneous fields as seen by each of the observer's eyes. T'he instantan-
ooku.H horizontal binocular field of view is expressed as

2 arctan lens diameter + eye spacing

2(viewing distance)

It is apparent from the foregoing equation that the instantaneous field

of view is proportional to the lens diameter. Increasing the lens diameter

requires a proportional increase in the size of the reflecting mirror and con-

sequently an increase in the required front panel area,

Limited head motion will result in varying portions of the display

being visible, i, e., the exit pupil of the optics is some finite distanc, in

front of the pilot, thereby appearing to the pilot as a knothole through which

he must look. The total field of view, that which is obtained with head move-

mert, is a function of the real objec.t ((ItT) diameter and the effective focal.

length of the lens system defin'e~d by the relationship:

(Y arctan .

focal length

A short focal. length is desirable for a system with a large total fifeld

of view in order to keep the CR.T size, optical path, and hernce package size

to a minimum. Since a CRT has an appreciabl. line width, a short focal

length will have an adverse effect on the display resolution arid is undesirable

from this standpoint, The line width perceived by the piot is expresNed by

the following equation:

}t 0 radlians,

where :1

0 z angular aperture of t pxojectcd to infinity
t = CRT line thickness

F = focal length

3-4
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Reflehctive Optics

it, ofr-axis reflective optics as illustrated in Fi'gurc 3-3, the image

.4ourci, and observer's eye are off-axis with respect to the optical axis of the

aspheric mirror and combiner, 'T'Le effect of this displacement is that the
optical design is made difficult. The system. must handle rays that ILre sig-

nificantly inclined to the axis and those rays riust be accurate.in order to

minimize magnification distortion. As a result, the large reflecting surface

of the combiner lens and one or more other lens surfaces must be aspheric.

This approach then permits a real exit pupil to be projected just forward of

tho pilot's eye.

"C •(MIIIN|' H r

(A.•II- . I ICI
WINID ,,BI I N

- . ......- -. -. 4• IL~ry

PIO

(AFN'IIER HIC)

• ,LENII -IMS014 (A fHPHL R IC)

Figure 3-3. Off-Axis (folded) rciflective system.

The forward surface of the aspheric combiner must be designed to

minimize the distortion of the outside world. This is extremely difficult to

accomplish, since the distortion is a complex function of eye position. The

field of view limiting element of the off-axis optics is the size of the comn-

bining glass.

The on-axis optics shown in Figure 3-4 effectively puts the, image

source, reflective optics and observer's eye on the same optical path, The

combining glass acts as a double beam-splitter since the CRT light must pass

through it before collimation. This results in a lower optical efficiency.

The collimating element in the on-axis optics is a spherical mirror which

can be manufactured accurately and efficiently. The size of the spherical

mirror is the field of view limiting element. This design requires that the

CRT have a spherical face. The one objection to this design is the fact that

3-
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Figure 3-4. On-Axis reflsctive (folded).

the overhead spherical mirror obscures. approx~mately one degree of vertical

field of view. This one degree is, however, above ihi field of view of the

IIUD.

3. 3 Limitations of Existing Technology

Head up displays employing existing techniques are limited in their

performance due to the capabilities of conventional optics and CRTs, *A

tradeoff s;nnmary of several state -of-the-art HUDs, and EUDs in develop-

ment are compared in Table 111-1, along with the design goals of the Hughes

advanced HUD. It is seen that existing HUDs do not meet these goals. Their

limitations with regard to major performance parameters, namely, field of

view, brightness, and accuracy are discussed below.

3. 3. 1 Field of View

The optical design for state-of-the-art HUD optics systems has been

well established for some time, and a number of systems have been designed

for a 20-degree field of view using flat and spherical combining surface s,

For wider fields of view in conventional HUD systems, the optics become

very large, and in general field flattening and distortion compensations

become overpowering design constraints. This meaus that for the larger

systems, such as a 30-degree field of view or lai-ger, the combining optics

will generally be aspheric because of the wide angles, the large lens
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diameters, and the short focal distances involved. The requirement to use

aspheric optics is based on the use of the additional magnification surfaces

allowed by the aspheric mirrors, even though aspheric optics are undesirable

due to the specialized, expensive fabrication techniques required. One

desirable feature of an optimum head-up display is to provide the combiner

function integral with the aircraft canopy. The use of a classical projection

system to achieve this goal is considered a formidable, if not an impossible

task.

A wide angle Farrand head-up display is under development which

comes close to meeting the field of view design goals. This system, shown

in Figure 3-5, utilizes complex aspheric reflective optics with a CRT to

project the presentation on a curved combiner. In order to keep the com-
'• biner small, It is placed close to the user's eye (15 inchesl. This requires

the placement of a mirror very close to the viewer's face. Unfortunately,

this mirror is within the ejection envelope and must be folded out of the way

upon ejection from the aircraft. It is estimated that a very complex lens

system with greater than 10 optical elements is used in this HUD. Also, in

order to circumvent the ejection envelope interference problem with the

Farrand HUD, a larger combiner must be placed farther away from the

viewer. This necessitates the use of an extremely large exit lens diameter.

COURTESY FARRAND OPTICAL CO, INC1

FOLDING MIRRORREFRACTrIVE OPTICS"ti:i!i
FIBER OPTICS' iii'''

CATHODE RAY TUBE

Figure 3-5. Farrand wide field of view
head up display.
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3. 3. 2 Brightness/Contrast

The ability to see symbology or video on a HUD with a bright

background ambient is determined by the contrast of the presented video with

respect to the background. The design goal for the I-IUD is to provide a con-

trast ratio of 1. 8 against a 10, 000 foot Lambert background (solar reflection

"from white cloud). There are several parameters which effect the ability of

a HUD to meet this requirement. One is the brightness of the source (CRT or

a projection lamp modulated in some way to provide the symbology); another

"is the efficiency- of the optical system. The optical efficiency is defined as

the ratio of the output brightness to the input brightness. Assuming all

lenses are anti-reflection coated, the surface reflections and bulk absorption

should be lower than 2 percent, and the mirror used in a reflective optics

system can be 95 percent reflectiv.P. Hence, these components are not con-
sidered to be the major factor which determines the optical efficiency of the
conventional HUD. The major factor is that of the reflectivity and trans-

mission of the combining glass. Assuming a simple broad band combiner

with 50 percent transmission and 50 percent reflectivity, the 10, 000 foot

Lambert outside ambient is reduced to an apparent 5, 000 foot lambert back-

ground. Since a 1. 8 contrast ratio is needed, an apparent 8, 000 foot

lambert image source Is required since only 50 percent of the source is

reflected back into the user's eyes. A system design using such a combiner

obviously does not represent an optimum configuration due to this very high

source brightness requirement. In addition, the 50 percent transmission of

the ambient illumination seriously reduces nighttime vision through the

combiner. An improved combiner for nighttime vision would transmit 80 per-

cent and reflect 20 percent. This results in a maximum apparent background

luminance of 8, 000 foot lamberts and a symbology luminance of 6, 400 foot

lamberts on the HUD. Since only 20 percent of the source is reflected back

into the user's eyes by the combiner, a 32, 000 foot lambert source is

required not even considering other optical efficiency factors. These figures

indicate that a broad spectrum combiner is impractical for the high brightness

HIUD requirements.
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One way to partially alleviate this problem with present HUDs is to

use a dlchrolc (or trichroic) combiner. Reflection and transmission charac-

teristics of dichrolc or trichroic combiners are a function of the wavelength

of the incident light. Typically, 90 percent of the light except for a narrow

band (several hundred A) is transmitted from the outside world. In this band,

only 25 percent is transmitted, whereas 75 percent is reflected. Assuming

the 10, 000 foot lamberts background, 9, 000 foot lamberts is transmitted.

To provide the 1. 8 contrast with 0. 75 reflectivity, a light source of 9, 600 foot

lamberts is required. One disadvantage is that the source must be well

matched to the spectral reflective wavelength of the combiner or the overall

efficiency is lowered. Another disadvantage is the change in the coloration

of the outside world as seen through the combiner. Since several hundred

angstroms are notched from the outside scene, it will be tinted. Also, the

narrower this band is made, the lower the overall efficiency of the source.

The second major consideration for HUD brightness/contrast is

the source. The lamp illuminated reticles associated with the electromechan-

ical HUD are unacceptable for the advanced HUD application due to their

inflexibility and inability to display electro-optical video. The CRT is the

source used in most HUDs today. The primary operational disadvantage of

the CRT is the relatively low peak intensity achievable. To provide the

9, 600 foot lamberts (with dichroic combiner), on the order of 5-watts of

radiated power is required from the CRT phosphor. The conversion

efficiency of a good phosphor in a CRT is approximately 5 percent, varying

greatly with screen preparation, beam current density, and age. This

efficiency would require a maximum beam power of 100 watts, where typi-

cal high brightness tubes may be rated around l0 watts. It is unlikely that

such a tube- could be built without a significant technological breakthru

because of the beam power requirement and the phosphor loading in a con-

ventional structure. One method that has been used on projection tubes has

been to fabricate a water-cooled faceplate and to view the radiation from

the rear of the tube through an optical porthole. Such a tube would be quite
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large and very inefficient. It is concluded that the CRT is not capable of

meeting the requirements of this application. The Z, 000 foot lambert capa-

bility of existing HT.)Ds is sufficient for viewing symbology only over a

narrow field of view, at limited resolution, against a lower background

brightness.

3. 3. 3 Accuracy

The accuracy of a head-up display is defined as the precision with

Which the symbols can be generated, superimposed upon a selected reference

object, and retained while the unit is in operation. The contributing factors

to the errors in a HUD are: (1) image displacement cauLed by the combining

glass, (2) fabrication and alignment errors, and (3) parallax errors.

It is desirable that the combiner have the least possible effect on the

apparent position and shape of objects viewed through it. This is especially

important when one eye may be looking through the combiner while the other

may be viewing the same scene directly. Both the refractive and on-axis

reflective optics HUDs have flat combiners which have a negligible effect on

the view of distant scenes. The off-axis reflective optics H'UD uses an

aspheric combiner and therefore has an effect on the appearance of scenes

viewed through it. Analytical and measured data indicate an error of 0. 5 to

5. 0 milliradians, depending on viewing distance and on the point through

which the combiner is being viewed.

For purposes of comparison, it is assumed that all the conventional
optical HUDs are subject to the same tolerances in manufacture of the optical

elements and have comparable alignment techniques. This may not be

strictly true for the off-axis reflective optics, since aspheric optics pose

particular manufacturing problems. A typical system would have errors due

to manufacturing tolerances of :0. 2 milliradian.

Given sufficient freedom in the number of elements and size, an opti-
cal HUD can be designed and made to almost any accuracy. In a head-up

display, with its severe limitation on space, some optical errors will

inevitably remain. In general, the errors vary inversely with focal length.

The principal concern with regard to optical errors in parallax or the change
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in the apparent relative positions of the CRT symbology with respect to the

outside scene when viewed from different eye positions.

The requirement to maintain 1i-mrad accuracy and resolution over the

entire field of view is met by todayls limited field of view systems. However,

when considering the use of conventional optical techniques to maintain this

accuracy over a 60 x 45 degrees field of view, the design problems become

almost insurmountable.

3. 4 The Advanced Head Up Display Concept

It can be concluded from the preceding discussion that head-up displays
utilizing conventional optics and CRTs cannot be made to meet the require-

oments of an advanced HUD. Better means are required to provide wider

i" fields of view and higher brightness. It is also always desirable to improve

1 reliability and reduce size and weight. Two new promising techniques appear
to be directly. applicable to the HUD application. These technologies are

holographic optics and liquid crystal displays. They provide the potential for

wider fields of view and higher brightness. The basic concept is shown in

Figure 3-6. A holographic lens array provides the combiner function, while

also providing part of the projection lens function. The liquid crystal (LX)

array provides a light modulation function. This allows the use of an

extremely bright light sourcc. Also, the solid state nature of the LX matrix

display, along with the light weight of the holographic optics promises to

yield a head-up display of higher jeliability and smaller size than presently

possible.

HOLOGlRAM
ARRAY

VIEWER'S
S•RYE

_1-1rr1 CRYSe. TALSV ARRAY

DRIVI

ELECTRONICS

Figure 3-6. Advanced head-up display concept.
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There are two basic characteriotics 6f the holographic optics system

that are distinctly different from the classical optics system that yield the

potential improvements. First, the holographic lens provides the dual func-
tion of a collimating lens and a very narrow spectrumn interference filter/

combining glass. The importance of this dual functiun lies in the fact that

complex conventional projection optics is not required. Also, by proper

design of the holographic lens, compensation can be included for a significant
* portion of the image aberrations. This makes larger fields of view practical.

-These aberrations are functions of the associated optical components in the

balance of the system and in the actual physical contour of the combining

glass. This contour can be made to match the canopy contour. The second

advantage is that the holographic lens is a particular form o.f a high resolu-

tion diffraction grating. The visible spectrum outside the narrow refraction

band passes through the lens undistorted, while the image projected from the

symubology source is collimated through the lens. This "see-through" design

cannot be duplicated with conventional lens designs. This allows the source

to be placed behind the combiner which results in a unique configuration. It

also provides the desirable contrast improvement function of the dichroic on

trichroic combiner.

To provide the degree of contrast required for bright symbology and

sensor video in dayliiht, a very bright narrow band light source is required.

The limitations of the cathode ray tube have been described, and the new

solid state light emitting technologies of light emitting diodes and plasma

panels are very limited' in their light output. Even the laser is not capable

of provifding visible light scanned and modulated at the intensity required to

provide a head.up sensor display in a 10, 000 foot lambert condition. The

scanned laser source does provide some of tho characteristics desirable for

this application. It is essentially monochromatic and hence meets that

requirement of the holographic optics. It is also a well collimated beam of

light resulting in high resolution. In fact the laser has been proposed as the

light source for use with a holographic combiner in other I-IUD applications.

Where only syrnboiogy is required, the laser can be deflection modulated to

write the symbology much like stroke written symbology on a CRT.
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Current production lasers are very inefficient sources of light

(0. 1 percent), requiring high electrical power to provide the intensity for this

application (several kilowatts). Dye lasers in development exhibit higher

efficie,.ncy (10 percent) but are very unreliable (10-100 hrs MTBF). Also,

these high power lasers are bulky and require very precise optical adjustment.

Any approach to higher efficiency lasers requires either cryogenic cooling or

a narrow band optic&.l pumrp source (or both). Also, the necessary deflection

and intensity modulation to display sensor video requires complex electro-

optical components. In swumary, it can be concluded that although the laser

provides an optimum source of coherent narrow band light, It is not suitable

for this application. Several more attractive non-coherent sources of nar-

rowband light are discussed in Section 6. 0 of this report. A thallium'arc

lamp is the recormmended baseline'source. Given such a light, the problernIl
becomes one of modlulating its intensity over an area equivalent to the

projected field of view.

The liquid crystal represents only one of the many materials that have

been utilized as area light modulators. The advsantages of the liquid crystal

material over most other light modulation materials (i. e., lead zirconate

titanate, potassium di-hydrogen phosphate, calcite, etc. ) lies in its efficiency,

sensitivity, and response time, A number of experimental panels have been

fabricated using solid state drive circuitry to demonstrate the low drive volt-

age requirements and the display characteristics of a variety of liquid crystal

materials. Other light modulatior, materials require much higher electric

fields to exhibit comparable contrasts. Consequently, these materials cannot

be driven by solid state integrated circuits due to the high voltage require-

ments. It is this liquid crystal property together with the development in

LSI circuitry that rmake the flat panel matrix type display practical. A

detailed discussion of liquid crystal display technology for application to the

advanced HUD is presented in Section 5. 0 of this report.

In the following sections of this report, mnore detailed descriptions

and analyses of the various components are presented. Also, where appro-

priate, tradeoffs were performed in order to come up with a recommended

configuration. Following these analyses, a baseline design is presented

which indicates how the head-up display can be integrated into an aircraft

cockpit.
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4. 0 HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICS; TRADEOFFS AND ANALYS• S

4. 1 Introduction

This section describes the 1Hu.ghes Aircraft Company concept of the

hologram lens array for head-up display applications. To define the techni-

cal background on which the hologram lens development task iV based, this

discussion describes the principles underlying the concept and the techno-

- logical considerations involved in rroducing the hologram lens arrays.

. 4, 1. 1 Holographic Optics he

5It The recording and use of th • types of point-source holograms as

t optical elements with focal power ls~llustrated in Figure 4-1. Shown are

ftRIJ¢OO#ING II\UCK

TRAiIMIOSIION

p• • p-- PEIUO0

IN -LINK
TRNANIMIIWSI

Figure 4-1. Generation and use of point-
source holograms as focusing elements.
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the two fundamental types of ofe-axis holograms, the reflection and

transmission types, and a combination. of two off-axis transmission holograms

to make a pseudo-inline transmission hologram. The latter element has

two interesting properties. First, it ks approximately axially symmetric

and therefore has lower distortion. Second, It has considerably smaller

chromatic dispersion than the other two types. Its disadvantages include

lower efficiency and more difficult fabrication. All three of these types

can be used in HUD systems as will be shown.

The hologram is recorded by illuminating the light-sensitlve

recording material with two beams of light from the same coherent source

of known wavelength. Both beams originate from point sources, one of

which is at infinity. After the hologram has been recorded (and if necessary,

processed), it can be illu'minated bty either of the two recording beams (at

the recorded w#avelength) to cause it to generate the other recording beam

accurately. This playback step also is shown in Figure 4-1, wherein

the diverging beam interacts with the hologram to recreate the collimated

"beam. A viewer looking into this beam sees the point P projected to infinity

by the hologram. If the point source is displaced, the direction of the

collimated beam changes by an angle equal to the angle subtended by the two

point-source locations at the hologram. Therefore, the hologram has the

ability to Image an extended field. This field, however, consists of only-

the light of the recorded wavelength. To the rest of the spectrum, the holo-

gram array acts as a plate of glass.

Although the hologram can image an extended field, it does not do so

with unlimited accuracy. Inaccuracies appear as deviations of some rays in

the collimatod beam from the expected direction. These deviations are

largest for rays near the edge of the hologram and increase as the displace-'I

ment of the imaged point, P1, from the hologram recording point P is

increased, as shown in Figure 4-2. In other words, the angular errors

increase as the field angle Is incrbased and as the f number Is decreased.

If the maximum ray deviation 9s a function of the field angle is plotted, it is

apparent, as indicated in Figure 4-2, that the error becomes 1 mrad at a

half-field angle 3 to 5 degreeu for typical hologram parameters. The
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Figure 4-,. Angular errors

of a typical holographic
optical element.

advanced HiUD requirement is to rrovide image resolution and accuracy of

better than I mrad over field angles of 30 to 45 degrees therefore, a single

hologram optical clement has limitations as the projection elenment for oLuch

displays.

Effects of the off-axis aberrations indicated schematically in

Figure 4-3 depend strongly on applicable hologram parameters, particularly

the off-axis angle, the asymmetry angle, and the size of the viewing pupil.

For viewing with the eye, the effects of the aberrations are generally to

A introduce distortion rather than a lose of resolution, because over a bundle

of rays the uize of the eye pupil, the ray directions do not vary appreciably.

However, as pupil location is changed, the average ray direction changes,

causing the apparent image location to shift.

Another characteristic of these holograms Ls that as the object point

is moved from the hologram construction location, the efficiency of

conversion of the diverging beam into the collimated beam decreases. This

loss of optical efficiency arisus because the conversion process is Bragg

diffraction from the recorded fringe planes in the hologram. nedium, a

process sensitive to the beam angles. This angular dependence of optical

4-3
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(a) Oti-axis reconstruction (b) Off-axis reconstruction

Figure 4.3. (bff-axis aberrations.

efficiency effects the optical efficiency of the single hologram lens as a

function of the field of view. For typical geometrie8, the angular width of

the efficiency curve is 5 to 10 degrees in the plane containing the optical axis

and somewhat larger In the perpendicular olane. This fact also places a

limitation on the performance of a single lens.

4. 1. 2 The Holographic Array Concept

To obtain the required performance I.n a head-up display, it is

necessary to use a multiple-element holograrm lens. A single clement system

cannot provide the required optical ufficiency, and the more aonlinear

distortion of the single element leads to much larger binocular disparities,

This behavior Il not surprising, since a single hologram optical element,
like a single lens or mirror element, has large off-axis aberrationj.s. There-

fore, a multiple-element hologram optics technology is required, just as a

multiple-element technology is reqaired for •rdinary optical e.)lemnents.
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To avoid the difficulties of the single-element systern, the hologram

array technique indicated in Figure 4-4 has been developed. This array-

concept Is based on the fact that in an optical jystem like the HUD, rays

from a single point in the field of view that enter the viewer's eye come

through only a small part of the projection aperture. In other words,

different parts of the projection aperture correspond to different parts of

the field of view. This means that the angular field and the projection

aperture can be divided Into small segments, and one can synthesize a small

hologram in each segment of the aperture to form a high quality image over

the corresponding segment of the field of view. If these small holograms

are accurately aligned, they project a continuous high-quality image over

the entire large field of view.

PROJECTED ANGULAR

IMAGE FIELD

EYE

APERTURE

Figure 4-4. The hologram
array concept.

The Hughes array technology provides a configuration where the

parameters provided by multiple hologram elements can be adjusted to

provide good system performance. Just as with ordinary optics, effective

and efficient hologram optical system design requires expert knowledge and

experience of what configuration to use and which parameters to vary, as

well as digital computer programs to perform multi-variable optimizations.

The fundamental advantages of this array configuration are to reduce

the lose of resolution and the increase in distortion due to off-axis aber-

rations and to obtain a more uniform optical efficiency across the projection
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aperture. To realize these advantages, it is necessary to overcome two

difficulties associated with kmplementing the array concept. First, an

array exhibits distortion that can vary with eye position, although usually

far less than for a single hologram. Second, the presence of intersections

between adjacent holograms in the array introduces the possibility of

discontinuities in the image if proper alignment is not achieved. Utilization

of the fundamental advantages of the array over the single lens can be
achieved by a system design that eliminates or adequately reduces the

* imaging errors that occur in the array approach in a configuration that is

acceptable from a systems viewpoint.
Design of an array of holograms for use in projecting an image to

infinity is based on two criteria: first, the image is viewed from a certain

location (the pupil location); and second, adjacent elements of the array
provide a continuous image to the observer. The first criterion is met by

form-Ling each element with a collimated beam that passes through the pupil

location and a diverging beam from a point source located in the system

source plane. The second criterion is mnet by choosing the locatiotos of the

point sources such that the fringe planes' in two elements are parallel at
the intersection of the elements, thereby providing a "mirror without a kink.
A digital computer program is used for performing this design function.

Later in this section, the basic design approach is described in detail.

It should be noted here, however, that this basic design has unaligned inter-

sections between hologram elements of the array at which localized distortion

can occur even when there is no average system distortion. In a proper
system design, this local distortion is reduced to insignificant proportions.

Realization of the optimum design requires detailed analysis and evaluation

of the array beyond the scope of the program.

4. 2 Preliminary Systems Considerations

4. 2. 1 General

The HUD optical system design must be closely tied to the operational

system configuration as well as to performance requirements. Figure 4-5
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Figure 4-6. The basic HUD system
configuration.

slioN, a the basic system configu~ration that Is required. The image Is viewed

along an optical axis from a viewing pupil of dimension P. The distance

between the viewing pupil and the input surface is d. The Input surface here

is assumed to be a flat combiner plate or a flat hologram array. For a

total angular field of view of 20, the input surface maust project to a vertical

*height of2d tan 0+ P.

The input optical axis is deviated by an angle of 180-4) degrees to

coincide with the viewing optical axis. If the input surface is a combiner

plate, its normal must bisect the angle 4, requiring the asymmetry angle 41J

in Figure 4-6 to be equal to zero, For a hologram array at the input surface,

we need not require ic 0. Our studies show that for n4J>t, as in Figure 4-5,

the image is distorted, while for 'ko0 the field of view is distorted. In both

cases the amount of distortion increases as the off-axis angle 4 is increased.

One major factor in this system configuration is the size of the

components involved. For example, if we use a flat plate normal combiner,

the projection aperture becomes quite large even if it is not tilted relative

to the optical axis. This is Ivdicated in Figure 4-7, where the shaded area

is the line-of-sight volume that cannot be obstructed. Note that as the off-

axis angle d is decreased, the required projection aperture (I. e., the

distance between the extreme field lines) increases rapidly to keep the

projection aperture outside the line-of-sight volume. The projection aperture

o minimum, for pt9O degrees, but still has a size of about 40 x 30 inches

for a 60 x 45 degrees field of view.
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F'igure 4-6. System geometry using a pseudo-
inline transn-dauion hologram array and a

flat combiner plate.

FLAT COSMBINE PLATE

OLINA AXI SIGHT

Figure 4.i7. The relationship of projection
aperture A~ize to the system geometry

when. a flat combiner plate is used.
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If the input surface is a hologram array (i. e., the input surface is

also the projection aperture), the projection aperture is somewhat reduced

in size. However, the projected size ts still approximately 3b3%x 20 inches,

and a usable system requires 4>O so the actual size is larger than the

projected size.

For systems with the hologram array serving as the projection

aperture, the object or source plane (liquid crystal Image plane) subtends

approximately an angle 20 (the field angle) at the array. If the spacing

between the source plane and the center of the array is f , the size of the

source plane is approximately 2f 0 tan 0. A 25 degrees FOV configuration

employing a reflective hologram array is shown in Figure 4-8. Similar

arguments can be made for a transmission hologram array, and an example

of the latter type of system Is shown In Figure 4-9. The important thing to

note is that the rapidly expanding line-of-sight volume requires that the

input optical axis make a larger angle with the viewing optical axis. In the

system shown in Figure 4-8, the angle is 45 degrees, compared to 18 degrees

for the reflection hologram array. This is a definite disadvantage, because

the increased distortions caused by this larger angle are difficult to remove.

I~d m 1,II Ii

1=P1TOICfN MEN EXIT PUPIL)

RELAY OMiICI 1XIT PUPIL DIA,, - A,.
f/go, : .,7 MR 111, DIAVIRWINM PUPIL
/aN&. .,0 MR gIn, DIAVICWINI PUPIL

Figure 4-8. System geometry using a
reflection hologram array/combiner
plate with * = 18 degrees and '= -9
degrees and with the optimum input

image magnification of 1. 4 and a
folding mirror.
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Figure 4-9. System geometry using a transmission
hologram array/combiner plate with

* = 135 degrees and 1 = 90 degrees,

The pseudo-inline transmission hologram array, illustrated in

Figure 4.6, provides minimum distortion at the expense of complexity. In

place of the single hologram array in the earlier systems, two matched

transmission hologram, arrays are required to form the pseudo inline

element. A large combiner plate is also required.

4. 2. 2 Relay Lens Characteristics

A major consideration in the proposed HUD system is the size of the

liquid crystal matrix source. Technically, it will ultimately be possible to

provide this matrix on a 3 inch by 4 Inch sub .rate t:o cover a 60-x 45-degrees

SFOV. However, for direct array projection, the matrix would have to be

placed approximately distance

f 1.5
0 tan 22. 50 • 3. 8 inches

from the array and would therefore be directly in the viewing volume of the

display. There are two possible solutions to this difficulty. First, increase

the size of the liquid crystal matrix, and second, project a virtual image of

the matrix into the system, using an auxiliary relay lens. In this section,

the requirements placed on the relay lens by the system parameters are

4-10
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examined. Although the concep't has not been investigated in detail, it is

conceivable that a holographic optical element could be used to provide this

relay lens function..

- For the purposes of this discussion, it Is useful to simplify matters

by unfolding the optical system, as shown in Figure 4- 10. The system

geometry when using the relay lens is indicated in. Figure 4- 11, where the

component spacings are given in termsi of the system param-eters. The

dependence of the pupil size on these spacings and on the aperture A of the

relay lens are fixed by the requirement that the exit pupil of the relay lens

* (the indicated aperture A) be located at the position of the image of the

systemr viewing pupil formed by the array. The system viewing pupil is the

I limnage of the relay lens aperture formed by the array, and fixing the system

I pupil therefore fixes the characteristics (aperture and focal length) of the

relay lens. The. required relationships can be determined approximately by

applying the thin lens formula,

f 1 1 (4-1)

LC MAIAIX QT0LAI

HOLOGRAPHIC

Figure 4-10. Optical system.
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Figure 4-11, Optical system geometry.

A to the array and the relay lens, where f is the proper focal length and p and

q are the object and image distances, respectively. The relationships,

n q/p, (4-2)

q f(n+l), (4-3)

p = (1 +.-,) (4-4)

where n is the image magnification can als6 be used. For the image of the

system pupil formed by the array,

1 1 1 1 1

- -' (4-5)

and

qA P
A d (-- 4-6)

art, the pupil image height and thus the aperture of the relay lens, Then in

Figure 4- 11,
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•D q qA =nfo = R(n + ) (4-7)i

From (7), the foclal length of the relay lens Is

fR= D
'R + (4-8)

Therefore, the f/number of the rellay lens, fR/A, which is a meaning-

,ful descriptive parameter of the relay lens, is

• . .D•nfn.•_ nH (-9
F = f/number (4-9) =l(4

where I-H in the height of the liquid crystal matrix and 0v is the half angular
Svertical FOV. F'or very large n, the f/number becomes

IF, Han (4-10)

For H = 3 inches, P 5 inches and 9 = ZZ. 5 degrees, the relay [ens f/number,

from 4-10, iv 0.75. This would be a difficult lens to design, even for the

relatively low resolution requirements of the HUD system, because it also

must cover the 6 0-x 45- FOV of the display. The actual baseline design
described Later in this report employs a less dense 6 x 8 inch liquid crystal

array. This results in an f/1. 5 relay lens which is easily obtained.

Another consideration is that for d * n f0 , D, the relay lens, and

the system length becomev, very large. Typically, nfo 1 10 to 15 inches

and d - 25 inches, so this is not a serious problem.

The overall system length and the size of the relay lens can be

reduced by introducing a field lens at the position of the magnified image.

It is straightforward to show that the relay lens focal length is decreased in

the same raiLo as the aperture, so that the f/number remains constant.

There is, therefore, a direct tradeoff among the system parameters,

according to equation (4-10), where a desirable relay lens tends to imply

a large liquid crystal matrix, a small pupil, and/or a small field of view.
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4. 2. 3 Use of Canopy as Substrate for the Hologram Array

There Is no a priori reason why the aircraft canopy cannot be used

as a substrate for the array. By the nature of the hologram elements, their

optical characteristics do not depend on the substrate curvature. There are

two minor disadvantages associated with this configuration. First, the

aberrations of a curved subutrate holcgram are somewhat larger than those

of the corresponding flat plate hologram; and second, the curved-substrate

array is more difficult to fabricate than a flat plate array. The aberration

problem should not cause any deterioration of system performance, because

the curvature is rather small. The fabrication problem requires proper

* design techniques, fabrication apparatus, and the ability to form uniform,

high quality films of the recording material on the canopy surface. These

* .* techniques are being developed for other applications, and there should be

no difficulty in extending them to the HUD geometry. Also, the acrylic

plexiglas material commonly used for canopy fabrication is suitable material

for the substrate of the holographic optical elements.

With an optical element on the canopy, there arises a question of

performance during operational stressing of the aircraft. If the canopy

behavior in operational conditions Is known, the effect on image quality can

be readily ascertained, because the holograms will behave like simple

mirrors in this regard. For small deformations, the angular shift in the

image location will be equal to twice the change in the direction of the normal

to the canopy surface.

There is possibly a major advantage to a configuration that uses the

canopy as the array substrate, viz., the curvature can be used to effectively

cancel distortion in the projected image. As will be shown later, ,distortion

can be viewed as resulting from a changing focal length across the aperture.

For flat plate configurations, it is possible to remove the average variation

through proper design, but there remain local variations that cause local

distortions in the image. It appears that an inward-curving array substrate

could substantially reduce these local distortions, particularly when used

with a curved source distribution. If the source distribution is a projected

image, then the relay lens design is simplified as well.

4-14
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4. 2. 4 Small Element/Large Pupil Effect
In the hologram array optical system, there are two types of errors

that have to be considered. One is the error due to off-axis aberrations of

a single hologram, and the other is systematic errors due to the geometry

of the array. These types of errors can be interpreted in terms of system

operation.
Figure 4-12 shows the first type, which occurs when one views

different parts of the image through the came point on the array. The image

quality is then determined by the off-axis errors of the single element and

the parameters (geometry) of the system.

VIIWING THROUGH A SINGLE ELEMENTI. -~ARRAY

SINGLE

ELEMENT

"" SC URCE PLANE

Figure 4-12, Single hologram
angular errors.

Figure 4-13 indicates the occurrence of the second type of error.

This type of error is prominant in HUD systems where the viewing pupil size

is larger than the size of the hologram elements making up the array. Thus,

the effects due to this type of error are termed "small element/large pupil''

effects. In this situation, as the eye moves in the viewing pupil buL remains

fixated on a single point in the imagre, that point is sequentially viewed

through a series of different olem•nts Ini the array. L4 the lim-nit of a very

large pupil and very small element-, the image characteristics are
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VIEWING A SINOLE POINT

ARRAY

-- PUPIL

SOURCE PLANE

PINT

Figure 4-13. Large pupil/small
element errors.

deterrrined entirely from the array desiga,. In practice, the off-axis

aberrations of each element also play a part. The particular errors of

concern here are binocular disparity between two eyes viewing the sarrie

inage and collimation errors, L. e. , differences in ;pparent image direction

through different 'parts of the viewing pupil. Along 'ikth optical efficiency

and image distortion, the collimation errors oiid binoc'ular disparity errors

are the major concerns in evaluating HUD system perfo\mance.

4. 3 lRecording Material Tradeoff

The selection and development of an appropriate material to hold the

interference fringe patterns is a major consideration for the HUD hologram

lens system. The choice of a material is restricted by several mandatory

material characteristics. In Lhis section, the necessary properties will be

examined, a survey of holographic materials Nvill be made, and potential

material candidates for the HUD arrays will be identified.
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4.3. 1 Requirements for HUD Array Re.ordinig Materials

Volume, Phase Hologram

The requirenierkt that the holographic tens must have greater than

90 percent light diffraction efficiency dictates that the material must be

capable of recording a thick (volume) and phase-modulated hologram. The

theoretical maximum diffraction efficLencies for thin amplitude and thin

* phase holograms are 6. 25 and 33. 9 percent, respectively, whereas 4hick

phase holograms can achieve up to 100 percent efficiency.

Film Thickness and Index Change

The geometrical constraints of the HUD system determ-ine both the

nmaximumr allowable film thickness and minimum refractive index changc in

the material, since these factors have a direct bearing on a hologram's

angular selectivity. Typically, a *3 degree field coverage is required from

each element of a hologram array for display purposes to cover the desired

field with an adequate number of elements. To calculate the film thickness

necessary to satisfy this condition, apply equation (4-11)

'0 1 tR 2 dnsinO (4-li)

where 4 0 3 degrees, the angle of half.-width at half-maximumn reflection,

K r 3, a factor determined experimentally from dichromated gelatin holo..

grams, A, is' the light wavelength, d is film thickness, n c 1. 5, the refractive

Index, and e6 30 degrees, the angle between the normal to the hologram

plane at the point of reflection and either the incoming or rcflected rays.

Performing the substitutions, the maximum allowable film thickness becomes

approximately 25 jim.

For a phase hologram, the film thickness dictates the minimum

refractive index change necessary, to develop a given diffraction efficiency.

Using equation (4-12) for a reflection hcaogram,

n = tan hZ _•t nd 4-1)
X cos 

(9
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and substituting the value n 90 percent, the diffraction. efficiency, and

solving for An, the required index change, a value of 0. 0127 is obtained.

The thickner,- and index change requirements can be somewhat

relaxed by modifying the array geometry (e. g. , making 0 smaller), but

large deviations from the thickness or index limit can only be made by

sacrificing efficiency or angular response of the holographic lens.

Additional Requirements

Additional recording material requirements for the hologram lens

are listed below:

1. Permanence - The holographic tens must be stable with respect
to efficiency, reflection wavelength, and transparency in
wavelengths outside the operation reflection region.

Z. Specific operating peak reflection wavelength.

3. Resolution - The material must have a resolution of at least
5000 cycles /mm to qualify as a reflection hologram material
with a typical 1. 5 bulk refractive index.

4. Environmental endurance - The hologram's operational
parameters must not change with changes in environment as
specified for MIL-5400L class 2 materials.

5. Optical quality and noise - The material must transmit more
than 90 percent of incident light outside the operational
reflection range, scatter less than 5 percent, and rnust not
distort the real-world images.

4, 3. Z Survey of Holographic Materials

Presently, many materials exist in which holograms can be recorded,

but of these only a few can be seriously considered for the present application

in light of the criteria listed above. The criterion of a thick phase material

immediately disqualifies the bulk of holographic materials, such as silver
halide emulsions (conventional development), thermoplastic zerography
mnaterials, transient photochromics, etched photoresists, kinofornm materials,

and magneto-optic materials. A survey was made of the remaining materials,

and they are roughly grouped in classes In Table IV- I., where most of their

important characteristics are listed.
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Each material's comparative advantages and disadvantages are

evaluated below. Those materials showing greatest promise with least

development time and expenditure are then identified. Incomplete data on

material properties will tend to disqualify a material, since additional

investigation would be necessary to determine its practicability.

The first example of a photopolymer, barium acrylate, fails to satisfy

the present system requirements in resolution and high diffraction efficiency,

and it has stability and environmental disadvantages in its present form.

A major research effort would be required to raise these parameters to

acceptable levels; hence, this material will not be considered in the present

I program.

A recent development by Files has shown that commercially available

optical cements can be dye-sensitized and used to fabricate high-efficiency,

low-noise thick phase holograms. When considering the current application,

two major disadvantages become apparent: index changes of only 0. 005 have

been realized and several J/cmn are required to achieve diffraction effici-

encies of 90 percent in the reported composition. However, favorable

material characteristics of low noi . high resolution, self-development and

good environmental stability warrant Lurther exploration of this material.

Recent work at Hughes has shown that dye-sensitized photoresist, a

polyvinyl cinnamate compound, is capable of recording reflection phase

holograms with He-Ne laser light. Due to the recency of the development,

little quantitative data is available; hence, it will not be considered further.

The two examples of direct• optical effect materials, lithium niobate

and arsenic sulfur glass, offer several presently insurmountable material

deficiencies, which are typical of this class of materials. Very large

exposures are required, only small index changes can be achieved, and

reported maximum diffraction efficiencies are far from the required 90 per-

cent level. Furthermore, many of these mnaterials form holograms that are

adversely affected by exposure to visible light. There are also fabrication

difficulties for the crystal or quasi-crystal materials in forming a large

head-up display. The direct optical effect materials have been included in

the survey for the sake of comnpleteness, but their practicability in the
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present application is doubtful. As a class of thick phase holographic
materials, the gelatin materials offer the most promise in the current

application. Both obtainable index changes and resolution are well within

the required limits.

With bleached silver halide emulsions, Upatnieks and Leonard report

that 6,r percent efficiency can be achieved in 18 rm thick films for two beam

holograms, and it is believed that higher efficiencies can be accomplished

by increased film thickness. The primary disadvantage of this material

licts in the film thickness decrease upon plate processing. Upataieks and

Leonard have found that the Kodak 649F emulsion typically shrinks 15 to

18 percent after fixing and drying due to the removal of material from the

film. This means that the reflection hologram fringe would make a corres-

ponding wavelength shift. For example, a hologram recorded at 632. 8 nm

would change its peak reflection wavelength to about 530 nm after processing.

Glycerol or triethanolamine have been used to control the shrinkage of the

emulsion to eliminate color shift, but this process tends to make the bleach

products less stable and darken with exposure to light. Because of these

problems, this technique has been eliminated as an approach.

Dye-alcohol sensitized gelatin, a very recent Hughes development,

has red light sensitivity, resolution >4, 000 cycles//mm, and grating

permanence upon development after exposure. Unfortunately, as Is the

case with dye-sensitized photoresist, the present paucity of quantitative

data precludes immediate application of this material.

Dichromated gelatin (DCG) is best available material for the array

application. This material has proved very successful in the Hughes Helmet-

Mounted Display, operating In the green spectral region. Its spectral

sensitivity is limited to blue and green light, and the longest exposure wave-

length is restricted to about 520 am. The final material in Table IV-l,

dye-seAsitized DCG, can be used for systems requiring material response

at longer wavelengths. Its properties are very similar to those of normal

DCG,

4-21
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An shown in Figuri 4- 14, dichrornated gelatin in capable of a high

optical efficiency$ small dichroic effects, and low scattering, all of which

are desirable characteristics for display applications. However, the

dichrornated gelatin is insensitive at the operating wavelength of the display;

this requires exposures to be made with an argon ion Laser at 488 or 514. 5 nM,

with proper processing techniques to expand the gelatin layer so that the

response is shifted toward longer wavelengths. These techniques have been

studied with the result that the response can be tuned to the desired -wave-

length. Useful tifetimes of a few thousand hours should be attainable.

cc

60

I.I

I400 No0 6O0 100

Figure 4-14. Typical
spectral efficiency.
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4.4 Design of Hlologram Arrays'for HUD Systems

4. 4. 1 Basic Design Techniques

In this section some basic design criteria for hologram leas arrays

are described. The hologram arrays are discussed in the context of the

reflection geometry of Figure 4-8, but the same characteristics apply to the

transmission geometries of Figures 4-6 and 4-9 as well.

The basic array formation process is based on alignment of adjacent

hologram elements in the array by controlling the fringe orientation. The

relationship of fringe-plane orientation to the directions of the hologram-

forming beams Is indicated in Figure 4-15. In a small volume, the directions

of the beams are well defined, and these two directions define a plane in

space. The fringe planes formed by these two beams are normal to the

plane of the two beams, and the fringe planes bisect the angle between the

two beams. Therefore, the normal to the fringe planes lies in the plane of

the two beams and bisects the angle formed by one beam direction and the

reverse of the other beam direction. If the directions of the two formation

beams are specified by unit vectors R and 0, then the unit vector normal

to the fringe planes is N and

N oc 0 R. (4-13)

i

HN t.Nk4

SIAM I

Figure 4-15. Hologram fringe
orientation.
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Two sets of fringe planes defined by their normals

IN 1 - 1 (4-14)

and

N2 c - A( (4-15)

can therefore be aligned as desired by making N parallel to N2, or

N - N2 (4-16)

The directions R of the collimated beams used to form the hologram

elements are specified by the set of lines connecting the centers of the

hologram elements to the center of the pupil area. One object point direction,

01, is specified by establishing the center of the system source plane and
the center of the array plane. The other object point directions 01 are

chosen through equations (4-13) and (4-14) to satisfy the alignment conditions,

equation (4-16). This geometry is indicated in Figure 4.16. It should be

PUPIL ______

INTINIICTO

AO' Ad ALIONS FNINGI9

Figure 4-16. Hologram fringe alignment
at the intersection of two

array elements.
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noted that R1 ' 01 need not lie in the same plane as Rz, 0" to keep N1 ",*
Also, in an N x M array, there are 2 NM - (M+N) intersections, but only
NM - I alignments available, so not all intersections in the array can be
aligned unless N or M is equal to 1.

A suitable choice for aligning a 5 x 5 array in shown in Figure 4-17,
where the central vertical column is first aligned and then each horizontal
row is aligned to the corresponding element of the central vertical column.
The unaligned intersections are indicated by broken lines.

UN&LIGNKC INt"RSKCTIOUNG

ml.

f- 
-

, ~f.!

-,

Figure 4-17. Configuration
of an aligned array.

4. 4. Z Optical Characteristics of the Basic Design

The effect of the above formation procedure on the optical
characteristics of the array depends on the system geometry. For an off-

axis system with the source plane perpendicular to the optical axis, such
as indicated in Figure 4-16, the focal lengths of the elements vary across ;

the array as indicated in Figure 4-17. The changing focal length introduces

distortion into the projected image. This distortion in a property of an
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imaging element that has a varying focal length over its aperture. However,

the array has discrete elements; hence, the distortion may be discontlnUouM.

In fact, the imuage of a set of three parallel vertical, lines as seen in an
array having this geometry is indicated on an exaggerated scale in Figure

S 4-18, where the expected trapezoidal distortion it present along with

discontinuities (out of focus) at the intersections of the array elements.

Figure 4.18. Exaggerated siruulation of
the discontinuous trapezoidal distortion

appearing In the projected image of
three parallel vertical lines.

The variation of fo& I lengths across the array in this geometry is

depicted again in Figure 4-19. For a small spatial offset E2 in the source

plane, an apparent angular offset 60 will be present In the image such that

bb/69 = 1/f. Because f varies across the array, there is a corresponding

variation Ln 60/69, "the angular magnification. " Another way of stating this

effect is that there is a variation of optical curvature across the array such

that where the focal length is smaller the curvature Is larger. If the optical
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=- ; I

9L < fs < 7l

Figure 4-19. Origin of the discontinuous
trapezoidal dimtortion.

configuration of the array is drawn corresponding to Figure 4-17, the result

is indicated in Figure 4-20. In this representation, the origin of the

discontinuous distortion ts clearly the varying curvature of the mirrors..

Because of the discrete nature of the hologram array, this discontinuous

distortion can be conveniently decomposed into the two componenta oi "global"

distortion due to the variation of the focal length from hologram to hologram,

and local distortion, due to the variation of the focal length within a hologram.

Figure 4-20. Optical
topology of an aligned

array.
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The global distortion can be corrected, even in the off-axis system,

by a proper orientation of the source plane. For a given geometry, an

orientation of the source plane can be found such that the central focal lengths

of the elements are nearly equal as shown in Figure 4-21. The extent to
which the central focal lengths can be equalized depends on the systeim

geometry, and this is one factor in choosing the system configuration.

Typically, the global distortion can be reduced by a factor of 10 or more.

Reesdual variation depends on other array parameters so that extensive

calculations are required to provide at highly optimized array design.

i /ARRAY

1k1

TIOR¢
i ~PtANIt

Figure 4-M,1. Correction of global distortion
in the array imnage.

The realization of equal central focal lengths (I. e. , the distarice

from the construction point source to the center of the element) provides

a projected image with low average distortion. However, localized distortion

still can be present In the Image. As pointed out above, this localized
distortion occurs, because the focal length varies over the aperture of an

individual hologram even though the central focal lengthu are constant. This

ks indicated in Figure 4-21, wherein It is apparent that fV € fV. The size of
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the local diutortioAs can be estimated from the array geometry. For an

off-axis angle ý of 40 degreest the local distortions can be several
rnilliradians.

4. 4. 3 Improved Design Techniques

Correction of local distortion is the main task of hologram array
design. A number of methods for correcting the local distortion caused by

unaligned intersections in the array include the following:

1. Larger number of elements in the array,
2. Decreased off-axis angle#

3. Use of a linear array (single column),

4. Distribution of the mnisalignments,

5. Use of curved source surfaces, and

6. Use of a "warped" design,

Increasing the number of elements in the array, particularly the

number of rows, is a straightforward approach which reduces the angle

subtended by the individual hologram lens at the source plane and thereby

reduces the local variation of focal length. The main disadvantage Is fabri-

cation of the array.

Decreasing the off-axis angle is another straightforward method,

because the local distortions are approximately proportional to the site of

this angle. This approach also has the advantage of decreasing the amount

of average distortion that needs to be removed (i. e., the amount of source

plane tilting required), which simplifies the relay optical systenm design.

However it possesses a disadvantage when considering the installation in

the cockpit, since the source can get folded back into the field of view.

If a single column (linear array) of holograms is used, all inter-

sections can be aligned. This is somewhat misleading, because the alignmlent

is perfect only at a single point along the intersection. Therefore, there

still can be misalignment at other points along the intersection, especially

for an extended intersection. However, calculations show that the misalign-

m-ient can be made small in some cases, making this an attractive approach
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which simplifies fabrication. The application of this approach to the Z-D

lens problem is possible, because the optical efficiency of a siagle hologram

lens in a HUD array remains high for considerably larger horizontal angles

than it does for vertical angles.

In the designs considered, the central column and each horizontal

row are aligned with all misalignments occurring along the horizontal inter-

sections between rows. This alignment procedure was chosen arbitrarily.

By changing the alignment procedure, it is possible to distribute the raisalign-

ment so the local distortion is more uniformly distributed. This can be a

useful technique for cases where the amount of distortion is small.

Uae of curved source surfaces can reduce the variation of focal length

across the array and thereby reduce the amount of local distortion. This
technique is most useful in the horizontal dimension and would have to be

used In conjunction with a reduced vertical off-axis angle.

Because 1!esolution is not a first-order problem in these syetems,

the hologram construction point sources can be changed under the restriction

that the same :ibject/image relationships hold. This technique has been

called a "warped" design, by which it is possible to modify the distortfon
properties of the elements while still maintaining a high optical efficiency.

Considerable analytical work is required to determine the type of design

modifications that decrease local distortion without losing efficiency. In
general, these modifications will be directed toward reducing the changes

in curvature and orientation of the array elements. The simplest effective
modification is to change the location of the design pupil from that of the

system pupil.
The selection of a hologram array design technique depends on

interaction with the relay optics design work. The latter three techniqies

described above require modifications of the present design and the analysis

computer programs. At the present time It is anticipated that a combination

of a reduced off-axis angle and a warped design will reduce the local

distortion within the allowable limit.
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4. 4. 4 Analysis Techniques

The ray-tracing techniqueu used to analyze the distortion of imagea

projected by arrays are briefly described below. The imaging problem is

simplified by assuming that for the HUD system, the aye pupil l iLIts the

accepted ray bundle in such a manner that there is no resolution loss. This

means that only the central ray of the bundle need be calculated, because

this ray defines the direction of the image. On this assumption, the approach

that has been adopted is to calculate and plot the images of a set of concentric

squares on the object plane. This produces a graphic and easily interpreted

display of the image size and distortion properties.

The procedure then is to define an array and to calculate the set of

construction point-wource locations that satisfy the array alignment criteria

previously described. With these data, a set of concentric squares Is

produced on the source plane of the array, and for each of a set of 400 equally

distributed points on each square, a location of the array is found that directs

a ray from that point through the desired point in the pupil. The direction

of this ray thus defines the direction of the image of that point, and the set

of directions for the 400 points on each square defines the image of that

square. An x-y plot of these data provides an image as an observer wo~tld

view it. Qualitative and quantitative measurements then can be made to

evaluate the image and thereby the array. By tracing rays through two

points in the pupil, the amount of binocular disparity it measured.

4. 5 Large Field of View HUD System Analysis

4. S. I Introduction

This analysis is limited to flat-plate systems as limited by present

analysis capability. However as previously discussed, it is possible to

utilize a curved canopy as the array substrate. Indeed that configuration

offers potential advantages in reducing distortion. In this analysis, both

hologram array and single hologram systems are considered, and their
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performance is compared. In particular, systems with a 60 degree

horizontal FOV and a 45 degree vertical FOV are evaluated. The system
designs were accomplished using the basic design techniques described in.

Section 4. 4.
The basic geometry for the 60 x 45 degree FOV system is shown in

Figure 4-2Z. The projected size of the input aperture is 34 inches horizontal

by 26 inches vertical, for a 5-inch square viewing pupil and a pupil-input
plane spacing of d m 25 inches. All systems described here require magni.
fication of the liquid crystal' source plane, which to assui-ned to be 3 x 4
inches. The locations of the aerial Image planes for M = 3, 4-1/2, and 6
are shown in Figure 4-22 for * 30 degrees (solid Line). For * 50 degrees

the array position and the folded optical axisare shown by dashed lines. In
Figure 4-22, the asymmetry angle • and the source plane rotation angle n are

zero.

HOLOURAM
ARRAY/, ,,

VIrEWINC

/HUI.WNAL

33.9 INCHUBS

A O"

'~R~AL OiIUL A~$ . ~ - I

Figure 4-22. 60 x 45 degree field of view syrstem.
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These systems were studied by the ray tracing techniques described

earlier. Figure 4-23 shows the viewing pupil plane and the points through

which rays were traced to obtain the desired data. Pairs of points along the

diagonal line were used to obtain maximum and average collimation errors

as a function of pupil size. Normal binocular disparity data were obtained

using the points indicated by solid triangles, centrally-located in the pupil,

Maximum binocular disparity data were obtained using the solid circle points

in the Lipper-left-hand corner of the pupil and the solid square points in the

lower-right-hand corner of the pupil. All binocular disparity data were

calculated using a standard interpupillary distance of 68 mmn (2. 67 inches).
The input image in all cases was a rectangle having tbhe same 60:45 ratio of

width to '-ight as the desired FOV. All angular error data were calculated
by trackag rays from 400 point.- uniforrnly spread around the input rectangle

through each point 14• the purpil. The directions of rays from corresponding

poiltis were compared for each of the 400 points, and the magnitude of the

angular deviations were calculated. The maximum deviation and the average

deviation for the 400 points provided the data for the analyses. X-Y plot"

of the ray directions for the 400 points and X-Y linear plots of the binocularV disparity data for the 400 points aided itn interpretation and verification of

the data. (See Appendix C for examples of these plots.) The configuration

for all these data is * = 30 degreea, -10 degrees, it = 4 degrees. (See

Figur e C-i.)

5tN

I~ ~ INN,"

Figure 4-23. Viewing pupil plane.
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4. 5. 2 Distortion

The X-Y plots of output ray directions were measured to determine

the actuaal angular dimensions of the output image. The horizontal angular

image sizre is plotted against the horizontal input image size in Figure 4-24

for a 5 x 11 array (5 elements horizontal x 11 elements vertical) and a

single element system. It is apparent that the. array image is considerably

mnore linear than the single element image. The amount of distortion at

the maximum field, relative to a linear display, is -3. 6 percent for the

array and -22. 8 percent for the single element.

5i IIARRAY
S0 Q SINoLE ELEMENT

A 2 TAN' )

~ 40LINEAR -I

30
Z

I2

0 100 200 300 400

MAGNIFIED REAL INUt IMAGE SIZE, MM
i (M - 4.,

D 25")

Figure 4-24. Displayed angular
image size versus input

image size.
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The variation in vertical output image size is shown in Figure 4-25.

The FOV ratio plotted is the output vertical-to-horizontal field ratio divided

by the input image vertical-to-horizontal size ratio, which was constant to

0. 75. The desired value of the ti'OV ratio in therefore 1. 0. The vertical

bars in Figure 4-25 show the amount of variation in the vertical size of the

projected images. For a single element, this variation is due to global

distortion. For the array, the variation is due to local distortion at the

unaligned intersections of the array. Again, the advantages of the array are

apparent - less than 5 percent distortion in the array image.

1,1 ii0 5• v I ARRA•Y

o SINGLE IL.MENT

1,0

DIESIRED VALUE

0.9

0.5

0 10 20 30 40 so 60

HOAMONTAL ANGULAR FOV

Figure 4-25. Variation in displayed
image size.

4. 5. 3 Collimation E]rrors

Collimation errors are the variations in image location as the

viewer's eye moves within the pupil are, remaining fixated on a single

image point, as depicted in Figure 4-13. The magnitudes of these errors

were calculated for each of the 400 points in the input image, and the maxi-

mum and average error magnitudes were recorded. These data were

plotted against several system variables.

Figure 4-26 shows the average error for a 5 inch square pupil, a

3 inch square pupil, a 5 x I1 array, and a single element system as a
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Figure 4-Z6. Collimation errors.

function of the horizontal size of the project image. The maximum

collimation error (i. e. , the worst error for the 400 points) is plotted in

Figure 4-Z7 for the same cases. The array was designed for a 60 x

45 degree FOV. The behavior of these systems is as expected; the array

errors are approximately constant as a function of FOVI while the single

element errors increase rapidly. The ratio of errors at the edge of the field

should be roughly constant. Thus for an array system designed for a

30 degree FdV, the average collimation error would be approximately

17 mrad of I degree. In other words, the average error for an array

designed for a certain FOV should be approximately 1/3 the average error

for the single element system at that FOV.
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Figure 4-27. Collimation errors.

The collimation errors increase with the size of the viewing pupil,

and this relationship is shown for a 5 x 5 a.rray, a 5 x 21 array, and a single

element in Figures 4-28, 4-Z9, and 4-30, respectively. The data points in

theme figure. correspond to the selected pupil points shown in Figure 4-23.

The "maximmum" and "average" values refer to the 400 input points around

a 4:3 rectangle covering approximately a 130 x 22. 5 degree FOV for the

arrays and somewhat less for the single element. The curves are not

markedly different for the different systems. The relatively large maxi-

mum errors at small pupil size for the 5 x 5 array are due to the relatively

large local distortions present in this system. It is not surprising that the
arrays give collimation errorm of this magnitude, since they are designed

on a "local" basis.
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Figure 4-29, Collimation errora.
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errors.

4. 5.4 Binocular Disparity

The binocular disparity, or angular error between the viewer' i eyes,

should increase linearly with maximum field size. This must be checked by

calculatiousm. Theme errors are calculated for the solid triangle points of

Figure 4-23. The maximum and average errors over• the 400 input points

are shown as functions of the FOV for a `j x 11 array and a single element

in Figure 4-31. Theme data are similar to the collimation errors previously

discussed. Again, the average array binocular error in essentially constant

over the FOV and should decrease with the maximum design FOV of the

array. The maximum binocular error is dependent on the number of ele-

rnents in the vertical (unaligned) direction as shown in Figure 4-32. This
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Figure 4-32. Binocular
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indicates that improved design techniques will decreane the maximrnum

binocular disparity for a given array, but probably will not have an

appreciable effect on the average error. The effect of magnification on

binocular disparity is shown in Figure 4-33, and the effect of variations in

pupil-to-array spacing, d, is shown in Figure 4-34. There is not a strong

variation in binocular disparity with these parameters.

70

60 -MAXIAUM

50 -

S40

I 2ARRAY
a, 23INCHES

30

20

3 4 1/2 6

MAGNIFICATION

Figure 4-33. Effect of magnifica-
tion on binocular disparity.
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Figure 4-34. Effect of pupil to
array spacing on binoctlar

disparity,

4.5. 5 Resolution

The resolution of the HUD using holographic lens/combiner is a

function of two factors. These tire off-axis aberration and chromatic

dispersion.

Off-AxLs Aberrations

For symmetric hologram optical elements, i.e., those with.

asymmetry angle 0, 0, the following approximate expression for angular

errors has been derived:'

* 4080 D(D 8 P) (mrad)
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In this expression, 40 is the maximum angular error in an image formed by

a hologram optical element of dimension D through a pupil of size P. The

hologram element focal length is f, and the spacing between the pupil and the

element is d. For a typical IUD element, D = 100 mm, f = 300 mm and

d = 600 mm. For the eye, P = 4 mm. These values give AO m 4.4 mrad,

the accumulated error over the element. For resolution, however, D =P,
giving AO = 0. 014 mrad. Thus, there iR no resolution losa due to the off'-

axis aberrations, but there in distortion from the accumulated error.

Chromatic Dispersion

For reflection holograms, an approximate expression for the angular

resolution resulting from a source spectral bandwidth AX is

S0 - sin

*' where X is the average wavelength, 4 is the asymmetry angle of the hologram,

and AO hi in radians. For X z 5400A., the spectral bandwidth for 1 mrad

resolution is

' 30
A% (nm) = (degee

Therefore, a hologram element with an asymmetry angle of 15 degrees would

require a source spectral bandwidth of less than 2. 0 nm to achieve a resolu-

tion of 1 mrad. This means that if the source of illumination is near the

desired peak of visual response (5400;), a bandwidth of ZOA must be main-

tained to provide the design goal resolution of I mrad.
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I
4.6 Conclusions

4. 6. 1 Ss•tem

Hologram Array Versus Single Element

For simplicity of design and ease of fabrication, it is desirable to

use a single holographic optical element. However, the single element

system demonstrates poor performance relative to the array. Optical

efficiency, global distortion, collimation, and binocular accuracy are much

worse in the single element systems. The disadvantages of the array sys-

tems are their complexity to design and build and the system errors are

larger than desired for a large FOV, large pupil system. As the technology

develops, the techniques will improve and both errors and cost will decrease.

Array Design

Present array designs are limited to flat plate corfigurations that

utilize the b&ýsic alignment criterion. These configurations, particularly
those with a small number of elements, show local distortions and discon-

* tinuities at the unaligned intersections between elements. Design techniques

that are presently being implemented on a company funded program are

directed toward solving these difficulties and developing curved substrates

for the arrays. These new design techniques will be available for future

* work on the HUD application. Further design techniques will allow opti-

mization of array and system parameters using binocular disparity, collima-

tion errors, and/or local distortion as penalty functions,

Configuration

The flat plate configuration parameters •, 4, and M, along with the

magnification, pupil-to-array spacing, FOV, and pupil size- define the array

optical system with the present design techniques. With the other param-

eters fixed, the configuration angles have a strong effect on the image char-

acteristics. The amount of overall distortion and the size of the local image

defects increase roughly as sin 4. For a given off-axis angle t,, the
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asymmetry angle • and the source plane rotation angle fQ can be varied to

minimize the local image defects. The overall distortion Is also dependent

to some extent on 4 and 11. The overall distortion is shown in Appendix C

for several different configurations.

Curved Arrays

It is feasible to produce and use reflection hologram arrays on curved

substrates, and this proveies the possibility of using the aircraft canopy as

the substrate for a HUD array. A proper choice of curvature can potentially

*i greatly reduce the amount of overall and lucalized distortion in the image.

Relay Optics

For a large FOV and small source, magnification of the source and

relay optics are required. For large viewing pupils, the relay optics have

a low f/number. It is possible that the relay function can be provided by'a

holographic optical element, but detailed investigation of this was not ponsible
t in the present program.

The presence of the relay optics has one very beneficial effect on the

system, i.e. , the overall optical efficiency is greatly improved. This

occurs because the low f/number relay element collects a large fraction of

the light from any given source point and directs it through the viewing pupil

area.

4.6..Z Resolution

Resolution loss in a holographic HUD systhim can come from two

sources: off-axis aberrations and the 4ource spectral bandwidth. For view-

ing with the eye, there is rio resolution loss expected due to the off-axis

aberrations. Chromatic dispersion increases as the sine of the asymmetry

angle 4 and usually does require some limitation of the source spectral band-

width in order to achieve the desired resolution. In order to provide .1 mrad

resolution the BW must be held to approximately 20A. Substrate curvature

affects resolution only slightly in that the local asymmetry angle may be

somewhat changed, thereby varying the amount of chromatic dispersion.
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4. 6. 3 Distortion

For a given off-axis angle *, the asymmetry angle 41 and the source

plane rotation angle C can be adjusted to provide minimum overall distortion.

In the basic design, the amount of residual local distortion is proportional to

sin 40, and inversely proportional to the number of array elements in the

vertical or unaligned direction. The residual distortion depends on other

system parameters, particularly the relative size of the array focal length

and the pupil-to-array spacing. For a 60 x 45 degree FOV, 5 x 11 array

with 0 = 30 degrees, q -10 degrees, 1 = 4 degrees, d = 25 inches and

f = 15 indhes, distortion is less than 5 percent.

For a given system, residual distortion can be removed by adjusting

the input image. For the array systems, this procedure does not alter the

number of resolution elements available in the display. It may be possible

to reduce distortion by optical techniques, using additional elements and/or

stops as is done in opt-ice technology.

4.6.4 Field of View

From the present studies, the apparent limitations on the display

FOV are binocular disparity and pupil (collimation) errors. The former

causes a difference in image direction for the two eyes of the viewer, and

the latter causes apparent changes in image direction as the viewer's eye

moves within the pupil area. Both errors are approximately constant with

changes of FOV in a system designed for a particular maximum field of view.

The binocular disparity errors vary with the maximum FOV as

Binocular Disparity (mrad) = FOV (degrees)/iZ , (4-17)

and the pupil errors vary as

Pupil Error (mrad) -2/3 FOV (degrees). (4-18)

"Equations (4-17) and (4-18) should not be relied on for accuracy, since they

result from plausible arguments rather than parametric studies. Also,
theae equations refer to a basic design procedure, and improved designs may

show smaller errors.
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To the extent that equations (4-17) and (4-18) are correct, they

predict poor performance for large FOV systems with large viewing pupils.

The particular system studied ira detail (60 x 45 degree FOV) produced a

worst case pupil error of about Z. 3 degrees arross the diagonal of a 5 inch

square pupil, and a binocular disparity of 0. 3 degree. Hopefully, with

further analysis and an extended parametric study, improvements can be

made. Improved designs are becoming available, and a parametric study

is the first order of business in the future.

4I-4
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5. 0 I.JQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY: TRADEOFFS AND ANALYSES

5. 1 Introduction

A liquid crystal is the popular name for a material displaying some

characteristics of a liquid (relatively low viscosity) and some characteris-

tics of a crystal (molecular ordering). Normal reference to a liquid tacitly

means reference to an isotropic liquid - one without molecular ordering or

without a determinable orientation axis. Crystalline materials, on the other

hand, are generally solids which exhibit definite structural forms (cubic,

tetrahedronal) with definite molecular orientation: A liquid crystal material

is one that exhibits a mesophase state between the solid and the Isotropic

liquid phases over a significant temperature range. The molecular order

and hence the optical properties of those materials are influenced by electric

fields and/or currents making them of interest to workers in the area of

technology.

The discovery of the liquid crystal mseophase dates back to 1888 and

was observed as a different "turbid liquid"' phase occurring during the melting

of a cholesterol compound. On cooling, the compound displayed a transition

range where incident light was spectrally separated and reflected, exhibiting

a behavior similar to a variable density reflective diffractive grating. Since

the early discoveries, a number of researchers have identified many differ-

ent compounds that exhibit this mesophase between the solid and the iso-

tropic liquid phases. Liquid crystal materials have been divided into three

classifications: cholesteric, nematic', and smectic, depending on the

geometric order of the molecular structure.

Transrmisnive and reflective cells are identified with the placement

of the light source and the observer. A cell is transmissive if viewed from



the side opposite the light source. A cell is reflective if viewed from the

same side as the light source, regardless of whether the cell is inherently

reflective due to the liquid crystal material characteristics or whether an

internal mirror or an external mirror is used. Therefore, a cell is reflec-

tive if it is used in that manner, and certain cells can be used either way if

a partially reflective mirror is used.

In this section, a description of liquid crystal materials is presented.

The electro-optic light modulation effects of interest are described and the

material type and operating mode most suitable fot the HUD development

program is selected. Finally, a description of the construction of a com-

pleted display surface is presented. This includes the proposed physical

assembly methods and a description of the large scale integration (LSI)

interface electronics required to drive the display matrix.

5.2 Liquid Crystal Materials

Liquid crystal materials are composed of long rigid molecules of a

wide variety of chemical compositions. These form regular, ordered'orien-

tations due to their physical structure and their effective electric dipole

orientation. The molecular ordering of the three types of liquid crystals

compared with tie random orientation of an isotropic liquid is shown in

Figure 5-1.

The molecular axes of isotropic liquids
are randomly oriented. By contrast in
the nematic phase, molecules all have
their long axes parallel to each other,

ISotOPIC LIQUID but are free to move in any direction.

NEMATICPHASE In the smectic phase, molecules exist
in parallel layers and any two layers are
free to slide over each other so long asSthe Individual molecule,, do not move out

ARM of their layers. In the cholesteric phase,
molecules lie parallel in layers with the
alignment axis shifting in each succes-
sive layer so that a helix is traced out

CHOLnI.RIC PHSE s•.IC: IHA•L throtigh the liyers.

Figure 5-1. Liquid crystal molecular
ordering.
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5. 2. 1 Types of Molecular Order

* In the isotropic liquid, there is no degree of molecular order. In

the cholestric mesophase, the molecules are parallel within a thin plane,

and the molecules in a plane are held at a particular degree of rotation

(long axis) with respect to the molecules in the adjacent planes. The rotation

of these molecules, observed as one passes along a line normal to the align-

ment planes and plots the molecular axis at each plane, can be described as

a continuous twist or a helical form. If a. sufficient number of planes are
passed to arrive at a point where the mol~'culps are parallel to those in the

first plane, the distance can be identified as the period of the helix. This

period is within (or close to) the wavelength of visible light for material, of

interest. The optical effects of this pattern and the effects of' electric fields

on the pattern are discussed below. In the nemnatic mesophase, the molecule.

are ordered to the extent that the long axes are parallel. In the smectic

mesophase, the molecules are all parallel and are further restricted to dis..
I' crete planes normal to the long molecular axis. The arnectic mesophase in of

* the Least interest for controllable optical qualities and will not be discussed

further.

All 'liquid crystal materials that exhibit electro-optical properties

have molecules with electric dipole moments. The material, is said to

exhibit positive dielectric anisotropy if the major component of thle dipole is

parallel to the long axis of the molecule, and to exhibit negative anisotropy

if the major component is perpendicular to the molecular axis.

5. 2. 2 Eletro-Oetical Effects from Dynamic Scatteringj

The application of an electric field across the liquid crystal film

reorients the molecular axis and aligns the dipole axis with the electric field.

In the nernatic, mattrials, the reorientation has the effect of forming small

domains of molecules where the molecular axes are parallel. From one

domain to another, there are variations in the alignment due to the rotational

position of the molecule (about its major axis) arnd subsequent variations in

the dipole position before application of the electric field. The anisotropy

of the liquid crystal material causes local variations in the index of refrac-

tion between these domains which form in volumes with dimensions of a few
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microns. In some applications, the field effect of the local rotation of the

molecule achieves the desired optical results by modulation of light ref rac-

tion or polarization qualities. In the majority of current applications, a

secondary effect is created as follows. If the electric field is greater than

some threshold critical field, ionic current flow takes place, and the domains

are moved by the physical interference and the Interaction of the field asso-

ciated with the Ions in motion. This effect is called hydrodynamic turbulence.

As light is projected through material in this turbulent state, it is scattered

by the multiple refractions at the domain boundaries. It is important to

note that this scattering It proportional to the current through the material;

consequently, this mode of operation is suitable for the presentation of a

range of gray shades for the display of sensor video, An indication of the

light modulation properties of one particular Hughes liquid crystal formula-

tion is presented in Figure 5-Z. This family of curves indicates that the

"\ I\\
L\ M TRAL. o\ (,1RlEFLECTING ELECTRODE.

0,75THCNS 
.DII H

\\
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VIEWING ANGLE. DECIREES

Figure 5-2. Liquid crystal display
intensity modulation.
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cell has a background luminance of approximately 8 (arbitrary units, since

the cell merely scatters a portion of the incident light under excc' t.ion), and

a monotonically increasing brightness with applied voltage at all viewing

angles. The actual gray shade rendition is a function of the rontrast require-

ment and Incident light. This is discussed further in the baseline design

section of this report.

In cholesteric materials, the reorientation has the effect of

modifying the helical pitch of the planes of molecules. Depending on the

original orientation of the helix and the relative direction of the electric field

vector, the helix may be stretched or compressed, or the structure may

undergo a phase transformation, i. e. , to a nematic or an isotropic phase.

The original conditions are controllable and repeatable.

5. Z. 3 Electro-Optical Effects from Field Effects

A field effect device, as opposed to a dynamic scattering device, is

one that uses the realignment of the molecules and the resultant change in

optical transmission for information display. One factor is common to all

field effect displays. The liquid crystal material must be of much higher

purity to reduce any current flow and subsequent turbulence causing dynamic

s,vattering. The bulk resistivities of the field effect material and of the dynamic
13 10

scattering material are approximately 10 ohm-cm and 10 ohm-ccm,

respectively. A typical nematic field effect device is fabricated by mechan-

ically polishing the transparent conductive coatings used for the electrical

contactn unidirectionally. A liquid crystal material with positive dielectric ..

anisotropy is used, and the molecules will align themselves with the abrasion

marks left by polishing these surfaces. The cell is assembled with these
abrasion marks orthogonal to one another, causing the molecules to form a

90 degree helix in the direction normal to the surface (corresponding to the

stable state of the liquid crystal material in the cell). This cell is placed

between two parallel polarizing filters. In operation, incident light is

polarized by one filter, rotated 90 degrees by the liquid crystal cell, and

absorbed by the second polarizer. An electric field applied to the liquid

crystal cell causes the molecules to rotate such that the major axis is
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perpendicular to the surface. Since this causes the helix to disappear, the

light is no longer rotated and is transmitted through the second polarizer.

The applied field thus modulates the degree of rotation of polarized light

through the cell. This field effect cell has the disadvantage that it must be a

transmissive cell, since a reflection on the back surface would simply

cause the light to be rotated through the liquid crystal again.

A similar device can be fabricated for a reflective system as follows.

The conduccive coatings are etched and treated such that a liquid crystal

material with negative dielectric anisotropy can be placed in the cell, and the

molecules will be oriented perpendicular to the surface. The lower surface
is a reflector, and the upper surface is covered by a circular polarizer.
In this case, an applied field rotates the molecules away from the optic.

axis. The birefringence of the crystal causes the linearly polarized light

to become elliptically polarized, and light is reflected through the cell

where it was blocked in the absence of an electric field. In general, the 4

transition in these devices is fairly abrupt, making it difficult to control

gray scales, and in the case of the reflective cell, the circular polarizer is

wavelength sensitive.

Cholesteric materials can be used in transmissive or reflective

cells and arenormally used in the field effect mode. The basic mechanism

of the electro.optic effect has been described as a modification of the helix

pitch of the material. A cell may be constructed such that light incident

at the Bragg angle is reflected with the angle of reflection a function of the

helix pitch and consequently the applied field. The reflection is wavelength

sensitive, but this does notorepresent a problem since the I-IUD illumination

spectrum is limited to a ZOA bandwidth. Utilization of this type of cell. for

pictorial (gray scale) Information requires the positional control of the exit

cone of light and allows the exit pupil to be completely or partially filled by

that exit cone. Slightly different preparation of the cell causes the liquid

crystal to orient differently in the relaxed states, and the cell can be used

as a transmissive device.

One known problem area is the temperature sensitivity of the helix

pitch. Although certain materials are less sensitive thani others, in general

the temperature cannot vary more than a few degrees without passing through
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the same range as that intended for the control range. Control functions can

be included for temperature control of the display or for a bias voltage to

counteract the temperature effects.

5. Z. 4 Electro-Optical Effect Trade-Off.

The majority of research in liquid crystal applications has been aimed

toward digital displays, i. e., without gray scale content. Those studies
relating to pictorial displays have been centered on the dynamic scattering

mode of operation of nematic liquid crystals. The choice of a material for

the HUD baseline system Is the nematic liquid crystal because of its more

advanced research state. Table V-1 shows a summary of three cell designs

and a condensed of operating conditions. At this time, the field effect cells

have not been sufficiently researched to consider fdr the baseline design.

However, the potential advantages of faster operating speeds and lower

drive voltage make them potential candidates for an improved design at a

later date.

TABLE V-1. LIQUID CRYSTAL COMPARISON CHARTK OF MECHANI ADDITIONAL N COMMENTS "
TYP OF MEHANSM LIGHTING OPTICAL DVOMET POTENTIAL ,

LIQUID OF LIGHT REQUIRED ELEMENTS STATUS ADVANCEMENTS
CRYSrTAL MODULATION REQUIRED

N9MATIC HYDRODYNAMIC HIGHLY APERTURE MOST BASELINE SYSTEM
DYNAMIC TURBULENCE COLLIMATED AND ADVANCED
SCATTERING FIELD LENS

NEMATIC POLARIZATION DIFFUSED POLARIZER INTERMEDIATE FASTER SWITCHING
FIELD ROTATION AND SPEED. LOWER
EFFECT OR POLARIZED DRIVE VOLTAGE

DEPOLARIZATION

CHOL.STERIC BRAGG EFFECT SLIGO i LY DIFFUSER MOST FASTER SWITCHING
FIELD INTERFERENCE COLLIMATED POSSIBLE RESEARCH SPEED,
EFFECT REQUIRED INTERMEDIATE

DRIVE VOLTAGE,
HIGHER OPTICAL
EFFICIENCY

The reflective cell is chosen for the baseline system as a result of

the display element circuitry required. The circuitry developed to date has

been formed in bulk silicon, which is opaque to visible light. Consequently,

a reflective surface is deposited on the silicon surface to form the reflective
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cell. Further developments in silicon-on- sapphire (SOS) circuitry will

allow the use of transmissive cell designs. Since the operation of SOS cir-

cuits generally meet or exceed the performance of MOS circuits on bulk

silicon, a simple transition is anticipated in evaluating the SOS technology.

5. 3 Liquid Crystal Temperature Considerations

The liquid crystal mesophase of Interest exists as a stable transition

state, existing between the cool solid state and the warm isotropic liquid

state. The operating temperature of a display device must lie within the

bounds of the rnesophase temperature extremes. There are no problems

in satisfying a particular set of design specifications due to the increasing

number of materials available and the wide range of associated mesophase

temperature ranges.

5. 3. 1 . Temperature Rauge Extension Through Material Formulation

Since It is advantageous to utilize a material with low viscosity in

order to achieve faster excitation and decay rates and viscosity generally

decreases with increasing temperature, a high mesophase range may be

desirable. In this case, heating the display may be necessary and a cursory

presentation of the required heating power will be given in this section.

In the work performed by Bonne and Cummings it was found that a meso-

phase temperature range of -54 0 C to +71.G can beachieved by forming a

eutectic mixture of several liquid crystals materials with the desired char-

acteristics. Figure .5-3 shows a simple phase diagram of the MBBA and

EBBA liquid crystal mixture. It can be seen that the pure MBBA material

has a inesophase between Z2 0 and 45 0 C, and the EBBA has a range between

380 and 77 0 C. The eutectic mixture is formed with 60 percent MiN13A and

40 percent EBBA, and the resulting niesophase temperature range is

extended from -10)C to +55°C for a total range of 65 0 C. The temperature

range is extended further to 95 percent (-35 to +60 degrees) by including

APAPA in a ternary eutectic mixture. Several reported compounds and

eutectic mixtures exhibit nematic rnesophases that extend above 100 C.

This is Important, since the materials used at present exhibit viscosities

leading to rise times and decay times higher than that desired for a television

format presentation. Decay time ranges from 100 to 1000 milliseconds at
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Figure 5-3. MBBA phase
diagram.

room temperature for the majority of the materials available at present.
Figure 5-4 shows the rise time of the materials studied by Bonne and

Cummings as a function of temperature. A statistical analysis of the vis-

cosity of referenced liquid crystal materials indicates that a significant

deviation from the rise time characteristics shown is unlikely unless a new

family of liquid crystal materials is observed.

5. 3. 2 Temperature Range Extension by Heating

Use of the presently available materials is satisfactory if the display

can be heated to improve the total response time. Figure 5-5 shows both

the rise and the fall time as a function of temperature and includes a correc-

tion funrction for vtriationu in rise time as a function of applied voltage. The

results plotted were performed with a 40 volt pulse on a 0.5 mil thick liquid

crystal layer; the analog video voltages applied to the Hughes display will

range from approximately 5 to 25 volts to e•hibit the full gray scale range.

With an applied voltage of 20 volts, the rise time and fall time are essen-

tially equal to 200 milliseconds at 25 0 C and 20 milliseconds at 71 0 C, which
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is adequate for a 30 frame per second television format presentation.
The display can be heated with a sheet or wire resistance elemenrt imbedded

in the epoxy band between the substrate and the silicon display wafer. Assu

ing that the cockpit ambient temperature is approximately 25 0 C, the display|

would have to be heated to 500C above ambient,

A preliminary study- was performed to determine the feasibility of

heating the panel. It was assumed that the rear of the panel is well insulated

and that forced air circulation was not present across the face of the display.

Under these circumstances, the majority of the cooling takes place by air

conduction cooling from the front 10-inch square surface and has been

calculated to be approximately 0. 4 watt per degree differential temperature.
This figure is dependent on the ambient air circulation and could triple in

vabse if a mild ambient air circulation passes over the display surface.

These figtures indicate 20 to 50 watts are required to heat the panel to 50 0 C

above the ambient tdmperature.
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5. 3. 3 Summary of Liquid Crystal Temperature Considerations

It may be said that existing technology provides satisfactory liquid

crystal materials to meet the requirements of the display surface. The full

temperature range can be met with eutectic mixtures of existing materials,

but the materials should be heated during operation to lower the viscosity

and improve transient response. This heating is practical, since preliminary

analysis indicates that 20 to 50 watts of heating power is required. The

illumination source required for the HIUD application may provide heating of

approximately this magnitude. This approach is pessimistic in that it

assumes that new materials will not be developed to improve the display

operation within the required time period, whereas new materials are

developed almost monthly in this rapidly advancing field.

5.4 Electrical Operation of Display

5.4. 1 Introduction

The purpose of the display electronics is to control the potential on

each liquid crystal cell electrode so that the potential of each and, hence, the

brightness of the display at the location of that electrode corresponds to the

intensity commanded by the sensor at that point in the scene being presented.

The electronics must provide the addressing and multiplexing functions
required for the liquid crystal array, using circuits that can be fabricated

economically and reliably in the required quantities and available space.

In conventional television systems, one video channel carries all

the pictorial information in a serial analog data forinat. The camera (sen-

sor) scans the scene from the upper left-hand corner along the top horizontal

line of the frame, and then retraces and scans a second horizontal line from

left-to-right. One scan from top to bottom of the picture area is defined as

one field. A second field is then drawn beginning at the upper left-hand

corner and the second set of lines are interlaced between the previously
drawn liiaes. Together these two fields form an interlaced frame of the

pictorial Information.

Relating this format to the liquid crystal scan format, a serial line

of television video data must be converted to a parallel data output format

for simultaneous presentation to a row of liquid crystal picture elements.
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In order to provide a display with l-mrad resolution over a 45 x

60 degree field of view, the matrix display must contain approximately 750

x 1000 picture elements. For the use of binary logic, an array of 768 verti-

cal by 1UZ4 horizontal picture elements is recommended. At a 30 Hz focus

rate, the active line period is 40 psec.

5. 4. 2 Element Addressing Circuits

The schematic diagram in Figure 5-6 shows that each picture ele-

ment is composed of three parts: a typical element liquid crystal cell,

which is characterized by a small capacitance and a high leakage reststance,

a field effect-transistor (FET),and a monolythic capacitor. Together, theme

parts constitute an elemental sample and hold circuit to stretch the 40 micro-

second addressing pulses to the millisecond lengths needed to energize the

liquid crystal material.

-TYPICAL ELEMENTAL
FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR

FIELD/FRAME INEMENTAL

,bS L.:LIJUIf CRYSTAL CELL

ITYPICAL ELEMENTAL VIDE CA L
, INL AALLE VIDEO STORAGE.CAPACITOR,

COW ENLULE SIGNAL "

5-1

MULTIPEX ROW K "E" I -" "
fl[OUIRtrD TO ACH IEVE 211,,

FiELD/FNAMC INTERLACE~

tV&SNKO LINEKIWNLOS.OK$ ------------------- -----................ ....
ADDRESSING CIRCUITRY MULTIPLE VIDEO CHANNELS

vo~o lo,•* _ERIAL PARALLELVIDEO CONVERTER ]
COLUMN •SU

Figure 5-6. Schematic diagram of line-at-a-time addressing circuit.
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Each FET is of the correct polarity (p-channel) and is connected so

that when the gate is driven negative, the rET is turned on and the elemental

capacitor is connected to its corresponding column electrode bus, Con-
versely, when the gate drive is removed (the gate voltage returns to zero

or becomes positive), all elemental capacitors in the corresponding row

are disconnected from the column bus lines by the high FET off resistance.

In this manner, each of the elemental capacitors in any column is separated

from the other capacitors in that column. Because the gates of all the FETs

in any row are connected by the gate-electrode bus, an enable signal on any

gate-electrode bus causes all the elemental storage capacitors in that row

to be charged to the video level that is present on the corresponding column-

electrode buses.

The circuit required to perform the sequential scan of the gate-row-
electrode busses consists of a multiplexer or a serial-input/parallel-output

shift register and a driver for each line of the display. One bit in the shift

register corresponds to the address of one row (gate bus), and a~single one
in a field of zeros is shifted through the shift register to scan each field.

When a 768-line display is being refreshed 30 tirnes per second, the basic

clock rate of the shift register is 768 x 30, or approximately 23 kilohertz.

This rate is more than two orders of magnitude below the state-of-the-art

for LSI-fabricated shift registers.

For the current configuration of the Hughes liquid crystal display,

which uses the dynamic scattering mode of the liquid crystal material, the

video signal must be approximately ZO volts to excite the liquid crystal to
its maximum scattering condition (maximum brightness). The threshold

voltage of the FET designs on the liquid crystal wafer is 4 volts, resulting

in a gate voltage drive requirement of 24 volts. Because the output voltage

level of the row select shift register is 3 to 4 volts, a buffer amplifier is

required to provide the load isolation and the voltage gain, The amplifier

must have the 24-volt output voltage swing with sufficiently high gain-

bandwidtlh product and power drive capability to provide a good line drive

pulse. Deterioration of this pulse shape causes smearing of the Imagery

between two adjacent vertical elements, because one row gate is not com-
pletely off before the succeeding row gate begins to turn on. One such
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amplifier it shown in Figure 5-7. This amplifier has a slew rate of approxi-

mately 10 volts per microsecond when loaded with the characteristic row

bus capacitance of 300 picofarads. This design will provide a satisfactory

switching time, since the total desired pulse width it 40 microseconds.

.... OUTPUT TO

GATI-ILICTRODR-NUI

INPUT FROM
SHIFT FIOImmTIM

Figure 5-7. Schematic diagram of sweep
driver amplifier.

At the time when a gate pulse addresses a given display row bus line,

the video voltage corresponding to each picture element on that line must be

present on each appropriate column bus line. A met of 10Z4 sample and hold

circuits is required to convert the serial video signal corresponding to one

line of information to 1024 output lines (horizontal elements). Figure 5-8

shows a typical schematic section of sample and hold circuits driven by a

shift register corresponding to one line scan. Two identical circuits are

used in order that one circuit can drive the display as the other is storing

the succeeding line of video. The latch control bus line switches either set

of holding capacitors to provide the input to the driver amplifier and subse-

quently the output data.

5.4.3 Conclusion

All of the devices described are within the current state-of-the-art

of LSI semiconductor processing and packaging technology. Since the entire

drive circuit can be fabricated using LSI techniques, the small area ruquired

allows the additional benefit of full circuit redundancy to insure high reliability
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Figure 5-8. Typical serial/parallel video converter.

operation. The assembly is easily organized, sinxe the address bus lines

extend across the entire array. Identical address circuits are placed

on each side of the array and drive the bus lines simultaneously. In the

event of a component failure after the display has been in operation for

some time, the corresponding display bus line is addressed from one end

only. The drive power of one FET output device is capable of supplying the

required current for the display bus. The failure of one set of driver elec-

tronics will therefore be random and unrelated to any failures in the oppo-

site set, and the probability of failure of the corresponding drive element

on each end of a display bus is extremely low.
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5.5 Physical Construction of the Display

The basic design concept of the Hughes pictorial liquid crystal display

is not original, having been described by Lechner, et al, in 1970. What is

unique and proprietary to Hughes is the way the liquid crystal display tech-

nology has been combined with the large-scale-integrated semiconductor

circuit technology to yield a device that is physically realizable, using

current state-of-the-art techniques. No new inventions are requited

The design in based on a sandwich structure of a thin layer of liquid

crystal material between a transparent conductive cover glass and an aseam-

bly of interconnected semiconductor chips that have been previously mounted

on a supporting substrate to ensure mechanical rigidity, uniform spacing,

and surface flatness," Figure 5-9 illustrates the main components of the

display structure. The following paragraphs describe how each layer

in the structure Is fabricated.

HEUtWIDTH

S.

'•'T:. -'•"=.CO.NDUCTIVE GLASSi

UNIT
WAFMOUNTING SURFACE

DRIVE ,

ELECTRONICS

Figure 5-9. Building block approach.
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5.5.1 Semiconductor Layer

The fabrication of the individual semiconductor chips, their mounting,

and their subsequent electrical interconnection to form the back layer of the

display structure represent the major portion of the display construction task.

The resulting assembly of interconnected semiconductor chips provides the

array of optically reflective electrodes, the circuits required to address each

of the elements without introducing crosstalk, and the drive electronics

required to convert the standard video signals to the signal level and imped-

ance required for the display.

5.5.Z Semiconductor Chips

The electrode array module chip is a square semiconductor chip.

The surface contains an array of metallic reflective electrodes. The top

surface contains the transistor circuits and Interconnections to perform the

addressing function. The size of the electrode array module is Limited by

wafer processing size considerations and yield tradeoff studies. The larger

wafer size requires fewer interconnections but the yield is lower. Current

yield studies indicate that the optimum module size and- element density for

the HUD application is approximately I inch square with 256 x .256 elements.

The display is made up of 12 such electrode-array chip modules in a 3 inch by

4 inch array to form the 768 x 10Z4 element resolution display. Due to the

optical system tradeoff discussed in Section 4. 2. 2, the larger display size

(6 inch by 8 inch) is more desirable from a system standpoint. As chip

yield is dependent primarily on the number of elements per chip and not the

density of elements on the chip, (within the density ranges uhder discussion),

the clement density is selected on the basis of optical design considerations.
A six inch by eight inch display with 128 elements/inch has therefore been

chosen for the baseline system design. The important features of the base-

line design for the electrode array chip module are 1) the visual electrode

occupies most of the single picture element area, because the FET requires

only a small portion of the total area, Z) the FET can be fabricated with an

OFF/ON resistance ratio of greater than 105 I, and 3) a separate capacitor,

whose capacitance is large in comparison with the self capacitance of the

liquid crystal elements cell, can be formed for each cell.
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Preliminary design of the MOS circuits for the serial/parallel video

converter and the row addressing indicate that the chips will be small enough

to fabricate and mount on a substrate. Fourteen chips are required for these

two major functions. The double redundancy requires that the 28 chips be

mounted along each edge of the display arej for a total of 40 circuit chips.

S.5. 3 Chip Mounting

The semiconductor chipt are mounted to a rigid supporting surface
using an epoxy-type material. The drive module chips are positioned around

the electronic array module wafers as shown in Figure 5-9. Flatness is

maintained by assembling the semiconductor layer upside down on top of an

optically flat surface, using the epoxy-type material to make up for the slight

variations in chip thickness. Uniform spacing is maintained by using apre-

cision saw for cutting the wafers to the required size with a tolerance of plus
* or minus 0. 001 inch and by selecting the order in which the wafers are placed

in the assembly (if necessary) to minimize tolerance buildup. This assembly

process provides physical integrity to the 80 individual semiconductor chips

and insures the flatness of the electrode surface.

5. 5.4 Interconnection of Chips

Interconnections of chips is achieved by a selective metal vapor

deposition process. The electrode array at the edges of the electrode array
* module chips are modified to permit an alignment tolerance of plus or minus

0.001 inch in the deposition of the metallic bridges. The last stop in the

deposition process is the addition of an insulator to prevent the electrode-

busses and the electrode-bus bridges from acting as electrodes and forming

scattering centers.

5.5.5 Transparent Electrode

The baseline design calls for the transparent electrode to be formed

by the vapor deposition of indium oxide on glass. Indium oxide has the

characteristics of high optical transmission, low electrical resistance,

and electro-chemical stability in the presence of liquid crystal materialo.

The glass sheet covers the entire semiconductor layer, and a hermetic, seal
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is provided at the edge. An anti-reflect coating is applied to the front surface

of the glass plate in order to reduce the specular reflections in the areas

where the liquid crystal is diffusing the refracted light. This is necessary

to realize the high contrast inherent in the display medium.

5. 5. 6 Liquid Crystal Material

The thin layer of liquid crystal material sandwiched between the

transparent conductive sheet and the semiconductor reflective layer exhibits

the electro-optical phenomenon that generates the image, The baseline

design calls for the use of an ester-type liquid crystal material. This choice

may be changed as new liquid crystal materials are developed. The liquid

crystal layer is achieved by sealing the display (except for the fill and evacua-

tion ports), evacuating the voids, and then backfilling the display with liquid
crystal material. The internal pressure remains lower than ambient, which
is necessary to hold the transparent glass conductive sheet firmly against

the spacers on the semiconductot layer for uniform cell spacing.

The baseline design does not call for a means for replacing the liquid

crystal material, although it is certainly feasible. The task of refilling the

display with new liquid crystal material is comparable to the task involved

currently in regunrning a cathode ray tube.
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6.0 ILLUMINATION SOURCE, TRADEOFF AND ANALYSES

6. i Introduction

The liquid crystal display is a light modulator. Incident illumination

is scattered from the display surface as a function of the electric signal

applied to the liquid crystal cell. The head-up display system (HUD), there-

fore, requires a light source to illuminate the liquid crystal, thus generating

the imagery for the holographic lens. The variable light output from each

point on the liquid crystal forms the visual object that is imaged by the holo-

graphic lens, This image, shown at infinity, is seen projected into the

external scene by the use of the holographic lens/combiner. The conditions

imposed upon the light source by the system are high brightness, nar-

row spectral bandwidth, and high efficiency. The degree of collimation

of the light source will depend on the choice of the liquid crystal design

parameters. These requirements originate from the operational constraint

that the HUD symnbology by viewable against an outside view of high ambient

brightness without excessive attenuation or color change. The narrow

spectral bandwidth is necessary to maintain high resolution on the holographic

combiner. In general, collimation is required of a point light source if a

dynamic scattering liquid crystal cell is used. The source may be a large

area diffused source if a transparent liquid crystal cell with better separation

of the light signal output to the unwanted background light is used. The rea-

son for this is that in the scattering cell, an external aperture must be used

for this separation, and the specularly reflected (or transmitted) light rays

must converge to this aperture. These two alternate light source configura-

tions are shown in Figure 6-1.
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a, POINT SOURCE b. DIFFUSE SOURCE

Figure 6-1. Alternate light source configuration.

6. 2 Requirements

Operation of the HUD depends on the optical mixing of symbology and

pictorial information with the view of the outside world. One of the foremost

requirements of an advanced I-IUD is that the outside world view must not be

distorted. Distortion includes both geometric and spectral distortion. In

Section 4. 0, the use of a multiple element holographic lens combiner to mini-
mize distortion was discussed, With the holographic combiner, transmission

of the illumination from the outside world is very high across the visible

spectrum, except for the very narrow (201) band corresponding to the spec-
tral band of the I-IUD symbology, This narrow band is necessary to insure

high resolution projection on the hologram array. This narrow rejection

band also results in little loss in illumination and very little color change
in looking through the holographic combiner lens. An understanding of this

advantage is obtained by analyzing the chromaticity diagram iJhown in Fig-

ure 6-2. The CIE chromaticity chart represents all hues and saturations of
the visible spectrum plotted at equal luminosity. Any point on the perimeter

of the curve represents a pure spectral color (monochromatic radiation) of
unit luminance intensity, The resultant color of any mixture of colors can
be determined by graphic interpolation inside the boundaries of the chart.

The x and y axes of the coordinate system were determined empirically by
psychological studies in color matching from three standard color samples.

Figure 6-2 shows the effect of the removal of a 20A band at 5550A, The peak

of visual color response of the eye occurs at 5550K. The removal of such a

narrow band of energy produces arn effective shift of less than 1 percent in

apparent hue toward the purple area of the diagram (e. g., the shift of the

white hue C to the hue C' in Figure 6-2). For comparison, in a typical
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dichroic head-up display, the rejection bandwidth may be as high as 2501 ,

as shown in the shaded area around 5250A in Figure 6-2. Removal of this

spectral band of incoming energy will shift the centroid of the diagram to

point C", corresponding to the magenta h*e. of a white object viewed through

a conventional HUD with a dichroic combiner. This band" shown centered

around 5250A to match the more intense emission peak of t1 JEDEC regis-.

tered P-31 phosphor. A CRT with this phosphor is typically used in present

IHUD systems. The P-31 phosphor is a high output, burn resistant phosphor

well suited to the HUD application. Its output spectrum is so broad, however,

that a wide rejection band ic required in the combining glass; conse.quently,

the hue of the transmitted image is altered appreciably. The operailon of the

holographic combiner therefore gives precisely the desired results from the

standpoint of minimum chromatic distortion of th. outside Image while main-

taining good reflection qualities in the spectral range containing the

symbology,

A very narrow spectral source of illumination is required to match

the collimating spectrum of the holographic lens/Icombiner. As indicated in

Section 4. 0, this collimating function can be obtained by either reflective

or transmissive means. Ideally, the center wavblength of the spectrum of

the t:ymbology should be chosen to closely match the peak visual acuity of the

average eye as shown In Figure 6-3. At this pe,ýk 5550A, point, one watt of

radiant power is equivalent to 680 lumens of lupainous power. A light source

with very high efficiency may be found whose Apectrurn lies slightly off the

peak of this curve. The product of that light,, source efficiency and its relative

luminosity could be higher than the corresp./nding product for a source closer

to the peak. If this is the case, the highev efficiency light may be more

desirable.

The intensity with which the liquid crystal cell must be illuminated in

order that the displayed symbols (or video) appear sufficiently bright when

viewed through the optics will depend not only upon the efficiency of those

optics, but also upon the cell and the manner of its coupling to the optics.

The baseline configuration, shown schematically in Figure 6-4, consists of

the cell (operated in the scattering mode), the holographic combiner lens,
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and a relay lens that forms an enlarged image of the cell in the front focal

plane of the combiner. The operator thus sees an image of the cell projected

to infinity against the outside scene, upon which the holographic lens has

little effect. To be satisfactory, the symbols or video must appear in suf-

ficient contrast against the outside background. As indicated in Figure 6-4

wi use as a baseline assumption a sky background (cloud) luminance (bright-

ness) of 10, 000 foot-lambert, which is seen through the combiner as

8000 foot-lambert because of the 80 percent efficiency of this element to the

transmission of ordinary light. The projected light forming the symbols is

added to this background, so if these symbols are to show a contrast ratio

"of 1. 8 against the background the projected symbol luminance, as seen by

the operator, must be 0. 8 x 8000 or 6400 foot-lamberts. Although we have

here arrived at a required symbol (or video) luminance in foot-larnberts, we

cannot obtain directly from this the required light flux of the symbols (or

video). This could be done for a lambertian source, because the symbol.

luminance fills only the exit pupil of the optical system, and is zero in other

directions. Thus to compute the symbol (or video) flux at the output of the

optical system we would need to make use of more detail about that system.

A correct answer can be computed in this way, of course, but it is much

simpler and more reliable to make use of the fundamental theorem about the

photometry of optical systems. This law states that except for transmission

losses the luminance of an extended source as seen through any refractive-

reflective system is the same as the luminance of the source as seen without

the system so long as rays are not obstructed from reaching the eye. Apply-

ing this theorem we see that the scattered luminance from the liquid crystal

cell must be about 8000 foot-lamberts to satisfy our baseline assumption of

90 percent transmission efficiency for the relay and combiner lenses to

holographic light (8000 = 6400/0. 9 x 0. 9). It is now a simple matter to

decide the light flux required of the primary illuminator because the liquid

crystal cell used in the scattering mode is approximately a lanmbert scat-

terer: Thus, if its scattering efficiency is 0. 8 it must be illuminated with

10, 000 14mens per square foot in order to show a luminance of 8000 foot

lamberts'.
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An interesting observation at this point is that when it is the

scattered light from the liquid crystal cell that is collected by the optical

system and used to project the symbols into the operator's field of view, the

primary illuminating light flux required is proportional to the area of the

cell, and is independent of other details of the system. This fact favors the

use of a small cell, but unfortunately most of the other optical and electrical

design problems become more difficult as the cell is made smaller. On the

other hand, when the transmitted or specularly reflected light is projected

to form the symbols, this relationship between source flux and cell size

does not hold. The difference between the diffuse and specular modes are

shown in Figure 6-5. In the specular case, the primary illuminator can be

a condenser system that directs all non-scattered light into the entrance

pupil of the viewing optics (the aperture of the relay lens) and the required

flux becomes independent of cell size, assuming a perfect condenser. If the

condenser images the primary light source on the entrance pupil, the symbol

* luminance seen by the operator will be the surface luminance of the source

diminished by the transmission loss.

MODULATED
SPECULAR
REFLECTED
LIGHT
ITO
COMBINER) LIGHT TRAP

O .lifMI ROR

MIRRORED -to MODULATED
BACKING MIRHORED . .. SCATTER
PL'aT BACK _ LIGHT

PLATE 0 (TO
COMBINER)

L AILLUMINATIONL• AMMRAY' S OURCE

ILLUMINATION

SOURCE

Figure 6-5. Specular versus scattering reflective
LX light modulation.
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In this section it has been determined that the light source must

produce approximately 10, 000 lumens per square foot on the face of the

liquid crystal cell. A design of the optics and cell may eventually be possible

with a 3 inch by 4 inch cell, but at present a cell 6 inches by 8 inches seems

a more reasonable assumption.(approximately 1Z8 elements/inch). Such a

cell has an area of approximately one third of a square foot and so will

require a light flux of about 3300 lumens of monochromatic light at the wave-

length of the holographic lens (or within a ZO A band at this wavelength). If

the system is operated at the wavelength of greatest visual efficiency

(5550 A), where the light-power conversion factor is 680 lumens per watt,

this is equivalent to about 5 watts of 'radiant flux within the 20 k band.

6. 3 Source Tradeoff

The candidate light sources must have high efficiency in a narrow

band (-20 A) centered near the peak of visual sensitivity (-5550 A). Broad-

band radiations are considered inappropriate. Two such sources, the tungsten

lamp, and solar illumination are discussed. The three classes of lamps

analyzed which are appropriate sources are gas discharge, solid state and

excited phosphor lamps.

Figure 6-6 shows the black body radiation spectrum for a tempera-

ture of 3800 K, the maximum color temperature attainable with a tungsten

filament source. If the energy within a 20A bandwidth at 5550A is compared

with Lhe total radiated energy between the wavelength limits plotted (zero to

50, OOOA, or five microns), the spectral efficiency is 0. 03 percent. This is

the efficiency of a tungsten light source with a perfect opticnl filter of 20A

bandwidth. A practical filter would reduce this efficiency by approximately

25 percent and would consequently require a total input power of Z0 Idilowatts

to an ordinary tungsten light source. This low efficiency is due to the require-

ments for narrow bandwidth and applies to any black body radiator The

black body radiator is a device that emits radiation solely due tco 'hevrmal

agitation of the material. Its radiant emission as a function ;.- wavelength is

in accordance with Planck's i quation. It is clearly inadequate for the HUD

application, A source must be used which has a high conversion efficiency

specifically in the narrow band of interest. As a possible compromise, the
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from a blackbody of unit area as given by
Planck's equation at 38001K.

bandwidth of the hologram may be made longer than Z0k., but the hologram

addition, the outside view becomes tin*Vd if this bandwidth is increased.

S..4

Additional effort is required to determine the optimum bandw~idth.

As a possibee alternative solution to the internal generation of this

radiant power, utilization of solar energy has been considered. Theb fi7st

arguments against using sunlight is the lack of control over intermediate

cloud cover and relative positema of the sun with respect to the aihcraft. A

collection lens and filter would have to be installed in the cockpit and servoed

to the sun during aircraft maneuvers. An internal light source would be

required when an unobstructed view of the sun cannot be attained. The

intensity of the sun would provide an order of magnitude more light than I
required when using a lens aperture of 6 square inches. A diverging lens

could be used, and a pointing accuracy of 10 minutes of arc (three times the

~ 1 6-9
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angular subtense of the mun as observed from the earth) would be required of

the servo system. At this time, the arguments against this system seem to

outweigh the benefits of the power savings, and the following discussion will

develop the concepts of two moderately low power light sources.

The first class of lamps coneidered produce a narrow spectral emis-

sion band by gas discharge. A variety of lamps are manufactured to generate

narrow spectral bandwidths at various wavelengthS. These glow discharge

lampa, called Osramn Lamps, emit a characteristic glow corresponding to

the arc discharge characteristics of the element in the cathode. One such

lamp with a thallium cathode emits a strong line at 5350k, a wavelength

suitable for this application. The 5350A line is at about 90 percent of visual

response as ieen in Figure 6-3. Therefore, 6 watts of radiant energy

should be provided. Osram lamps require low radiated power from the

plasma glow, because the lamp must operate at ver)r low cathode currents

with a high field at the cathode, As a. result, the cathode remains cool, and
the primary radiation Is at those wavelengths corresponding to the energy

bands of the element with the highest transition probabilities. If the cathode

current density IFn increased, secondary effects broaden the emission band-

width. In general, theve effects are' collislons, Melf-absorption, re-emission,

and other heating effects, As the el enents are heated, black body radiation

effects lower the efficiency and increaý the power output to a level usable

for this application. At this high level, ~he gas does not operate in a glow
discharge mode with the emission charactýeristlca and cathode field •.s

j•, described above. .nFi'-ead, it operates in a arc discharge mode.

An abrupt change in line broadening nd a rise in the background white

light (continuum) takes place in the emission f an arc lamp. Thallitu, iodide

arc lamnpv have been built recently f!or narrow and illumination in oceano-

graphic research. Currently manufactured arc \amps are approximately

5 percent efficient in the required 20A barndwidth t 5350k. Figure 6-7 shows

a commercially manufactured arc lamp. Assi-nin a 5 percent efficiency, a

l1.0 watt lamp is required to provide the 6 watts of rtdiant power. A current

limiting power supply is necessary, since the lamp il\a negative resistance.

Assu•ming aA 75 perceit power svpply efficiency, 160 w~tts of input electri-

cal power are required to provide the required illuminat~on.
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ANODE (PARTIALLY OUT AWAY):
ORATIN OR LIGHT SOURCE'

CUTAWAY 8U0TION

THALLIUM 1001DO

-TANTALUM TUBE

:ATHODI

Figure 6-7. Concentrated-arc lamp.

The second class of lamps to'be discussed is solid state devices. This

includes light emitting diodes, electroluminescent panels, and solid state

laser s.

Solid state light emitting diodes (LED) have been manufactured for
some time, but no efficient materials have been found for room temperature

operation in the 55501 portion of the spectrum. There is a strong drive

throughout industry to produce an efficient solid state green lamp, but it has

met with little success. The best green LED is made from gallium phosphide

and has been reported to produce efficiencies of approximately 0. 1 to 0. 6 per-
cent in a ZSOA bandwidth. The devices are very low power, the nominal

power dissipation being less than 0. 5 watt. If th.e entire panel were illumi-

nated with LED power, a large number of devices would be required in an

array. With a possible efficiency of 0. 5 percent, an input power of IZ kilo-

watt would be required and 10, 000 devices would have to be assembled (and

cooled to nominal ambient temperature) to produce this power. Illumination

of a portion of the display area at any particular time (depending on the

symbology being presented'at that time) adds complexity to the system and

still would not provide a solution for the illumination of the entire panel.
Electroluminescent panels are radiating devices that are fabricated as

a sandwich structure with a phosphorescent material between two electrodes.
Radiation takes place as a result of direct electron recombinations in the

phosphorescent layer. The process is very inefficient due to the high fields

required for ionization. Electroluminescent panels have been manufactured
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for several years, with a lack of success in developing a very bright device.

An example of a. state-of-the art device would be an electrolumine scent panl I

consisting of a ZnS: MIn, Cu phosphor panel, operating at 100 Vdc and 2. 5 ma/
2

cm power input with a 100 foot-lambert output. The conversion efficiency

is 0. 1 percent, but the radiated output is in a 500A bandwidth (at a peak

wavelength of 5800A). The brightness and efficiency is far below that
"required for this application and, since this disclosure represents roughly

the state-of-the-art in electroluminescent panels, they should not to be

considered for the advanced HUD design.

The light source must provide a conversion efficiency significantly

higher than I percent, preferably higher than 10 percent, to be useful in the
HUD system. Solid state lasers can be considered for this application,

since they are more efficient than light emitting diodes or electroluminescent

panels. Their operating conditions, however, are not favorable for a practi-
cal airborne display. Tho materials require cooling to cryogenic tempera-

tures to emit the characteristic high energy, narrow band radiation. A

report has been published on the laser activity of CdS( )CdSe'(l.x) under

electron beam excitation at cryogenic temperatures, The electron beam was

accelerated to 50 KV, and operation was monitored at liquid nitrogen tem-

perature (77°K) and at liquid helium temperature (4°K). The material

exhibited a broad band fluorescence at low current densities, and at a critical
current density, the bandwidth narrowed and laser action occurred. The

emission wavelength is tunable over a broad range by varying the relative

concentration of sulphur and selenium in the crystal. At x = 20 percent in

the above formulation, i. e. , with 20 percent cadmium sulfide and 80 percent

cadmium selenide, the emission wavelength is approximately 5400A in a very

spectral band. The efficiency is approximately 10 percent when operated at

the liquid nitrogen temperature, and it increases to approximately 14 percent
if the temperature is lowered to that of liquid helium. Although this emission

wavelength and efficiency appear very attractive, the disadvantage of the

cryogenic cooling and the electron beam bombardment requirements do nut

appear practical. A solid state laser may be developed in the future with
direct transitions of low energy electrons in a tunneling mode, but it is almost
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certain to require cryogenic cooling for operation. For this reason, the

solid state laser devices using direct electrical transitions are not considered

practical for the HUD development. More conventional laser systems, both

gas and crystal, either operate at low efficiencies or at a poor wavelength for

the HUD application even though cryogenic cooling is frequently not necessary

for their operation. For example, the helium-neon laser operates at room

temperature and Is a cornmnon tool in technology today, but the radiation

efficiency is lower than 1 percent, and the radiation wavelength is at 6328A.

Operation at this wavelength is unfavorable because the reduced visual sensi-

tivity in the red spectral region. One potential type of laser that may be of

interest is the liquid dye laser currently under investigation. Materials in

this category are still too new to evaluate from an efficiency standpoint, but

a breakthrough in this area may yield a usable laser source.

Conventional phosphor@ excited by a high energy electron beam or by

an ultraviolet photon beam are a third class of light sources. Cathodolumi-

nescence can be generated by a flood of high energy electrons striking a phos-
phor surface in a vacuum tube (cathode ray tube). The output energy is diffused

over a large area and cannot be well collimated, A typical narrow band phos-

phor suitable for this application is P44, which is a narrow band phosphor

emitting in a narrow band between 5400 to 54501. This phosphor is specified

as emitting 200 foot-lamberts at ZO. KV with 0. 5 microamps per square centi-

meter excitation. The efficiency is 3. 3 percent for the 50A bandwidth,

Extrapolating linearly (although the phosphor efficiency actually decreases

with increased current loading) to obtain the required 6--watts (since it is not

at 5550 X) output in a ZOA-bandwidth; ihe beam power must be 600 watts.

This is clearly unreasonable for a CRT faceplate power loading specification

and would require an extremely high emission cathode to generate the beam

current of 30 milltamps. Phosphors can also emit radiation under ultraviolet

photon excitation. Photolumninescence is the process of converting photon

radiation of one wavelength to photon radiation at another wavelength. The con-
,ersion of interest is from the ultraviolet radiation of the mercury arc at Z53 7X

to the photoemission at 5440X. The efficiency of the Z537& source and the con-

version efficiency of the phosphor are both very high, but as in any phosphor
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P
surface, the disadvantage remains that the radiation is diffused over a large

area and cannot be well collimated. A large flat panel of this type with a

mercury arc source irradiating a phosphor panel has not yet been fabricated,

and an optimum design is yet to be determined. A possible configuration is

shown in Figure 6-8. The mercury line power generation and the conversion

efficiency are both simple to evaluate with straightforward laboratory experi-

ments. A production device should be relatively inexpensive to fabricate.
Mercury arc lamps have been in production for quite some time, and the
reported conversion efficiencies (at 2537A6) are approximately 90 percent.

The phosphor of interest is an unregistered phosphor manufactured by

General Electric Chemical Products Section which carries their catalog

number 118-2-34. The chemical compound is Gd 2 02 S:Tb. It is specified to

have a very intense, high purity peak at 5440A and a close secondary peak at

5485A. Both of these peaks are approximately 20A wide, but the 5440A peak

is more intense as seen in Figure 6-9. The combination of the mercury arc

and the phosphor utilizing only the 5440A peak is expected to yield a power

conversion of approximately 25 percent. This is significantly higher than the

other sources studied. If it is determined in future studies that the spectral
bandwidth can be increased to 100•, the efficiency will be increased to

approximately 40 percent. Since the phosphor surface emits diffused light,

the projection system must collect this to project to the holographic lens.
AsstuTming a collection efficiency of 50 percent, which should be attainable

with a lens design around F:1, the power requirement is approximately

50 we.tts for a 201 band. Increasing the bandwidth to 100A results in a

further lowering of required power to 35 watts.

DIFFU&ED LIGHT RADIATED UPWARD

.4 I ELECTRICAL .Figure 6-8. Possible configuration
S CONTACT of mercury arc lamp with phosphor

conversion to 5440 angstrom
'PIOSPHORED UPPER SURFACE rdain

"UV RADIATING MERCURY PLASMA

\ MIRRORED LOWER SURFACE
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Figure 6-9. Phosphor emission wavelength.

6. 4 Conclusion

In summary, the two practical lamps for the advanced HUD appear to

be the thallium arc lamp for a point source collimated light and the mercury

arc activated Gd 0S:Tb phosphor panel lamp for a diffused source. Due to

the operation of the liquid crystal cell, the collimated arc source is recom-

mended for use with the reflective liquid crystal cell in a scattering mode,

The diffused panel source appears to be applicable to the transmissive liquid

crystal cell designs. Table VI-1 presents a summary of the lamp types

studied with operating conditions and relative ratings as to their utility in anstatie ofithertadith eonidesoreortebsledsg.
advanced HUD. A Thallium lamp of the required intensity is within the

• state of the art and to the recommended source for the baseline design.
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7. 0 BASELINE SYSTEM DESIGN

'7. 1 Introduction

The requirement for a wide angle high brightness HUD with a design

goal of a 60 degrees azimuth and 45 degrees elevation field of view has been

established. Current operational HUD technology, using the classical optics

approach with a projection lens and a partially reflecting combining glass,

have been linmited to a field of view of less than 20 degrees. The primary

reason for this limitation in the large lens that in required to provide a

large field of view and a reasonable exit pupil with a cockpit viewing distance

of 26 inches. A lens and combiner glass larger than 1-foot in diameter

would be required to provide the 30-degree field of view with no allowance

for lateral motion or exit pupil at the edge of the field. A nominal allowance

of 3 inches causes the size of the lens to approach a 20-inch diameter. An

increase in the field of view to 60 degrees would force the lens diameter to

increase to approximately 3 feet. This would clearly be too large, complex,

and expensive to consider for tactical fighter aircraft.

An advanced approach to wide angle HUD has resulted in the applica-

tion of hologi~aphic optics to provide the functions of both the conventional

combining glass and the projection lens. Eliminating the large projection

lens is a major improvement, and the formation of a uniform holographic

lens may be easier than manufacturing a high quality, uniform, curved

dichroic interference filter. The operation of the holographic lens is not

critically dependent on film thickness as is the dichroic interference filter.

The effect of a change in the holographic lens film thickness is a change in

the reflection efficiency, as opposed to a change in focal length or reflection

wavelength. Consequently, the production application of the dichromatic

S7-1
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gelatin (or alternate) coating on the curved combiner surface should be much

simpler than the multiple layer deposition required of the dichrolc mirror,

Subsequent laser exposure and processing are far from routine procedure

at this time, but the technology is still new arnd many production techniques

will be developed.

The second parameter discussed in the design goals for the advanced

HUD is the brightness required, One of the fundamental requirements of any

HUD is that it not distort the view of the outside world, This distortion

includes geometric distortion, undue attenuation, and tinting of the view.

Many current HUD systems utilize a broadband reflector to achieve a
"l'neutral density' reduction in the outside world view. The symbology is

then partially reflected (broadband by approximately the same fraction as

that of the outside illumination) and combined with the outside illumination.

The disadvantage of this approach lies in the attenuation of the outside view

and the inefficient utilization of the symbology luminant power. In an

attempt to reduce the attenuation of the outside view and increase the

efficiency of the -UD symbology luminance, some HUD combiner surfaces

are made with dichroic or trichroic reflectors. (The primary difference

between the dichroic and trlchrolc combiners is the number of coatings in

the layered reflective surface, which controls the bandwidth, maximum

transmission, cutoff slope, and sideband rejection. ) The problem with the

narrow band reflector involves the tradeoff beLween efficiency and tinting of

the outside world. The narrower the filter bandwidth, the lower the

efficiency. Conversely the wider the filter bandwidth, the greater is the

tinting effect of the outside scene. This tradeoff becomes heavily weighted

towards the narrow filter if a highly efficient narrow band source of projected

symbology is used.

The luminance design goal of the advanced HUD Is to provide a niaxl-

mum display brightness of one shade of gray above the brightest outside

image. F7or design goal purposes, a 10K fL ambient was selected. This is

equivalent to sola.r reflection from a white cloud. The CR'T is not capable

of providing the brightness required to see sensor video against such a

background. This Is true because the gray shade rendition necessary for

sensor video requires very high contrast levels.
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The advanced approach to providing high intensity symbology is to

utilize a liquid crystal light modulator and an efficient narrow spectrum

light source. The light source can be made efficient, .requiring lower

power than required by a CRT. The additionatl power required by the

Liquid crystal display electronics is very low, providing an integrated display

that is low power, narrow bandwidth, and high reliability. The holographic

lens system and tche liquid crystal technologies offer significant improvement

in the operational capabilities for an advanced HUD. Combinations of these
technologies with existing classical optics designs and with CRT projection

systems or alternate light modulator designs will result in potential

improvements over current systems, but will not satisfy the desired design1

goals of a wide angle, high brightness HUD.

7. 2 Cockpit Installation Configurations 4
In the initial phase of the program, major consideration was given to

providing a baseline IUD design suitable for installation in a current con-

figuration aircraft. The A-7 was selected as the aircraft, because its

primary mission, A-G weapon delivery, corresponds to the primary mission

for which the advanced HUD ts being considered. However, after the

requirementf, analysis established the required large field of view, a study

of the A-7 indicated that installation of a wide angle HUD is not practical.

The vertical and horizontal field of view design goal is not realizable in the

A-7 because of obscuration by the A-7 airframe structure. Accordingly,

the A-7 cockpit and canopy structure was utilized as a departure point,

The advanced HUD baseline design is therefore based on an aircraft, such

as the AI0, that has much better forward visibility than the A-7. It should

be stressed, however, that the technologies and concepts presented in this

study could be applied to the A-7 to provide a significantly improved head-up

display (both in field of view and brightness). It should be noted that a corn-

pletely unobscured field of view is not neceEsary to realize certain acivan-

tages of a larger field of view HUD. The symbology on the HUD can be

presented over the obscured area, and the tracking reticle will indicate

target position even when the target is visually obscured by the structure.
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It was beyond the scope of this program to develop a detailed optical

design and aircraft physical installation. A simplified design was developed

to illustrate the concepts involved. All of the installation sketches illus-

trated herein are based on a cockpit configuration similar to the A-10.
The A-10 cockpit field of view closely matches the advanced HUD capabilities.

The wide field of view allows greater utilization of off-axis homing missiles

to improve the overall system effectiveness by providing strike capability

in situations previously not within an attack envelope. It will be observed

that the sketches of the advanced HUD have direct (as opposed to folded)

optical paths. In any of these systems an additional optical element (mirror)

can be introduced to fold the optical path and thus increase the total optical

axis length to ease the requirements on sorne of the lens design parameters.

In addition, the lens and the liquid crystal module may be tilted with respect

to the optical axis to reduce the field angle requirements and to increase the

light gathering capability.

Figure 7-1 shows a canopy sketch of the pilot's field of view through

the advanced HUD in the azimuth and elevation profiles. The display could

be shifted downward (either fixed or selectable) to provide coverage below

the direct nose view if a transmission holographic lens is made large enough

along the vertical dimension.

7. 2. 1 Alternate System Configurations

Figure 7-Z shows the recommended baseline system design, which

utilizes a flat transmission holographic lens array and a reflective liquid

crystal display. These components were chosen because they represent

the most developed form of holographic optic and liquid crystal technology.

The baseline HUD utilizes a short thallium arc lamp and a collimating lens

for the illumination system. The light is focused to a spot in the area of

the perimeter of the relay lens (after specular reflection from the liquid

crystal), where it is restricted from transmission to the holographic lens

7-4
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Figure 7-1. HTJD field of view.

PUPI L .- HOLOGRAPHIC TRqANSMISSIVE
COM11INERULNS PLANS P-3

* .-- IMAGE PLANE P-2

* REPLICTIVE LIQUID CRYSTAL ARRAY S x SIN, CAYSTAL PLANE P*1

0 POINT WilOPIT ARCI THULTIUM LIGHT SOURCE CO)LLIMATING LENS
LIGHT SOURCE

Figure 7-Z. H-UD baseline system design.
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by a small masked area. The diffused reflection from the liquid crystal fills

the relay lens, which focuses this diffuse reflected object plane P-i to the

magnified image plane P-Z. Rays from this image plane intersect the holo-

graphic lens plane P-3 within the exit pupil area where they are collimated

for viewing. The cockpit volume and panel space using this design are small.

The efficiency of this is highly dependent on the collection efficiency of the

collimating and relay lenses. In addition, if the display consists of sym-

bology, most of the light is specularly reflected and lost. The lenses will

be large aperture elements, and the liquid crystal material can be specially-

formulated to control the scattering angle to improve the collection

efficiency. In addition, a small mirror can be placed at the mask position

at the focal point of the specularly reflected rays, and this point becomes a

second source of illumination. The efficiency can be significantly improved

in this manner. The primary areas requiring attention when considering an

actual design for use in an aircraft are: 1) increasing the length of the

optical axis in order to increase the focal lengths of the lenses, and

2) decreasing the off axis angle between the line of sight and the projection

optical axis to reduce the holographic lens aberrations. A modification to

the relay optics in the baseline system design allows the use of the specular

reflected light Instead of the diffused reflective light for the imagery. In

this design, the specular reflected light is focused to a small aperture

where the image is collimated and magnified before going to the relay lens.

Figure 7-3 shows an alternate to the baseline advanced HUD design.

The relay lens and projection path are identical to the baseline system; the

difference between the two designs being in the liquid crystal and light source.

In this system, the liquid crystal transmits diffused light from a phospho-

rescent source to form the image; consequently, the mask used in the base-

line system is not necessary here. The same optical considerations apply

to this system as applied in the baseline system. The display module cir-

cuitry must be made transparent in ordor to project through it. Silicon on

sapphire circuitry should be satisfactory for this application. It must be

stressed that the liquid crystal configuration and the lamp design have not
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Figure 7-3. HUD alternate No. I system design.

been proven. The reason the design has been proposed is the higher

I efficiency of the diffused light source (25 percent) as opposed to the arc light

source (-5 percent). The diffused source and the reflective liquid crystal

module cannot be combined in one design, because the diffused source can-

not be collimated as required in the reflective cell optics design.

A second alternate design is shown in Figure 7-4. This concept

Suses a holographic lens design incorporated into the contour of the canopy.

E.XIT • ANOPY WITH

PU IL• HOLOGRAPHIC
'•" COMBINERI/LENS

t COWLING

ILINE

LIGHTSORE

9 CURVED, REFLECTIVE COMSINER/LENS
SYSTEM INTEGRAL WITH CANOPY

o TRANSMISSIVE LIQUID CRYSTAL CELL "LIQUID CRYSTAL

* DIFFUSED (PHOSPHORESCENT) LIGHT SOURCE

Figure 7-4. HUD alternat.o No. 2 system design.
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The structure and substrate shown for the flat holographic lens in

Figures 7-2 and 7-3 are not required with this design. The design is shown

with a transmissive liquid crystal cell; however, the optics could be folded

to incorporate the reflective cell. This design is more advanced than the

flat substrate holographic lens array designs, because of the wide field of

view of the relay lens. The problems anticipated in coating the curved

canopy with holographic film emulsion, and uniformly exposing and develop-

ing the film over such a large area have yet to be solved.

7.3 Expected Performance and Physical Parameters

The major factors which determine the performance of a head-up

display are field of view, brightness, and imaging accuracy. The param-

eters for the advanced HOD are summarized in Table VII-l. The imaging

accuracy of a 45 x 60 degree field of view HUD employing a flat transmissive

or reflective holographic lens array were presented in Section 4. 5 of this

report. Curves defining the collimation errors, distortion, and binocular

disparity were presented. These errors, in the range of I degree, are sig-

nificantly worse than the design goal; however, it is anticipated that better

design techniques and compensation schemes will reduce imaging errors.

Errors of a conventional head-up display with a 45 x 60 degree field of view

would be significantly worse.

The liquid crystal matrix display array illuminated by the thallium

are lamp, described in Section 6. 0 of this report, will result in fully legible

symbology in a background ambient of 10K fL. The ability to provide gray

shades and color iv discussed later in this section.
,In order to provide the desired l-mrad resolution, a matrix array

of 10Z4 x 768 elements Is recommended for this application. The baseline

utilizes a 6- x 8-inch array with 128 elements per inch. As the state of the
art advances, the array size can be reduced.

The source of video for the liquid crystal array must be generated

in a television format. Electro-optical sensor video is normally provided in
such a format. Symbol generation in a television format is easily achieved.
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TABLE VII-l. ADVANCED HEAD UP DISPLAY SPECIFICATION

Field of View 60 degrees horizontal
by 45 degrees vertical

Brightness Provides 1. 8 contrast
ratio with 1OKFtL back-
ground (81<FtL)

Transmission 90 percent (no tinting of
outside scene)

Color Narrow band centered.
at approximately 5350A

Accuracy <Z5 mrad over entire
FOV (to improve with
better design techniques)

Resolution Total 768 x 10Z4 ele-
ments (approximately
I mrad)

Size Combiner 21 x 28 inch
outside dimensions
(1/4- inch thick)
Projection source estimate
15 x 8 x 10 inches

Weight (total) 2 5 pounds

Power 200w

MTBF 2000 hours (Recom-
mend lamp replacement
at 1000 hours)

Functional Capabilities Daytime Sensor Display
Gray Shade Rendition
Growth Potential to

Provide Color
TV Compatible Display

Format
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Input -video in a television fo\imat is required, because it is the easiest'

means of addressing the liquid crystal matrix display. Random access

addressing to provide stroke written symbology would require an excessive

number of input-output lipes in the array.
The estimated physical parameters of the baseline configuration

advanced HtD1/ shown in Figure 7-2 are also presented in Table VII-l. The

size dimensions aie largely duterrnined by the combiner and the projection
source. In the baseline configuration, the combiner is a flat transmissive
hologram array supported across the canopy structure. The projection

source includes the thallium arc light uource, power supply, light collimator,
liquid crystal array, and assoyiated electronics. It does not include the

symbol generator. The alternate configuration employing the diffuse flat

light source would be ýrmaller.

Total weight im based or, a 1/4" plexiglass combiner with an aluminum

frame and the projection source with a high efficiency power supply. The

total power of less than 200 watts consists of IZ0 watts for the thallium

lamp to provide the required illumination and 20 watts for the liquid crystal
electronics. Assuming the efficiency of the arc power supply is 75 percent,

approximately 60 watts are lost in the power supply. Estimated MTJ3F of
2000 hours is based on an estimate of the reliability of the complex LSI

liquid crystal drive circuits and the arc source power supply. If a diffuse
light source is used, a higher reliability can be expected.

7. 3. 1 Gray Shade and Color Rendition

Depending on the aircraft mission and sensors on-board, it may be
desirable to project pictorial sensor video on the. head-up display. This Is
particularly true when sensors are available which provide visibility in

limited visibility condition (overcast, rain, nighttime). Candidate sensors
are LLTV and FLIR which require a display format (azimuth versus eleva-

tion) compatible with direct vievwing through the windscreen. The superposi-

tion of sensor video on the outside world enhances visibility while allowing
head-up operation of the aircraft is attractive. Display of sensor video on
the HUD places two constraints on the HUD design. The first is
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compatibility with the input format of the video. The second constraint

is the display must be capable of providing reasonable gray shade

renditions.

The video format from most FLIR and LLTV sensors is a TV raster

type format made up of adjacent successive raster lines refreshed at a field

rate of 60 Hz to eliminate flicker. The number of raster lines is a function

of the resolution of the sensor system.

Liquid crystal cells have been observed with a contrast ratio of

approximately 2500:1 with an applied voltage owing of 40 volts. This con-

trast ratio is dependent on viewing angle. The maximum contrast ratio is

observed at an angle of 90 degrees to the surface (directly on axis in a

transmissive system). Such a contrast ratio would provide over 20 •fZ

shades of gray.

The achievable gray shade capability of the HUD system is not

limited by the liquid crystal. Since contrast ratio Is the key parameter in

determination of shades of gray, the limiting factor is brightness of the

video as compared to the background. As a design goal, it was stated that
symbols should be legible with full resolution (I mrad) with a 10K fL ambient,

It was also determined that a contrast ratio of 1. 8 is required to meet

this design goal, The system was designed accordingly. Given the 10K fL

ambient, 1. 8 contrast ratio design point, a curve can be derived to show the

gray shade rendition capability of this display with lower background

ambients. This is shown in Figure 7-5 for full and degraded resolution

capability.

Accordingly, under worst case ambient background conditions, such

as when flying toward direct solar reflections from large clouds ( lOlfL)

the advanced HUD, provides easily viewable symbology. The same high

resolution HUD would provide five shades of gray against a nominal daylight

background of 1000 ML. With 3-mrad resolution, seven to eight shades of

gray would be provided.
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Figure 7-5. Gray shade rendition of
*i advanced head-up display.

A design goal for the advanced HUD is the capability of providing

color. This is desirable because of the additional information transfer capa-

bility possible by uiing color coding to reduce symbology clutter. The state-

of-the-art in liqiuid crystal and holographic optics technologies in too

premature to specify design details for a multi-color HUD. However, colo"

display capability has been considered. For the liquid crystal, the mixing of

dy ea in the. material or the use of multiple arrays with filters could be

utilized. The concept of a sequential color television system could also be

applied. In this case, three successive frames are presented on the same

display each one filtered by one of the primary colors to create a full-color

display. One drawback of the sequential color approach in the high speed at

which the frames must be presented to avoid flicker. The normal 60 field

per second flicker, free television format must be presented at

180 flelds/second,
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The other major consideration for a multi-color HUD is the spectral

* ~dependence of the holographic optics. At the present time, work is being

done in the development of multi-layer holograms. Conceivably, each layer

would be made sensitive to a different portion of the visible spectrum, When

aligned, the resultant display would exhibit full color capability.

A
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8.0 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The two technologies, described in this report, which the advanced

I-UD are dependent upon, are at an early stage of development. Based on the

results of this study, these technologies can be combined to provide a

head-up display with significant performance improvements over HUDs

incorporating today's conventional techniques. However, advancements in

the field of both liquid crystal and holographic technology must be made

before such a system can be developed. In this section, the ape.cific areas

"where these technologies must be advanced and a development schedule are

described.

8. 1 Liquid Crystal Technology Advancements

The two basic types of liquid crystal material described and reconi-

mended for possible use in the head-up display are the nematic dynamic

scattering and the nemnatic field effect cells. The Neematic dynamic cells

are the most nature technology at this time. Alphanumeric read-out and

key boards are being manufactured utilizing this material. As such, it is

the type of liquid crystal material most suitable for near term use in an

advanced hqad-up display. The major development problems involving this

type of material are temperature sensitivity and the dependence of contrast

on the angle of viewing. The temperature dependence exhibits itself as a

variation in the conductivity and viscosity of the material with temperature.

This problem is expected to be resolved within the hext two years by comn-

mercial and military research.

.. .
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The second problem area is that of the angular dependence when

viewing the liquid crystal matrix. The contrast and brightness are dependent

on viewing angle. This problem is being seriously attacked by potential users
interested in the direct display application. However for the head-up display

due to the optical processing of the image this is not as critical a problem

since the array is not viewed directly.

The nematic field effect liquid crystal material is at a much less

advanced state of development. However, the advantages it affords in

simplification of the optical system makes it a major candidate. This advan-

tage sterns from the light modulation by means of polarization rather than

diffusion. This allows the use of a more efficient illuminating source and

removes the requirement for a highly collimated source of light since the

liquid crystal achieves the collimation. A disadvantage of this material is

its switching characteristics which make gray shade rendition more difficult.

Ideally, this property could be improved by. modifying the material. It

should be mentioned, however, that advancements in the gray shade capa-

bility of this material are unlikely without research. This is because most
of the work on numeric displays is not concerned with gray shade rendition,

and TV type flat panel display research is njainly directed at the nenatic

scattering material.

S. 1. 1 Related TechnologyAdvancements

Two other major areas of technology which must be considered for

the development of the liquid crystal matrix display are the illumination

source and the LSI technology necessary to provide the drive circuitry and

add reas.sng of the liquid crystal matrix. Two potentially attractive sources
of illumination were described in this report. The thallium arc source is

suitable when using a reflective nematic scattering liquid crystal matrix.

The mercury arc and spectral phosphor is suitabie for use with the

transparent field effect nematic liquid crystal matrix. Neither of these

sources have been built in a configuration suitable for the HUD. However,

similar sources have been built, and it is considered a minimum risk

development.
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The LSI Matrix which provides the addressing and drive circuitry

function for the m= rx is being developed Li MOS technology to provide a

TV compatible display using nematic scattering reflective liquid crystal

material. A low resolution demonstration display of this type is being

developed by Hughes Aircraft Company under contract with the Air Force

Avionics Laboratory. Hence, the reflective display it much closer to

development than the'tranamissive liquid crystal display. One problem of a

large LS1 array is the manufacturing yield which can be expected, With the

mnany elements necessary to obtain a high dens!Ly matrix array, it is likely

that cell failures will exist. This yield is improved in present LSI circuits

by such techniques as pad relocation and discretionary wiring. These tech-

niques involve the replacement of a bad cell by wiring over to an extra cell

of the same type located elsewhere ou the LSI chip. This is not possible

with the HUD application becaume of the display format, That is, the rela-

tive orientation of the cells spatially must not be charged. However, it is

anticipated that as production techniques become more established, the pro-

duction yield of complex arrays will improve. Figure 8-1 illustrates thl

expected improvement in the yield of the LSI manrifacturing.

30

25
V:OICON TARGEfT/

2 -DIODE ARRAY A
OMPLFX C-M08 / LIQUID CRYSTAL

lb CIRCWTN

01

60 70 71 72 73 74 76 78 77

OALENOAR YEAR

Figure 8-1. Wafer yield prediction.
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In order to develop a transparent Liquid crystal display which allows

the use of field effect material and a more efficient, simpler light source

and optics, the drive electronic LSI chip must be transparent. The silicon

on sapphire integrated circuit technology provides this capability. The

sapphire has the advantage of providing better circuit isolation than silicon

and hence results in higher operating speeds. It also is nearly clear in the

visible spectrum. This is the ideal LSI circuitry for the transparent liquid

crystal application. The most complex silicon on sapphire LSI circuitry
developed to data is a 5, 000 bit read only memory. Although the type of cir-

cuitry necessary has not been developed, it is not considered a high risk

development.

8. Z Holographic Optics Technology Advancements

Technology areas where better understanding of the application of

hologram arrays to HUD systems is required are discussed below. These

areas are the logical next step in development of this appLication.

8.2. 1 Parametric Design Studies

Extensive computer ray tracing is required to evaluate a single sys-

tem design. A program is needed to provide performance data for a range

of values of 0, d, f and FOV. This would provide the design tools necessary

to make system tradeoffs and aid in defining the optimum system geometry

to minimize sources of inaccuracies.

8. Z. 2 Curved Substrates Analysis

The use of curved substrates can potentially improve system perfor-

mance in the areas of local distortion, binocular disparity, and pupil errors.

Design techniques must be developed that will allow testing and optimization

of curved substrate designs. Source surface curvature is included in these

techniques, which can simplify the relay optics design and improve system

performance. These techniques would be applied to I-IUD system design,

and the predicted performance of optimized systems would be obtained.
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8.2.3 Dispersion Compensation

A primary tradeoff in present holographic HUD system designs is

image resolution versus image brightness (source power) requirements.

This tradeoff arises from the chromatic dispersion of the asymmetrical

hologram optical elements. Compensation for this dispersion is possible

but is a difficult design task, since it requires another (smaller) hologram

array in the optical system. The elements of both arrays must be optimized

to allow a wavelength spread in the source while maintaining projected imAage

quality without tinting the outside scene. A more reasonable source spectral

bandwidth is 100 A. The objective would be to achieve 1-mrad resolution

with this bandwidth, while maintaiLning image quality.

At the present time, Hughes is in the process of developing a small

multi-element holographic array on a plastic spherical substrate. The

application is to provide a visor helmet-mounted display. Small (2 x

2 inch) multi-element arrays on flat Pubstrates have already been developed.

The design and analysis techniques employed can be extended to apply to the

large field of view, curved on flat substrate head-up display.

8. 3 Development Schedule for an Advanced HUD

A reasonable development schedule f6... the advanced H-UD is based

to a large extent on the future development of the two major technologies:

liquid crystals and holographic optics. A postulated development schedule to

end up with a flyable breadboard system with the required performance

(improvement in accuracy is expected) is shown in Figure 8-2. This

schedule is considered the shortest reasonable schedule, consistent with the

premise that many technological gains will occur from other research

efforts. This schedule is based on development of the baseline design con-

figuration described in Section 7. 0. This system utilizes a flat holographic

combiner and 6 x 8 inch nernatic reflective liquid crystal on MOS LSI sub-

strate with a thallium arc light source. A curved combiner, transmissive

Liquid crystal and silicon on sapphire technology and the more efficient dif-

fused light source HUD design would lengthen the schedule,
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ADVANCEMENT IN LIQUID
CRYSTAL. TECHNOLOGY

SMALL SINGLE MATRIX OPFRATING /

DEVEL.OP MULTI ARRAY CONCEPTS

FABRICATE 764 1024 ELEMENT
ARRAY FOR HUD

HOLOGRAPHIC LEN! TECHNOLOGY

DESIGN STLVIES

DEVELOP LARGE ARRAY TOOLING

FABRICATE LARGE ARRAY FOR HUDI

RELATED R AND D

THALLIUM SOURCE

SYSTEM ENGINEERING
(OPTICAL AND ELECTRICAL)

INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT

AVAILABLE FOR TEST AND EVALUATION

Figure H-Z. Logical development schedul~e for advanced
... head up display.
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In the area of liquid crystal, it is anticipated that a 100 x 100

resolution matrix will be operating by 1974. The development necessary to

provide a multi-matrix array (768 x 10Z4 elements) will take at least another

year. Included in this development is improved high temperature perfor-

mance and sealing techniques which will allow operation in military aircraft.

The holographic optics technological advancements must be made in the

areas of developing better computerized design and analysis techniques to

improve accuracy, and the development of tooling to fabricate large multi-

element arrays. The only other area of required and development research

is the thallium arc point source with a high efficiency power supply. This
is a minimal risk item which should be possible within a year. In parallel

with development in the technology areas, the optical design, detailed elec-

trical design, and interface definition necessary to incorporate the advanced

HUD into a particular airframe for flight test evaluation can be achieved.

If this is done properly, a flight test could be a reality by late 1976.
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"APPENDIX A. HUD DEMONSTRATION DEVICES

To demonstrate the basic concept of the advanced head-up d&3play I

described in this report, a demonstiator was developed to illustrate the

principles of the liquid crystal reflective display in conjunction with the i

holographic lens. As seen in Figuro A-I, a projector light source is used to

illuminate the reflective Liquid crystal matrix element. In order to provide

light of the required wavelength and spectral bandwidth, a flite: is used in
front of projection light source. The Liquid crystal matrix is used in a

specular reflective mode to maximize brightness of the symbology.

4,•,

Figure A-i. Advanced HUD concept demonstrator.
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In order to minimize first surface reflection from the Liquid crystal

reflective array, a prism is bonded to the front surface. A relay lens is

used to project the Liquid crystal image on the holographic lens/combiner.

The holographic lens does provide some undesired first surface reflections.

"Attempts to apply an antireflect coating were discarded due to the possibility

"of destroying the lens. The Lens was made to be responsive to light at

4900 A with approximately 100 A bandwidth at 50 percent response. The

focal length is 4 Inches with a required off axis angle of approximately

-17 degrees. Due to its small size (1, 5-inches diameter) and the fact that it

is a single element holographic lens, the exit pupil and field of view are

limited to a small area..

To simUlate the reflective liquid crystal matrix, a mirror was etched

to provide the reflective HUD symbology pattern as viewed through the holo-

graphic lens/combiner. A ceramic plate behind the mirror provided the dif-

fuse scattering. This can ultimately be replaced with a Liquid crystal matrix

when the state of development is such that a deliverable array can be pro-

duced. A photograph of the completed demonstrator is shown in Figure A. 1.

A-I Advanced HUD Mockup

To indicate how the holographic lens/combiner and liquid crystal

sou,-ce can be integrated into an aircraft, a wood and plexiglass mockup was

fabricated. This mockup is shown in Figure A-Z. The nonfunctional mockup

is a one-half size representation of the forward canopy s( cion of the A-10

close air support aircraft. This aircraft was selected because of its large
canopy and over the nose visibility (>Z0 degrees).

The illumination source configuration is a more advanced concept

than that defined as the baseline. Instead of a reftlective liquid crystal matrix

display with a point source collimated light source, the mockup shows a trans..

parent liquid crystal array illuminated from behind by a diffuse light panel

source. The 3 x 4-inch array mockup of the source was fabricated using

lucite plastic plates. A block 3-x 4-x 1-inch thick is used to represent the

light source. The relay lens in front of the liquid crystal plane is represented

as being a 3 x 4-inch flat transmissive holographic lens,
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Figure A-2. Advanced HUD mockup.

To provide maximum flexibility, two alternate configurations can be

demonstrated with the single mockup. The curved canopy combiner/lens

arrangement requires placement of the liquid crystal array between the canopy

supports immediately ahead of the instrument panel. The alternate configura-

tion utilizes a flat combiner supported by the canopy structure. This requires

the source to be located just below the cowling line at the front of the canopy.
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APPENDIX B. HEAD-UP DISPLAY USER SURVEY

During the contract period a Head-Up Display User Survey was

performed to obtain HUD design requirements data from the user' s (pilot's)

standpoint and to take advantage of the operational experience gained by pilots

using a HUD. Since the A-7 was selected as the representative aircraft

system in which the Hughes HUD requirements would be conceptually exam-

Ined, it was decided tp concentrate the survey efforts on pilots experienced

in that aircraft. In all,'17 highly experienced pilots were administered

the survey, a blank copy of which is contained in Appendix B. The estimated

average total flying time of these pilots was Z,216 hours (330 to 4100 hours).

Their average total A-7 HUD time was 284 hours (75 to 800 hours).

The results of the survey are consolidated in the followir.g survey.

This Table is developed in the same general format 4s is the basic survey

questionnaire with the questions askes€ preceding the answers. Where

responses are indicated by numbers (i. e. , 17, 15, 3, etc. ), they represent

the number of pilots responding to the question that was asked. Where corn-

ments are called for, the actual responses of the pilots are preserved in a

consolidated list. Comments, where appropriate, are keyed to the question

to which a response is given.

The use of the individual pilot comments should be used carefully,

since they do not always represent a concensus or inajority opinion, but

often they are only an individual's feelings. There was one concensus that

should be noted here, and strongly, and that was the unanimous response of

YES to the question, "Based on your experience using the HUD, do you

believe that the HUD is a useful instrument?" It should also be noted that the

high acceptance of the HUD by this group of pilots is almost totally bounded
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by their experiences using the A-7D HUD. Several expressed verbal concern

that any new I-IUD developments incorporate as many of the A-7D features as

possible.
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HEAD-UP DISPLAY USER SURVEY
(Consolidation)

Users: 17 A-7D Pilots

Total Estimated Flight Hours (Average): ZZ16 (330 to 4100)

A-7D HUD Hours (Average): Z84 (75 to 800)

Other Aircraft HUD Hours: Essentially None

-Flight Simulator HUD Hours (Average): Z0 (0 to 50

A. During which phases of a mission do you use the HUD?

Takeoff 14

Landing 17

Enroute Navigation 15

Air-to-Air Weapon Delivery 1 i

Air-to-Ground Weapon Delivery 17

Rendezvous 7

Stationkeeping 5

Refueling 6

'rF /TA 16

Comments: 1. "Angle of attack Indication and angle of approach most *
valuable" (Ref. Landing).

2. HUD is always of value whenever a specific altitude is

required (e. g. , by placing the Flight Path Marker on the 0° pitch line the

aircraft is placed in straight and level flight), (Ref. all of A above.)
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B. During each mission phase, how would you rate the usefulness of the

HUD ?

High Medium Low

Day Night Day Night Day Night

Takeoff 4 10 7 3 5 3

Landing 15 15 2 1 - -

Enroute Navigation 3 3 9 8 4 3

Air-to-Air Weapon 6 5 3 2 3 3
Delivery ,_"_...

Air-to-Ground 17 16 1 - -

"Weapon Delivery

Rendezvous 1 2 5 4 9 8

Stationkeeping 1 1 - 8 8

Refueling Z 2 - - 10 10

Terrain Following/' 8 8 6 6 1 1
Terrain Avoidance

C. (1) Have you every turned off the HUD (or dimmed the symbology

below your visual threshold) because it interfered with the perfor-

mance of your duties?

YES 10

NO 6 NO Qualified I

Comment: (Ref. qualified NO): "However, I have turned off

selected symbologies I considered obstructive or irrelevant."

(Z) If YES, indicate the rnissions phase(s) and reason(s) for turning

the HUD off.

1B-4
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(a) Mission Phase: Attack

1. "Even the DIM setting too bright to see target." (Night

Gunnery).

2. "To pick out targets in air or on ground." (Night).

3. "Manual Bombing - Too much garbage."

4. "Sometimes too much information presented in early stages

of use, confuses the pilot. This would be to use just the

standby pipper, especially during strafe."1

5. "Turn off scales (Hdg. , Airspeed, and Altitude) because

they clutter the HUD when I want to see aLttack symbology

only. ,"

6. "For manual strafing there is too much unncessmary

symbology."

7. "Too much symbology - too distracting." (Manual Bombing).

(b) Mission Phase: Join-Up

1. "1 want my view of the plane I'm rejoining un to be clear.

The only Info needed is airspeed and it can be obtained from

the cockpit easily."

2. "Puts Extra lights in field of view - makes it harder to

maintain eight of lead at long distance out." (Night).

(c) Mission Phase: Air Refueling

1. "The HUD it distracting when clearing for other aircraft

or looking for a ground reference at night. Never use HUD

for refueling operations. " (Night).
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(d) Mission Phase: GAN - Enýoute at Night

1. "The tendency of HUD to be overbearing and predominant,
t4

either in seeing all of ground flares or seeing other aircraft,

difficulty in adjusting fineness of lighting (level)."

(e) Mission Phase: Tactickl Formation and Close Trail

1. "Both phases require strict flying off another plane and the

HUD doesn't help in either Fase. Also in tactical your

visibility needs to be uncluttered to look for other planes. i
D. List the mission phases during which you would like to use the HUD but

cannot at the present time.

1. "Should have air-to-air sight that works. Don't trust TF or TA."

2. "Enroute 'Nay"

3. "Would like to use the HUD also uring mission phases when the

pilot must look out the side or top of the aircraft."

E. (1) In bright sunlight, with the HUD at full brightness, can you

clearly see all of the displayed symbology?

YES 11 YES Qualified 2

NO 4

Comments: (YES Qualified)

1I "If displaced at all from the sup."

2. "At most times, depends on sun positions,"

(2) If NO, check the type of symbology that are iparticularly difficult

to see:

Numeric -

Scales
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Rett cle

Standby Reticle

Other 1. "Some aircraft all symbology too DIM looking into

All symbology 4

(3) If any of the above is chocked, check the reason for the legibility

problem:

Symbology not bright enough 4

Symbology jitters

Symbology not collimated

Symbology too small

Display too cluttered

Other 1. "Sun brighter."

(4) To what extent does sun position influunce legibility?

Greatly 2

Moderately 5

Little 9

Not at all -

(5) If sun position is a significant detriment to legibility describe the

conditions.

1. "Reflected sun is worse than direct sun."

Z. "When flying directly toward sun. "

3. "Only when flying directly into bright sun."

4. "Only tirme it has any etfect is if you are aimed directly at the

sun$'
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5. "Only looking directly at the sun.

6, San "wash out all symbology."

7. "When bright sun or the sun's rays reflect on the HUD combin-

ing glass no symbology can be seen."

8. "When sun is IZ o'clock high."

(6) To what extent does flying in and out of areas of bright sunlight or

areas of subdued Light influence legibility (e.g., flying under a

partial overcast) ?

Greatly 1

Moderately 3

Little 6

Not at all 7

(7) If (6) above is a significant problem explain the effects.

I. "Automatic brightness control." (Ref. Not at all).

2. "Must readjust rheostat."' (Ref. Moderately).

3. "If bright sunlight is reflected on the combining glass that image

makes the information on the HUD unusable." (Ref. Greatly).

F. (1) At night with the HUD dimmed to a comfortable viewing level, does

the symbology brightness interfere with seeing and identifying objects

in the aircraft external scene such as targets, terrain features and

identification points ?

Greatly 2

Moderately 8

Little 5

Not at all 2
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(2) If your answer to (1) i.Greatly or Moderately, describe conditions.

1. "If adjusted properly no problem at all." (Ref. Little).

Z. "Night Gunnery with no flares. " (Ref. Greatly).

3. "Most problem when viewing against a background of lights -

cities, etc. , low stars -then try to pick out an aircraft for

rejoin or avoidance. " (Ref. Moderately).

4. "Trying to find DIM lit ground targets."1 (Ref. Greatly)

5. "It tends to obscure the. target as slant range increases, ie.,

hard to get definite target designation. " (Ref. Moderately)

6. "It must be adjusted on final depending on the amount of flare

light." (Ref. Moderately)

7. "Only when flying over a city with a concentration of lights -

tends to Lose syrubology. " (Ref. Little)

8. "Due to sensitivity of adjustment knob - .. "ifficult to fine tune

light level at night. " (Ref. Not at all)

9. "The HUD symbology is distracting when attempting to identify

ground feaLures. " (Ref. Moderately)

10. "With air illumination the HUD has to be turned up to see the

symbolcgy which causes interference with locating ground

targets." (Ref. Moderately)

(3) If (1) above is a problem do you have a technique you use (or a

suggestion) to minimize the problem ? If so please explain.

1. "1 turn the HUD off until I have identified the target and am

ready to commence my attack." (Ref. Moderately) (Goes with

comment (Z) 9 above). 7
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2. "Fine tune knob for hight lighting." (Ref. Moderately) (Goes

with comment (2) 8 above).

3. "Adjust brightness." (Ref. Little)(Goes with comment 7 above)

4. "Put red filter instead of orange." (Ref. Moderately).

5. "I use the green color at night on range instead of the amber

night filter. Use the amber filter at night at other times."

(Ref. Moderately) (Goes with comment (2) 5 above).

6. "Turn HUD off - change day/night filter." (Ref. Greatly) (Goes

with comment (2)4 above),

7. "HUD dims well to a certain point, then seeme to be either off

or on dimmer could perhaps be adjusted so to give full dimming

control all the way to off. As it is now, if there is a problem,

I turn it off. " (Ref. Moderately) (Goes with comment (2) 3 above).

8. "Use as dim as possible. Still a problem." (Ref. Greatly)

(Goes with comment (2)2 above).

9. "Night ground attack, I don't use the filter, use normal green

symbology. " (Ref. Little) (Goes with comment (2) 1 above).

(4) At night with the HUD dimmed sufficiently for comfortable viewing,

can you clearly see all of the displayed symbology?

YES 16

NO

(5) If NO, check the type of symbology that are particularly difficult

to see:

Numerics

Scales I
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Reticle

Standby reticle-

All symnbology-

()If any of the'above to checked, check the reason for the legibility

probles n:

Symbology jitters

Symnbology not collimated-

Symbology too small

Display too cluttered

Other-

(7) D~o you insert the filter into the field of view when using the HIUD

at ni ght ?

YES 12 YES Qualified 3

NO 2

(8) If NO or YES Qualified, why?

1. "Night grou~nd attack, I do not use the filter, use normnral green

symbology. " (Ref. No) (Same comment a8 F'. 3. 9).

2. "Green color is easier to dim to a very low level - also, easier

to see green agal it light of city during approaches, etc."1

3. "1 like the green - Its a different color from yellow ground lite a

and makes It easier to discern which io which." (Ref. YES

Qualified)
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4. "If there is a predominance of orange light on the ground it is

better to use green symbology and vice versa. " (Ref. YES

Qualified)

5. "I use the green color at night on range instead of the amber

filter. Use the amber filter at night at other times." (Ref,

YES Qualified) (Same comment as F. 3.5).

G. (1) Does viewing the outside world through the HUD combining glass

cause problems? If yes indicate the time of day. If no problem

leave blank.

Dawn I Dusk z Note: 5 of
17 pilots

Midmorning 1 Night 4 responded.

Midday 1 Always -

Midafternoon 1

(2) Comments

1. Night - "This is only an occasional problem, but with certain

combinations of HUD symbology intensity, cockpit lighting

intensity, and outside ground lights, there are spurious reflec-

tions on the glass. However these are easily identified."

2. "Midmorning, Midday, Midafternoon - Get bad reflections off

the lens not the combining glass."

3. "The part is outstanding."'

4. Night - "Once again I prefer flying with HUD off when on the

wing (flying formation) atnight or when flying cross-country."

5. Dawn, Dusk, Night - "Only when trying to keep A/C lights in

sight at long distances.
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(3) If any of the above items are checked, check the reason for the

viewing problem: (Note- Only 4 pilots identified reasons. Others

were satisfied with system.

Dawn Midmorn. Midday Midaft. Dusk Night Always

'View of outsideK
word is distorted

Color of outside
world is changed

Reflections off
the combining1 11
glass. - -

Brightness of the
outside world is 1 1
greatly reduced.

Others (identify

below)

(a) Makes it
more diffi- 1
cult to see

(b)

(c)
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H. Ca'n you clearly see or read the IUD labels, indicators and readouts

(other than the symbology presented on the combining glass)?

Daylight Night

Yes No Yen No

In Range Indicator 5 11 II 5

Panel Light Switches 15 1 15 1

Standby Reticle control 16 - 16 -

Test Switch 16 - 16 -

Mile Indicator 16 - 13 3

Standby Reticle Depression Knob 16 - 15 1

Barometer Altitude Radar Switch 16 - 15 1

Ftlter Knob 16 - 16 -

Scales Switch 16 - 15 1

HUD Brightness Control 16 - 16 -

Comment: (Ref. Night Yes column). "This is 0. K. as long as there

are good cockpit lights.

I. State below any further observations, opinions, or recommendations

concerning the legibility or viewability of the HUD:

1. "The knob (Standby Reticle Depression Knob) in the A-7 is too small

and can be difficult to turn. To get large mile depression it takes

too much turning. "1

2. "When using a computed attack the aiming symbol should be limited

in travel so that it does not disappear from the field of view espe-

ciallywith INS drift. Then at lest, the pilot knows where the system

thinks it is, and corrections can be made."
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3. "In strong crosswinds a wider field of view would be useful, also

when rolling in on a target aiming refinement could be commenced

earlier."

4. "'In range indicator useless in present configuration. Milo indicator

usually unreadable without additional light source at night.'"

5. "The FPM (Flight Path Marker, i, e. , velocity vector) -will drift out

of view in landing pattern while turning base leg with a tra4.lwind.

When this occurs, you can not determine your angle attack. All

symbology should remain in field of view at all times. Pitch lines

and FPM may be allowed to drift to far side of HUD and then stay

there until information predicts back wtthin field of view."

6. "For teaching the HUD is a super aid, but as with anything, we must

caution continually against over dependence.,

7. "Never use in range indicator,"

8. "I find the HUD is an excellent aid in the cockpit. However, to

clearly view and interpret the altitude and airsp-ýed scales I must

move my head to one side or another at times. Therefore, I rely

on cockpit altitude and airspeed instruments. I believe the HUD

* would be better if the altitude, airspeed and velocity scales were

removed and that all that wat, left was heading."

3. (1) Is the instantaneous HUD field of view in the aircraft you. are cur.

rently flying adequate with respect to horizontal and vertical

coverage? 4

YES 13

NO 4

B-15
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(2) If NO, what should the field of view size be ?

Horizontal, degrees Note: Only one response
here and it was for

Vertical, degrees +10 degrees
horizontal

(3) Reasons for your choice in (2) above.

1. "If it could be done, any increase in size of view would be

F helpful. During conditions of high winds, or high "Gs" HUD
symbology is sometimes very hard to pick up without moving

head. H

2. "I personally can view everything I need to view through the

,. I-UD."

3. "1 would like to be able to slew aiming symbol to targets more

off the center line of the aircraft. Would not have to be aimed

,so directly at the target to designate."

4. At high angles of attack (landing phase), it is necessary to

raise seat height to see flight path marker."'

(4) If the HUD field of view were adjustable please indicate whether

you would recommend a larger or smaller size for the following

mission phases. (Base your responses on the field of view provided

in the aircraft that you are flying.) (Note: Responses were mostly

check marks. Those that were given are shown beneath the number

of responses.

B- 16
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* [ - - -.- . . . . . . . . .... ..

Larger Smaller

Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees
lHoriz. Vert. Horiz. Vert.

Takeoff -

S1 4
Landing 100, 15 0

0 .

Enroute Navigation 100 x 2 -

4 4
* Air-to-Air Weapon Z5 5 105 0 x2

Delivery ..

Air-to-Ground Weapon 83 , 3
Delivery 30 40

-1 I0°. 15, X 2

Terrain Avoidance/ - -

Terrain Following

Comments: 1. ".A-7D HUD is adequate as is. Field of view should

be as large as possible commensurate with size of center wind-

screen of fighter,"

K. (1.) What is your choice for a HUD vertical field of view point of

reference relative to the longitudinal axir, 'f the aircraft?

Armament Datum Line

Flight Reference Line - Fixed 1

Flight Reference Line -- Adjusted for Trim

Velocity Vector 14

Center of the Display

No Opinion 2
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(2) What is the reason for your choice?

.I "Having anything In the HUD other than the Flight Path Marker

(Velocity Vector) change relative position because of drift,

"causing an uncomfortable sensation."

2. "Velocity vector represents vector of aircraft,"

3. "Stmilar to the A-7D, whatever that is, but slightly extended

or) bottom side of the field of view."

4. "Easier to visualize and interpret Information." (Ref. Flight

Reference tine-Fixed).

5. "You are always concerned with where the aircraft is going in

all phases of flight. Any other position would make viewing

imore difficult." (Ref. Velocity Vector).

6. "Present system and it works super.'" (Ref. Velocity Vector).

7. "To give equal distance above and below the velocity vector in

the di uplay."

8. "Where the aircraft is fpoing Is of primary importance. In the

A-7D HUD other information moves about the flight path marker

(Velocity Vector) and this is ideal."

9. "I want my velocity vector to be constantly displayed. Almost

any other r'eference would detract from the velocity vector

value. Also, I find velocity vector most "seful of all. symbology.

10. "You can s'e all sides of your projected impact point. " (Ref.

Velocity Vector).

11. "I like to see everything by looking the way I am going. Our

scales should move with velocity vector in azirnuth or we don't

have Flight Path Marker mixed with scales.
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12. "The velocity vector of the aircraft represents the flight path

of the aircraft which tells me where I am going and pretty well

where forward firing ordnance is going. I
13. "My main interest is where the aircraft ii going." (Ref. Velocity

Vector),

(3) Using your choice for a HUD vertical field of view point of reference,

indicate for each of the mission phases and modes listed below,

where it should be placed relative to the longitudinal axis of the

aircraft.

Not

On Above Below Applicable

Takeoff 6 4 1 1

Landing 5 1 4

Enroute Navigation 1 1 1

"Air-to-Air Weapon 5 2 1 3
Delivery

Air-to-Ground Weapon Z 1 7
Delivery

Rendezvous 4 - 5-

Staionkeeping 4 - - 3

Refueling 3 2 - S
ij Terrain Avoidance/ 10 - 1 2

Terrain Following ....

*. " B-19
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L. (1) During the course of a mission, do you find it necessary to adjust

the HUD brightness?

Often

Sometimees I.

Rarely

Never

Often (night) 1/2

Rarely (day) 1/2

Never (Qualified) 1

(2) If often or sometimes, Why?

1. "It can be too bright for gnnnery where symbology interferes

with target identification and target designation." (Ref.

Sometimes).

2. "Only major adjustments needed at night. " (Ref. Sometimes).

3. "Difference between nominal darkness and approach lights for

landing, flares on range," (Ref. Often (night) and Rarely (day)).

4. "Due to change in brilliance of sun (clouds, etc, )." (Ref.

Sometimes..)

5. "Mostly at night, or if automatic sensors malfunction." (Ref'

Sometimes).

6. "According to how much of the HUD I want to see and different

phases of the mission. All depends on my requirements and not

on HUD inabilities." (Ref. Sometimes).
7. "Changing light conditions (position relating to sun)," (Ref.

Sometimes).

13-20
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8. "Don't want it to distract from the target. Too bright and I

stare at it. " (Ref. Some-times).

9. "Adjustment is sometimes necessary because of the change in

brightness of the sun's light."' (Ref, Sometimes).

10. "If HUD used specific information ready at a glance. Ihave it

turned up higher than normally. " (Ref. S omrntimes).

11. "Only at night." (Ref. Never (Qualified)).

M. (1) Based on your experience using the HUD, do you believe that the

HUD is a useful instrument?

YES 17 Comments: 1. "Outstanding"

NO 2. YES"XV"

MARGINAL

N. If a new HUD was being designed to your specification, indicate what

design features, capability or configuration you would want

incorporated ?

1 . "Remote UHF frequency indication - selectable ON and OFF.

Could be very useful,"

Z, "I would like a HUD the same as the A7-D but with ability to show

radio channel and range and bearing to selected target/destruction

or TACAN beacon."

3. "Greater reliability- cut down the f~ilures due to overheating.

Have selectable scales info. , i.e. , heading but no attitude or air-

speed, or any combinati.on. A fine adjustment on the size of the

aiming symbol display. It would be nice If yoa could get it down to

almost a pin point so you could be absolutely sure of the designation

point.
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4. "With vector velocity reference and ability to 'cage', i. e., keep

FPM centered and not affected by wind drift for certain aspects of

flight." Mils rotate knob easier to turn. Do away with airspeed

in HUD and replace with more useful info, i.e. , radio frequency,

TACAN Channels, etc."

5. "Some way of presenting bank information when desired. It's not

necessary at all times. Use either bank lines or a numerical value,

i.e. , 30L or 17R for a 300 left bank or a 170 right bank. For this

info we noed to know the exact rngle of bank."

6. "I am ver ,ttisfied with all aspects of the A7-D HUD."

7. "In air to ground auto strafe, all selected symbology is at the same

point as the target, therefore it is too congested. Aircraft bank

readout in HUD other than that what is currently displayed.

8. "HUD display should not move horizontally with crosswind. Radio

frequencies and TACAN channels should be displayed."

9. "Make HUD symbology basic and then allow pilot to call up individ-

ual systems on slate. Auxiliary radio frequencies should be seen

in HUD. The HUD is outstanding for instrument approaches."

10. "Selectable to show radio chiannelization. Air-to-Air sight."

11. "All those presently incorporated on the A-YD HUD."

12. "More variable brightness control. Move scales with vector.

About 25 percent more azimuth view."

13. "Add the capability to show manual radio channels. Overall,

I believe that the HUD is a quantum step forward as an aide to the

pilot in the 20th Century."
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14.. "I like our's -I would put UHF frequency display."

15. "At least as good as the A-7 HIUD, possibly slightly larger.

Definitely adjustable field of view."

16. "A more suitable presentation of ILS symbology -it's there now,

but I feel of limited value."

B2
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APPENDIX C. HOLOGRAM ARRAY GI"OMETRY AND DATA PLOTS

C-1 HOLOGRAM ARRAY GEOME TRY AND DATA PLOTS

In this appendix we illustrate the, use of the sen-i-quantitative and

qualitative relationships described in Section 4. 4 to make preliminary sys -

temn layouts and choices. This is followed by the actual data plots used in
the binocular disparity and distortion analyses.

Figure C- 1 shows a typical ayatern utilizing a reflection hologram

array as a combiner /projector element. Here the off-axcis angle 4 is
90 degrees and the asymmetry angle tý iIs 0 degree. The approximate posi-

tion and size of the source plane are shown for magnifications of a 4 in.

AA

OPTICAL AXIS PUPIL.

REFLECTION / C .,/ 4.*d¼ .HOLOGRAM 4; " 44A4.,'"
ARRAY 7.,4 *'~~*"/ '

PLANE

Figure C-i1. System geometry using a reflection hologram
array/combiner plate with 4 90 and 4 0.
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square input of I. 0, 1. 5, and 2. 0. The delree of asymmetry of the

extreme rays shown is an indication of the amount of distortion present in

the projected image; this correlation-has been formed by performing ray-

tracing distortion analyses onjsystems with varying parameters. There-

fore, this figure indicates that In general, as the magnification increases,

the expected amount of distortion decreases. This trend is offset by other

factors, such as system size and/or the requirements for image relay optics.

It is apparent from. Figure C-I that the amount of distortion will

decrease as the off-axis angle ý is decreased. For example, Figure C-Z

shows a system with • 40 degrees and • -- 0 degrees. Here there is

Little ima,.ge distortion Indicated, but the amount of field distortion, as indi-

cated by the variable array area per unit solid angle of the fieid of view, is

quite significant. It should be noted khat this distinction between image dis-

tortion and field distortion is not precise, but it is qualitatLvely meaningful

for preliminary analysis. The amount of field distortion can be decreased

by increasing the asymmetry angle 4. Minimum field distortion would occur

for 0 or +20 degrees, but it is evident that this would introduce more

image distortion. The intermediate case is the symmetric configuration,
with 4i 0, shown in Figure C-3.

ýN~o OPIA \ o*X\\• u•,
40

5,.

% • - - • SOURICE PLAIN[

Figure C-2. System geomttry using a reflection
hoLogram array/combiner plate with
4) 40 degrees and 41 -20 degrees. J
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OPTICAL AXIS PPI

I- ICTO - -- -.-,

.400

00

_S _OURCE PLANE

FigLurV C-3. System geometry using a
reflection hologram array/combiner

plate with 4 = 40 degrees and
0.

Both types of distortion can be mrnilmized by choosing the smalltst

off-axis angle allowed by the basic system geometry, The minimum angle

depends on the system parameters and the required relay optics. For

example, in the system under consideration here, an off-axis angle of

S= 18 degrees just allows the lower extreme ray to leave the line-of-sight

volume for M = 1. 0. This Is shown in Figure C-4 with the approximate

source plane locations and sizes for M = 1. 5 and Z. 0. It Is evident that,

for M < 2. 0, the source plane must be projected into the system by auxiliary

optics. An image relay lens to perform this projection should be located

with its exit pupil at the image of the viewing pupil formed by the hologram

array. This fact and the image magnification determine the relay lens focal

length, while the size of the pupil image fixes the aperture of the relay lens

and therefore its f/number. For the system of Figure C-4, the f/number

required to provide the desired viewing pupil size is rather low and is a

strong function of the tnagnification, M. Tl~is relationship is shown in
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HOL.OGRAM 1 " .0L'' I •.

- -" "- ,.,,._ . M. 2,4

5 06 ISO

6-90

•, Figure'C-4, System geometry using a reflection
hologram array/combiner plate with

•b=18 degrees and• -9 degrees. '

Figure C-5 for a 3-in. pupil, and a 5-in. pupil. Based on this data, we

would pick a relay magnification of M =1. 4.

In this appendix we denmonstrate the effect of the off-axis angle and
S', the asym~metry angle ý on the average distortion of the image. We also

i. 
40

i ~illustrate the use of an offset in the source plane to provide a better use ofi

; the array aperture. These data were plotted for 41 x 41 arrays in order to

S~~elim~inate the Local distortion at unaligned intersections in the basic design. '

Figure C-6 shows the Input to• the array. Figures C-7 through C- 14
show the corresponding (distorted) output, calculated by Interpolating

between the array formation points. All output plots show the Image that .

would be seen looking from the center of th~e pupil plane, on a 100 x r

100 degree format.

Figures C-7, C-8, and C-9 show the effect of increasing the maxi-

mnum design FGV for symmetric arrays 0d ) with f = 250 mm (10 inches)

and d = 600 mm (23. 6 inches). As the FOV increases from 20 x Z0 to

60 x 60 degrees the image changes from a simple linear trapezoidal

C-4
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0a

SOUNCE 6 5 , I 4" SUARe~~~t O0 M O I I : 1 0 "' | I

0.

+,,.

,IM. 1,0

0.6

1 0.6

j~ j 0.4
5 0.3

1,4 111 1.4 1.4 II 1ID

Figure C-5. Relay Lens F/number varlation
with input image magnification.
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Figure C-6. Array input.

CONOMION 5%

f0v 2ce 20' CONTOUR INTERVAL I0MM
f 250 mm

30 d 6w MM

10 -"ON FOV

-30

-50 - -30 -1 10• 30 5]

HOiIZONTAL ANGLI:, DUOREL5

Figure C-7, Array output.
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50

ARRAY LIMTh

40' x 40o r'OV

S-10

CONMTIOtSI

-30 F O V = 4 0 % 
0
Al e * -

1 ;50 MM -4C- 0

L d -60MM CONTOUR ;0 MM
INTERVAL-• I I I ,

-54. W -10 10 30 50

HORIZONTAL ANGLE, DEGREES

Figure C-8, Array output.

0 T60N V60 0 FOV

10

ARRCAY

-30
CON'DITIONS-. FUV Wo.60

0  d- 6D00MM
1 250 MM .0

, .400CONIOU, INTIIRVAL -30MM

W.5 -30 -10 to 30 5o

H4ORIZONTAL ANGLI, DEGREES

Figure C-9. Array output.
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50 ARRAY LIMIT

,~6(P 600 FOY

a0

10

-30

30CONDITIONSt
FOV, 60e 60e d 600 MM CONTOUR 30 MM

1 250 MM 00f IWNtERVAL

.50 . ... .6 I I

HORIZONTAL ANGLE, DEOREES

Figure C- 10. Array output.

50 , ,ARRAY LIMIT

.60P 60a FOV

30 A

10

-ID,

CON DITIONS-
FOV 60' .0 d 600wMM CONTOUR 30MM

1 25C MM 0 INTERVAL

L '90 P I

40• x3 -10 1o 30 50
HORIZONTAL ANGLE, DEGREES

Figure C-11. Array output.
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I , .. . . ... .. . . . . . . . ..

30 ____

10

FO *)ýx 0P - CONTOUR.3M
f - 230 M INYZRVAL

-So- S -,0 -10 10 30 so

HORIZONTAL ANGLE, DEGREES

Figure C-1Z, Array output.

6(P 6&FOV

50

I z~iARRAY.10 LI T

CONDIIIONSi

FOV 6e. 60* W CONTOUR

f '250MM MA 4 o INTIIRVAL -

d - 600 MM X -. 30 MM

-m L! I

FigureHORIZONTAL ANGIE, DEGREES

Figure C -13. Array output.
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50 ý16 0P FOY

109

ARRAY
LIMIT

-10S -- -

CONUITION5. FOY - OMt CNTOUR 3 M
f -250 MM INTERVAL

-30 d -6W MM

~60 hM I

50 -0 -10 110 30 5

HORIZONTAL ANGLE, DEGREES

Figure C-14. Array output.

dislorLion Lo a nonlinear trapezoidal distortion. The increased nonlinearity

of higher off-axis angles Is shown in Figure C-10 for ý = 60 degrees and
Figure C-II for ý = 90 degrees, with other parameters held constant.

The "'image" distortion can be decreased, with a resulting increase

in "field' distortion, by tilting the array toward the source plane, i.e.

negative LP. This effect is shown in Figure C-lZ, which is otherwise the

same as Figure C.- 10 ( = 60 degrees).

Finally, the "field" distortion resulting frorn the negative ko can be

partially compensated by moving the input relative to the array. This tech-

nique Is illustrated in Figures C-13 and C-14 for • 40 degrees, 4)

-20 degrees. In Figure C-13 there is no offset, while In Figure C- 14 the

source is offset by 60 mm.

C-3 BINOCULAR DISPARITY DATA

Figure C- 15 represents the binocular disparity plot for a single ele-

ment line with a 45 degree horizontal image for 68 mm interpupilliary

C-10
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7

Is

.OS

3 0 I I 6 6 i s , .

HORIZONTAL ANOLE, ODEREES

Provides data for 93 points at
, 45. 2 degrees In Figure 4-31. Input

image width 390 mm.

Figure C-15. Binocular disparity plot
for single element at 45. 2 ave

horizontal FOV, for 68 mnm inter-
pupillary distance, at A A points

-, in Figure 4-23.

distance. Referring to Figure 4-23 this is at the A A points. This provides
the data for the [D points at 45 degrees In Figure 4-31.

Figure C- 16 is the binocular disparity plot for a 5 x: 11 element

array with a 56. 5 degree horizontal image for 68 mm Interpupillary distance
at the A A points in ?Jgure 4-23. This provides data for the e points at

56.5 degrees in Figure 4-3 1.

Figure C-17 is a linear plot of the binocular disparity for the
5 x 11 element array in Figure C- 16. It is normalized to a maxirnunm error
of 25.9 mrad. Curves starts at upper center of Figure C- 16 and continues

clockwise with peaks at unaligned Intersections,

ic-,
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30,

Is'

Ii
I8

0 I |

AVUHAGE EAHOH * 4.6 MHAL)
VMAXIMUM kFHUM - B.9 MRAU

30I i 0 IsI 30

IHUHFZUNTAL ANOL. DkLktbý

Provides data for (0 points at
56. 5 degrees in Figure 4-31. Input
image width 390 mm,

Figure C- 16. BinocuLar disparity plot
for 5 x 11 array at 56. 5 degrees

horizontal X;OV, for 68 mm
lnterpupiLLary distancu, at A A

p'ointU In Figure 4-Z3.
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100
AVEPAG0 ERROR

4.6 MRAD

'4 075

080

ta

025

ARRAY POSITION

Linear plot of binocular disparity for
5 x 11 array from data an Figure C0-16.

I Normalized to maximum error of
25. 9 mrad. Curve starts at upper

I center o± output plot and continues
I clockwise, Peaks come at unaligned

inter-;ections around image.

Figure C-17. Linear binocular
disparity plot.
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